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Tunnel

Diode
Measurements
Diode Measurements

SIMPLE METHODS FOR CHECKING CHARACTERISTICS OF LOWER SPEED DEVICES
Bv
DAN,CE, ivi.so.
By J. B. DANCE,
M;Sc.

lLTHOUGH ·one
ALTHOUGH
one might think that a tunnel diode
characteristic could be plotted by employing the
simple circuit · of Fig. 1, the use of such a circuit
will almost always result in the tunnel diode either
oscillating or switching across ·a part of the characteristic.
In either case the important negative resistance region
(shown in Fig. 2) will be partly or entirely missed. This
difficulty arises because at some parts of the characteristic
there are three possible values of voltage for a particular
current applied through the diode. In order to obtain
the stability required for the plotting of the complete
characteristic, the impedances used in the measuring
circuit must be carefully chosen.

flL

not exceed the maximum value recommended by the
the
manufacturers. This is often of the order of 10 I,..
Ir.
Thus some tunnel diodes with an Ip
IP value of 11 mA
rnA
should not be allowed to pass more than 10 mA.
rnA.
The reverse characteristic can also be plotted using the
circuit of Fig. 1. Even greater care is necessary to
prevent the maximum current rating being exceeded
than when the forward characteristic is being examined,
since in some cases the maximum current rating can be ,
exceeded at an applied potential of less than
thim 0.1 volt.
Another simple circuit which may be used to estimate
E

Simple Testing
Nevertheless the simple circuit ·of
of Fig. 11 can be used to
obtain a general indication of a tunnel diode characteristic
and to check that the diode under test has not been
previously destroyed by heat or by excessive current.
current.
As the variable resistor R22 is rotated to increase the
potential across the diode, it will be found that the
current increases relatively rapidly at first for potentials
of the order of 0.05 volt. This is the region BC of the
Fig. 2 characteristic. Quite suddenly,
suddeQly, as the applied
potential is further increased, switching will occur to the
region DE. At this instant the potential across the diode
rises to about 0.4 volt and at the same time the current
falls somewhat owing to the circuit resistance. An
approximate estimate of the diode peak current, I,.,
Ip, can
passing
be obtained by noting the value of the current .passing
immediately before switching occurs and by multiplying
this current by a factor of about 1.05. This factor is
required, since it is not normally
normally- possible to reach the
peak of the characteristic with the simple circuit of Fig. 1.
As the peak is approached a stray noise pulse will cause
switching to the DE region of Fig. 2. The voltmeter,
V, should, of course, be a high-impedance instrument
if the peak current of the diode is relatively small; a
digital voltmeter is ideal.
While carrying out this test, care must be taken to
ensure that the current passing through the diode does

Ip

NEGATIVE
1\>T RESISTANCE
REGION

t
CURRENT

D

Iv

8
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Vy

VF

VOLTAGE_,...

A

Fig. 2. Typical tunnel
tuimef
diode characteristic.

the peak current of a tunnel diode is shown in Fig. 3.
3.
A half-wave rectified voltage is applied to
to the
the diode.
diode.
As Re
R1 is reduced, the maximum current passing through
the diode in each alternate half cycle increases until the
the
trace on the oscilloscope shows that the diode is switch- ing. The voltage across R at which this first occurs can
be measured by means of the oscilloscope and hence the
maximum current passing through R can be found.
This is approximately equal to the tunnel diode peak
current.

500

Equivalent Circuit
250

Fig. I.1. Simple
Simpie circuit for
for plotting
plotting tunnel
tunnel diode
diode characteristics.
characteristics.
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The conditions under which a tunnel diode is stable in
the test circuit can be deduced from the small-signal
equivalent circuit of the device; if these conditions are
satisfied, the whole of the characteristic can be examined.
In the negative resistance region of the characteristic,
characteristic, aa
tunnel diode may be represented by the small-signal .
equivalent circuit of Fig. 4. The negative resistance,
-— r, is the reciprocal of the slope of the negative resistance
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the characteristics
characteristic s of a tunnel diode will
will depend
depend upon
upon the
the
· parameters of the diode itself.

A

-T'

TUNNEL DIODE
Dl ODE
TUNNEL
TEST CIRCUIJ
B
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT
Fig. 6. Basic circuit of tunnel diode and
and its
its test
test equipment.
equipment.

lower inductance, however, it may be possible
possible to
to reduce
reduce
Lss and hence to increase /,.
f r so
so that
that /,.
f r is
is greater
greater than
than /,.
f c·
In this situation the device is short-circuit stable.
stable.
The basic circuit of aa tunnel diode and
its
test
equipand its test equipment is shown in Fig. 6. The tunnel diode
diode equivalent
equivalent
circuit is shown on the left of the diode terminals A
A and
and B
B
and the test circuit on the right of these points.
points. K,
R 1 and
and Li
L1
represent the unavoidable resistance and inductance of
ot the
the
connecting leads and may be added to K
R s and
and L.
L,.. The
The
total series inductance and resistance in the
the circuit
circuit will
will
be given the symbols L and R respectively.
respectively. C,
C 1 is
is the
the
decoupling capacitor. If only alternating currents
currents are
are
considered, the series resonant circuit of Fig.
Fig. 66 may
may be
be
replaced by the equivalent parallel resonant circuit
circuit of
of
Fig. 7. C,
C 1 of Fig. 6 is normally much
much greater
greater than
than the
the
junction capacitance, C, and therefore the
the effective
effective tuning
tuning
capacitance differs little from C. This capacitance
capaCitance is
is
therefore shown in Fig,
Fig. 7.
Oscillation will occur if the dynamic load line cuts
cuts the
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diode characteristic in three places, that
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the dynamic
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- !'

Fig. 7. Parallel resonreson·
nant circuit equivalent
to series resonant circircuit in
in Fig. 6.

(1)
impedance of the tuned circuit of Fig. 66 exceeds |J-— H
r j(l>..
Thus the dynamic load
line
must
be
similar
to
that
load.
be similar to that
marked 11 in Fig. 5, but the static load
load line
line must
niust be
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similar to that marked
marked. 2 if oscillation is
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to occur.
occur. The
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of Fig.
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L
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i :;;jCRC
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....
RC] —
- r|..
r ]..
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(2)
_ If L is only slightly greater than RC|
RC j- rj,
rl, the
the oscillaoscillations are confined to the negative-resistance
negative-resis tance region
region and
and
are approximately
approximatel y sinusoidal. If L
is large,
Lis
large, however,
however, the
the
instantaneous diode voltage and current show excursions
excursions
into the region where the diode resistance is
is positive
positive and
and
relaxation oscillations occur.
If switching is to be avoided it is
is essential
essential that
that the
the total
total
series resistance of the circuit, R, shall
- rj.
shall not
not exceed
exceed |1rl.
On the other hand R should not be
be very
very much
much smaller
smaller
than 1| — r|
rl or the circuit will not be
be sufficiently
sufficiently damped
damped
and the second condition will be more
more difficult
difficult to
to satisfy.
satisfy.
The series inductance of the measuring
measuring circuit
circuit to
to which
which
the tunnel diode is connected must
must be
be kept
kept as
as small
small as
as
possible. The circuit values .to
to be used for
measuring
for measuring
110

Practical Example
Let us assume that it is required to
to determine
determine the
the
characteristic s of an S.T.C. JK9B tunnel diode.
characteristics
diode. The
The
nominal peak current of this type of diode
di.o de is
is 11 mA,
mA,
the negative-resistance
negative-resis tance parameter has
has aa minimum
minimum value
value
of about —
110
ohms
and
the
junction
capacitance
the junction capacitance is
is
about 25 pF. The circuit of Fig.
Fig. 88 has
has been
been found
found
suitable for plotting the characteristic (shown
(shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 9)
9)
of diodes of this type. The value
value of
of the
the effective
effective resistance
resistance
connected in series with the tunnel diode terminals
terminals varies
varies
somewhat with the setting of R22,, but will
will normally
normally be
be
between the limits of 50 and 80 ohms over
over the
the negativenegative-
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Fig. 8. .Arrangement
Arrangement used for
for plotting
plotting characteristics
characteristics
tunnel diode.

of type
Lype j'K9B
jK9B

resistance region of the tunnel diode characteristic. This
This
satisfies Condition 1, but if oscillation
oscillation is
is not
not to
to occur
occur
LCCRJ
—r|
L < CR Iri
Assuming R is 50 ohms
22
L<
120!
L
< 25 x
X 10
10- ' ><: 50 x
>< 1]- 120[
L
< 0.15pH
LCO.lS/iH
This condition that the total series inductance across
across the
the
tunnel diode junction shall be less than
than 0.15
0.15 microhenry
microhenry
is not difficult to satisfy. The series inductance
inductance of
of the
the
JK9B is of the order of L,
10 09 henry
L~ =- 6 x 10henry and
and is
is
negligible compared with 0.15 microhenry.
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A
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an experiment
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shunt, but
50-ohm shunt,
its 50-ohm
and its
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region was
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much of the negative-resistance
s omitted
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ifR3
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owing to the meter inductance.
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ristic.
characte
whole
the
plot
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possible
it is not possible to plot the whole characteristic.
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Fig. 10
in Fig.
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of the
curve of
Sometimes
Sometim es a curve
ce
resistan
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d
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oscillation isis taking
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superim posed
automat ically superimposed
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rectified current
al rectified
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care isis taken
If care
characte ristic22.• If
on the diode characteristic
avoided
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usually be
can usually
trouble can
this trouble
inducta nce, this
the circuit inductance,
speed.
low speed.
relative ly low
of relatively
with tunnel diodes of
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in Fig.
shown in
The type of circuit shown
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current s. The
peak currents.
larger peak
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diodes will
these diodes
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negative resistance
values of the negative
howeve r,
diodes, however,
1-mA diodes,
of 1-mA
that of
than that
smaller than
normally
normall y be smaller
must
circuit must
the circuit
in the
employ ed in
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and the resistor values
achieve
to achieve
difficult to
prove difficult
may prove
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reduced . It
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stability.
stability.
achieve
to achieve
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not possible
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diodes it
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negative -resistan ce region
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of circuit
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n~gative resistance
with aa negative
diode with
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switchin g
If switching
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20 pF.
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capacita nce of
junction capacitance
1 ohm and a junction
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of the
value of
effective value
maximu m effective
the maximum
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across the
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of the
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the
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in Fig. 12(c).
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Fig. 11
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described
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ed,
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A
•
R
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inducta nce.
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lowof aa lowuse of
the use
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inductance fixed resistor of aa value
value somewhat
somewhat greater
greater than
than
1
j -- rHl in parallel with aa variable
variable resistor.
resistor. With
With high-speed
high-speed
diodes the fixed resistor should
should be
be mounted
mounted in
in the
the diode
diode
holder, but for low-speed
low-speed devices
devices aa carbon
carbon composition
composition
resistor connected directly across
across the
the diode
diode terminals
terminals
value of
of the·
the variable
variable resistor
resistor isis
will be satisfactory. The value
adjusted until a point is found,
found, on
on rotation
rotation of
ofRR2a in
in Fig.
Fig. 11,
11,
at which the current remains
remains constant
constant with
with increasing
increasing
voltage; this is the horizontal
horizontal portion
portion of
of the
the curve
curve in
in
Fig. 12(c). The resistance
resistance of
of the
the parallel
parallel combination
combination of
of
the fixed and variable resistor
resistor isis then
then found
found and
and isis equal
equal
to the negative resistance of
of the
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Curve Tracers
It is otten
olten very convenient to
to be
be able
able to
to display
display the
the
characteristic of a tunnel · diode
diode on
on aa cathode-ray
cathode-ray tube.
tube.
Instability must be avoided
avoided ifif the
the whole
whole of
of the
the negativenegativeresistance region is to
to be displayed.
displayed. AA simple
simple type
type of
of
circuit for displaying the
the characteristics
characteristics of
of low-speed
low-speed
tunnel diodes is shown in Fig.
Fig. 13.
13. The
The voltage
voltage across
across RR33
tunnel diode
diode current
current and
and isis disdisis proportional to the tunnel
played on the Y axis. (R
(R.,2 +
— RR3r),) should
should be
be slightly
slightly less
less
than 1[ rj.
)|. The transformer
transformer secondary
secondary voltage
voltage should
should
be about 2 to
to 10 volts.
If a linear saw-tooth waveform
waveform isis applied
applied to
to aa tunnel
tunnel
diode in the Fig. 13 circuit instead
instead of
of rectified
rectified a.c.,
a.c., the
the
voltage across R
R;J3 may be
be differentiated
differentiated with
with respect
respect to
to
time and applied to the Y
Y plates
plates of
of the
the cathode
cathode ray
ray tube.
tube.
Th;! resulting curve will
The
will show
show how
how the
the conductance
conductance of
of
the diode (including that in the
the1negative-resistan
negative-resistance
region)
ce region)
varies with the applied voltage~.
vanes
voltage .
The characteristics of fairly
fairly high
high speed
speed tunnel
tunnel diodes
diodes
may be displayed on a cathode-ray
cathode-ray tube
tube by
by means
means of
of the
the
bridge circuit Fig. 14. The
The tunnel
tunnel diode
diode may,
may, ififnecessary
necessary
be mounted in a very low
low inductance holder
holder which
which concontains the parallel stabilizing resistor,
resistor, RR2L•., Initially
Initially the
the tunnel
tunnel
diode is disconnected and
and the
the 500-ohm
500-ohm potentiometer
potentiometer isis
adjusted so that no vertical deflection
deflection occurs
occurs as
as the
the trace
trace
passes across the screen of
of the
the cathode-ray
cathode-ray tube.
tube. The
The
bridge is now balanced. When
When the
the tunnel
tunnel diode
diode isis
placed in the circuit its
its characteristic
characteristic will
will be
be displayed,
displayed,
since the current passing through
through RR.,2 will
will be
be effectively
effectively
cancelled out by the bridge circuit.
circuit. Only
Only the
the unbalanced
unbalanced
current passing through the
the tunnel
tunnel diode
diode will
will cause
cause aa
vertical deflection.
Series Resistance
The series resistance of aa tunnel
tunnel diode,
diode, RR80, isis usually
usually
obtained from its reverse characteristic.
characteristic. Its
Its value
value isis taken
taken
of the
the slope
slope of
of the
the current/voltage
current/voltage
to be the reciprocal of
curve in the reverse region
region at
at an
an appreciable
appreciable reverse
reverse
current where the characteristic
characteristic isis substantially
substantially linear.
linear.
A reverse current of ten
ten times
times the
the peak
peak current
current may
may
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Fig. 13. Scheme for displaying
displaying characteristics
characteristics of
of low-speed
low-speed diodes
diodes
on a cathode-ray tube.
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I4. Characteristics
Fig. 14.
Characteristics of fairly
fairly high
high speed
speed diodes
diodes can
can be
be displayed
displayed
on a c.r.t. with
with this
this circuit.
circuit.

usually be used without causing
causing damage
damage to
to the
the narrow
narrow
p-n junction.
to determine
determine RR,8 to
to aa high
high
It is not normally necessary to
degree of accuracy. If
If an
an accurate
accurate value
value isis required,
required, the
the
slope of the reverse characteristic
characteristic 3isis measured
measured at
at aa faidy
fairly
high current by a pulse technique
technique3 •. The
The duration
duration of
of the
the
pulses are chosen so that they
they do
do not
not cause
cause excessive
excessive
heating.
Other Measurement
Measurementss
The junction capacitance of
of aa tunnel
tunnel diode
diode varies
varies with
with the
the
applied voltage. It is normally
normally measured
measured by
by means
means of
of aa
bridge with the tunnel diode biased
biased in
in the
the valley
valley region
region
where its a.c. resistance is
is infinite.
infinite. If
If aa·measurement
measurement isis
made at a point where the a;c. resistance
resistance isis not
not infinite,
infinite, an
an
analysis of the equivalent circuit
circuit shows
shows that
that an
an allowance
allowance
must be made for the effect of
of the
the other
other diode
diode parameters
parameters
on the measured capacitance value.
value. The
The a.c.
a.c. resistance
resistance isis
current peak,
peak, but
but the
the bias
bias voltage
voltage isis
also infinite at the current
much too critical for
for capacitance
capacitance measurements
measurements to
to be
be
carried out easily and reliably
reliably at
at this
this point.
point. Even
Even in
in the
the
valley region the a.c. voltage
voltage applied
applied to
to the
the diode
diode by
by the
the
bridge measuring circuit should be
be small,
small, preferably
preferably not
not
more than about ten millivolts.
millivolts. Measuring
Measuring frequencies
frequencies of
of
ten to one hundred megacycles
megacycles are
are often
often used.
used.
The junction capacitance in
in the
the valley
valley region
region isis somesomewhat different from that in
in the
the negative
negative resistance
resistance region.
region.
Capacitance measurements
measurements can be
be made
made in
in the
the negativenegativeresistance region, but are
are not
not so
so easily
easily carried
carried out<~'.
out4.
The measurement of the series
series inductance,
inductance, LL8s,, of
of aa
tunnel diode is difficult,
difficult, since
since its
its value
value
very small.
small.
isis very
4
Microwave techniques are employed
employed4 •. Fortunately
Fortunately LL,8
is fairly constant for
for any
any one
one type
type of
of tunnel
tunnel diode
diode and
and the
the
manufacturer's figure
figure can usually
usually be
be relied
relied upon.
upon.
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Fig. 2. Automatic corrector for differential phase and gain distortion. ¢ H AIJ
are mean phase and amplitude of colour burst (black level);
cpg, A11 are mean phase and amplitude of pilot burst on grey pedestal; rPw• 1Aw are
mean phase and amplitude of pilot burst on white pedestal.
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colour burst
burst
It does not interfere with
ising, colour
reference signals
signals in
in the
the waveform
waveform,, and
and
or black level reference
. the informat
information
conveyed by
by the
the pilot
pilot signal
signal is
is sufficien
sufficientt
ion conveyed
· to . allow its satisfacto
satisfactory
extractionn under
under the
the condition
conditionss
ry extractio
of ·noise
noise and waveform distortio
distortionn which
which may
may exist
exist at
at
the end of a long chain
chain of
of links.
links.
The basic principles
of the
the autom<~:ti
automaticc correcto
correctorr using
using
principle s of
the subcarrier
signal are
are shown
shown in
in Figs.
Figs. 22 and
and 3.
3.
subcarrie r pilot signal
The received signal passes through
through aa black
black level
level clamp
clamp
and the different
differential
phase and
and gain
gain correcto
correctorr before
before
ial phase
being applied to different
differential
phase and
and gain
gain detectors
detectors
ial phase
and a pilot-signal
unit. The
The black
black level
level clamp
clamp
pilot-sig nal blanking unit.
the correcto
correctorr to
to operate
operate at
at luminluminis necessary
necessar y to enable the
ance levels correspo
corresponding
the grey
grey and
and white
white pedestal
pedestal
nding to
to the
amplitud
es; the pilot signal blanking
amplitudes;
blanking unit
unit removes
removes the
the
pedestals and pilot bursts from the
the signal,
signal, thereby
thereby restorrestoring it to its original standard
standard N.T.S.C
N.T.S.C.. form.
form.
The correcto
correctorr (Fig. 3)
3) provides
provides variable
variable different
differential
ial
phase and gain character
characteristics
whose shapes
shapes may
may be
be
istics whose
adjusted by means of four control currents.
currents. The
The input
input
video signal is applied to the centre
centre point
point of
of the
the tapped
tapped
winding of a hybrid transform
transformer
and the
the signal
signal splits
splits
er and
between a resistor network, X,
X, which
which can
can initially
initially be
be
assumed to be a resistor balancin
balancingg the
the hybrid,
hybrid, and
and aa
delay network. The last-men
last-mentioned
part of
of the
the signal,
signal,
tioned part
which will be called the
the main
main signal,
signal, after
after passing
passing
through a level-adj
level-adjusting
is applied
applied to
to the
the centre
centre
usting pad, is
point of a second hybrid transform
transformer
where it
it split~
splits
er where
between a balancin
balancingg resistor and the
the output
output terminal
terminals.
s.
Because both hybrids are operatin
operatingg under
under balanced
balanced conconditions, the transform
transformer
cores are
are not
not magnetiz
magnetized
and
er cores
ed and
the frequency
frequenc y response of
of the
the path
path just
just describe
describedd extends
extends
down to zero frequenc
frequency.
y.
If the value of the resistor at
at X
X is
is now
now changed
changed by
by aa
small amount, part of the
the input
input signal
signal is
is reflected
reflected back
back
into hybrid No. 11 where it
it splits
splits between
between the
the input
input circircuit and a constant
constant-resistance
filter; none
none of
of this
this reflected
reflected
-resistan ce filter;
signal reaches the dday
delay network.
network. The
The filter
filter selects
selects the
the
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compone
nts of the reflected signal
components
signal ·in
in the
the chromin
chrominanceancechannel band and these form
correctingg signal
signal which
which
form aa correctin
is added in hybrid No.
No. 22 to
to the
the main
main signal:j:.
signal^:. ConConsidering the subcarrie
subcarrier,
if the
the correctin
correctingg signal
signal is
is in
in
r, if
phase or in anti-pha
anti-phase
the main
main signal
signal it
it will
will cause
cause
se with the
only an amplitud
amplitudee change.
change. If
If the
the correctin
correctingg signal
signal is
is
in phase-quadrature
with the
main signal
signal it
it will
will cause
cause
phase-qu adrature with
the main
a phase change·
change (with little
little accompa
accompanying
amplitudee
nying amplitud
change if the correctin
correctingg signal is
is not
not too
too large).
large). The
The
delay network is provided so
so 'that
that the
the required
required phase
phase
relations hips can- be establish
relationships
established
in the
the output
output circuit.
circuit.
ed in
If X is a voltagevoltage-dependent
which gives
gives aa
depende nt resistor which
reflection coefficie
coefficient
when the
the video
video signal
signal voltvoltnt of zero when
age is at blanking level,
level, and
and aa positive
positive or
or negative
negative
coefficient (as required
reflection coefficient
required)) . at
at voltages
voltages above
above
blanking level, the circuit can
can be
be used
used as
as aa corrector
corrector
for either differential
or phase
phase accordin
according
to the
the
different ial gain or
g to
. delay value chosen for the delay
delay network.
network.
The magnitud
magnitudee and sign of the
the reflection
reflection coefficien
coefficientt at
at
grrey and white luminanc
grey
luminancee ·levels
levels is
is controlle
controlledd by
by means
means uf
of
curl'lents
pass·e d into the voltage-d
currents passed
voltage-dependent
resistor netnetependent resistor
work, which is an assembly of
of semicon
semiconductor
diodes. The
The
ductor diodes.
control currents are derived by
by extractin
extractingg the
the relevant
relevant ininformatio
formationn from the pilot signal by
by means
means of
of the
the four
four
detectors shown in Fig. 2. The
The upper
upper two
two detectors
detectors
compar:e
compare the phase
the colour burst
burst (black
(black level)
level) with
with
phas:e of the·
the phase of the pilot burst on
on the
the grey
grey and
and white
white pedespedestals respectively
respectiv ely while the.
the lower
lower two
two detectors
detectors. compare
compare
the respective
re:spective· amplitud
amphtudes.
The four
four currents
currents are
are fed
fed
es. The
into the control points in the·
the corrector
corrector such
such that
that itit introintroduces the appropri
appropriate
of different
differential
phase and
and
ate amount of
ial phase
gain distortion
distortio n at grey and white
white level
level in
in the
the opposite
opposite
sense to the original distortio
distortion;
the overall
overall amount
amount · of
of
n; the
correctio
correctionn which can be·
be achieved depends
depends upon
upon the
the loop
loop
kedback character
feedback
characteristics
detectors and
and the
the corrector
corrector..
istics of the detectors
It is assumed that the curves
curves of
of diff.
differential
phase and
and gain
gain
e r·ential phase
distortio
distortionn will be roughly parabolic
in shape
shape and
and that
that
parabolic in
correctio
correctionn at the grey and white levels
levels will
will produce
produce aa
:f:f This
This method
method of
of using
hybrid transforme
transformerr netw,orks
networks for
for video
video signals
signals
u sing hybrid
isis an
of aa method
devised by
bv Dr. J. M. Linke
for use in a
an extension
extension of
met!wd devised
corrector
for linear
corrector for
linear waveform
distortion. Dr. J. M . Linke for u se in a
waveform distortion.
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signal
the signal
of the
whole of
the whole
over the
characterist ic over
satisfactory characteristic
be
to be
appears to
assumption appears
this assumption
practice this
amplitude. In practice
fully justified.
automatic
the automatic
to the
confined to
system, confined
experiment al system,
The experimental
tested
was tested
distortion, was
phase distortion,
differential phase
correction of differential
laboratory
the laboratory
in the
links in
long-distan ce links
simulated long-distance
both on simulated
used
normally used
are normally
which are
links which
Eurovision links
and on looped Eurovision
and
London and
between London
transmissio ns between
monochrom e transmissions
for monochrome
km).
(4,300km).
Rome (4,300
and Rome
London and
Brussels (660 km) and London
and
pictures and
camera pictures
studio camera
signal, studio
test signal,
A colour-bar test
telecine
colour telecine
grade colour
high grade
from aa high
pictures obtained from
and
links and
various links
the various
round the
transmitted round
machine were transmitted
used
was used
effect was
special effect
A special
monitor. A
observed on a colour monitor.
comd.c. comthe d.c.
of the
changes of
rapid changes
produce rapid
in the studio to produce
subbe subto be
signal to
the signal
causing the
signal, causing
colour signal,
ponent of the colour
disgain disand gain
phase and
differential phase
of differential
range of
jected to the full range
circuit.
the circuit.
tortion present on the
showing
unacceptab le, showing
were unacceptable,
r·eceived were
The pictures as received
automatic
Mter automatic
hue. After
of hue.
distortion of
recognizabl e distortion
clearly recognizable
acceptable
an acceptable
to an
reduced to
were reduced
defects were
these defects
correction these
and
transmitted and
the transmitted
between the
differences between
level and hue differences
change
A change
perceptible . A
just perceptible.
only just
were only
pictures were
corrected pictures
picture
colour picture
the colour
of the
desaturatio n of
in grey scale and some desaturation
and
non-lineari ty and
line-time non-linearity
the line-time
to the
was noticeable due to
the
on the
present on
were present
which were
distortion which
differential gain distortion
uncorrected .
links and remained uncorrected.
system
experiment al system
the experimental
with the
out with
The tests carried out
subadding aa subof adding
practicabili ty of
demonstrat ed the practicability
have demonstrated
extractand extractwaveform and
N.T.S.C. waveform
an N.T.S.C.
to an
signal to
carrier pilot signal
to
used to
be used
can be
which can
information which
point information
ing at a distant point
pilot
experiment al pilot
The experimental
corrector. The
control an automatic corrector.
the
from the
removed from
and removed
into and
inserted into
signal can be inserted
difficulty.
little difficulty.
with little
standard N.T.S.C. waveform with
tried
distortions tried
phase distortions
differential phase
of differential
With the majority of
London-Br ussels
looped London-Brussels
the looped
on the
made on
(including the tests made
rehas recorrection has
automatic correction
links) automatic
London-Ro me links)
and London-Rome
distortion
the distortion
of the
magnitude of
the magnitude
of the
reduction of
sulted in a reduction
perThe pertimes. The
seven times.
and seven
two-and-a-h alf and
of between two-and-a-half
signalpoor signalunder poor
system under
experiment al system
formance of the experimental
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DELAY
NETWORK
NETWORK
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►— (transformer)
\ I /

CONSTANTCONSTANTRESISTANCE
RESISTMICE
FILTER
FILTER

RESISTOR
NETWORK
X

OUTPUl

/ HYBRID \!
(transformer)

vVWV^....tV\N\1'BALANCING
BALANCING
RESISTOR
RESISTOR

t CONTROL
CURRENTS
gain
and gain
phase and
differential phase
of differential
schematic of
Simplified schematic
Fig. 3. Simplified

corrector.
corrector.

tests
the tests
and the
investigated and
been investigated
has been
to-noise conditions has
when
fail when
to fail
likely to
only likely
is only
system is
the system
have shown that the
colour
received colour
the received
render the
to render
as to
such as
is such
noise·is
the level of noise
signal unusable.
concerned
been concerned
have been
investigatio ns ..have
Although these investigations
transmislong-distan ce transmisthe long-distance
of the
problems of
mainly with the problems
corrector
automatic corrector
the automatic
signals the
colour signals
N.T.S.C. colour
sion of N.T.S.C.
differential
the differential
of the
correction of
the correction
to the
could also be applied to
transtelevision transin television
introduced in
distortion introduced
phase and gain distortion
short
for aa short
inserted for
be inserted
could be
signal could
mitters. The pilot signal
used
signals used
error signals
the error
and the
intervals and
regular intervals
period at regular
system.
drive system.
motor drive
through aa motor
corrector through
to control the corrector
of
Engineer-in -Chief of
the Engineer-in-Chief
to the
made to
is made
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crystal-controlled,
this crystal-controlled,
for this
details for
constructional details
SINCE constructional
issue
1964 issue
July 1964
the July
.in the
given in
were given
pulse-discrkranator
unit were
inator unit
pulse-discrim
who
readers who
from readers
comments from
useful comments
ha,ve received many useful
we have
been
has been
difficulty has
Where difficulty
tuner. Where
this tuner.
built this
have successfully built
up
setting up
the setting
with the
concerned with
been concerned
experienced it has usually been
others
of others
benefit of
the benefit
for the
and for
controls, and
v:arious pre-set controls,
of the various
problems
commoner problems
the commoner
of the
some of
encountering some
who may be encountering
help.
may help.
which may
we append a few notes which
consumption
current consumption
total current
the total
that the
(1) We would reiterate that
as
rnA as
not 77mA
rnA, not
between ·13-15
l!ie between
should Me
of the unit should
13-15 mA,
stJated.
originally
or.iginaUy stated.
fall
to fall
allowed to
be allowed
not be
should not
(2) The supply voltage should
become
will become
deviations will
high deviations
on high
V or distortion on
below 77 V
apparent.
3 mH.
are 3mH.
inductM]ces are
L 7 inductances
(3) L6 and L7
maximum
its maximum
M its
work,ing at
mner is1s working
the tuner
(4) To ensure that the
out:carried out:—
be carried
should be
procedure should
sensitivity, the following procedure
1965
MARCH 1965
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highes1t
the highest
to the
Switch to
aeJial. Switch
II aerial.
Band II
Connect to a good Band
completely.
T1 completely.
of T1
core of
the core
unscrew the
frequency programme and unscrew
reprogramme isis rethe programme
until the
T1 until
of T1
m the .core
Now screw in
core of
The
turn. The
more turn.
one more
in one
core in
the core
screw the
<and then screw
ceived and
the
of the
top of
the top
from the
out from
tuvns out
se.tting is about 33 turns
approximate setting
on
functions on
still functions
oscillator still
the oscillator
that the
check that
former. Now check
programmes.
othex programmes.
the other
the
Reduce the
progmmme. Reduce
frequency programme.
Switch to the middle frequency
output.
the output.
Oii· the
apparent on
becomes apparent
noise becomes
signaJ until noise
aerial signal
adjustthese adjustRepeat these
ceases. Repeat
noise ceases.
the noise
Tune L2 core until the
with
Still with
obta:ined. Still
improvement isis obtained.
ments until no further improvement
output,
the output,
on the
noise on
produce noise
to produce
enough to
smaU enough
the aerial signal small
follows:as follows:—
position as
coil position
coupl!ing coil
adjust T1 coupling
the
until the
former until
the former
down the
or down
up or
Move the coupling coil up
and
further and
still further
signal still
aedal signal
the aerial
reduce the
ceases; then reduce
noise ceasesj
this
Repeat this
noise. Repeat
minimum noise.
for minimum
coil for
in position the coil
aga.
again
obtained.
improvement isis obtained.
operation until no further improvement
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ELECT·
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ELECTRONICS
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ETEOR O·L OGICA·L
METEOROLOGICAL
OFFIC
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OFFICE
By C. E. GOODISON
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N

TIT EW electronic and electrical instruments are in the process of being introservice within the Meterological Office. These cover a very
l\| duced into service
wide range of size and application, from a fast digital computer, the
the KDF9
KDF9
costing about £400,000, to a small temperature bridge unit
unit which
which will
will be
be used
used
in an automatic weather station and costing about
about £20. Some
irt
Some of
of these
these instruinstruments have been designed by the Meteorological Office and others have
have been
been
designed and produced by manufacturers to Meteorological Office
Office specificaspecifications.
Computer:-The
Computer:—The new computer, code named in the Meteorological Office
Office
"COMET,"
" COMET," will replace an earlier
eadier type, which has given good
good service
service in
in the
the
past but is proving too slow for ·some
s ome of the new programmes now
now being
being
developed by Meteorological Office programmers for forecasting and other
other
purposes. The KDF9 is an extremely fast and versatile machine and
and should
should
cater for all the many uses being planned for it by various
variou·s departments
departments in
in the
the
Office. These plans include widening the basis of the present
present daily
daily weather
weather
forecast so that more data may be used and therefore greater accuracy
accuracy may
may
be achieved. At present the ""numerical"
numerical" forecast takes
takes about
about 4i
4-!- hours
hours to
to
prepare. With " COMET
" this time will be cut to 20 minutes. Climatologists
COMET"
Climatologists
in the Meteorological Office will process and extract more
more data
data than
than is
is possible
possible
wi~h the existing computer, and radiation records from new
with
new data
data loggers
loggers will
will
be analysed very rapidly.
Radar:.:_
The second generation of wind-finding radar sets is now
Radar;—The
now being
being
delivered. These sets have twice the range of the old war-time radar
radar now
now in
in
use and incorporate auto-follow as a standard facility.
facility. With
With such
such aa performperformance these will enable wind velocities at altitudes up to
to 80,000
80,000 feet
feet to
to be
be
obtained. The new radars will be housed permanently at
at upper-air
upper-air sounding
sounding
stations in U.K. and at overseas bases. The first, already
already delivered
delivered to
to the
the
Office is now installed at South Uist in the Outer Hebrides
Hebrides where
where meteorolometeorological rockets are being launched to probe the weather conditions
conditions up
up to
to 200,000
200,000
feet.
A network of weather radars for the location of precipitation is
is in the
the proprocess of installation and at certain public weather centres
centres throughout
throughout the
the U.K.
U.K.
3cm weather ·surveillance
s urveillance radars will be fitted. These sets
sets should
should improve
improve
short-term forecasting of rain since they will provide
provide the
the forecaster
forecaster with
with aa
visual and easily interpreted picture of
~of the progress of precipitation across
across
his immediate area of responsibility. The first
first installation
in.s tallation will
will be
be atop
atop the
the
new high G.P.O. Tower in London to ·serve
s erve and be controlled
controlled from
from the
the London
London
Weather Centre in High Holborn.
Holborrt.

Cloud Base Recorders:—^Electronic
Recorders:-Electroni c instruments for measuring the
the cloud
cloud height
height
have been in operation at many airfields throughout the
the world
world for
for some
some time
time and
and

The scanner of one of the
the Decca
Decca Type
Type 42A
42A radars
radars used
used by
by the
the Met.
Met. Office
Office is installed
installed on
on the
the
40-ft mast at the top of the
the 580
580 ft
ft Post
Post Office
Office Tower
Tower near
near Tottenham
Tottenham Court
Court Road,
Road, in
in central
central
London. The radar transmitter isis remotely
remotely controlled
controlled from
from the
the London
London Weather
Weather Centre
Centre
three-quarters of a mile away.
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the Meteorological Office
Office is
is extending
extending their
their use
use in
in the
.the
near future to a large number
number of
of airfields
airfields in
in the
the U.K.
U.K.
This British-made device works
works on
on the
the triangulation
triangulation
principle and depends
depends on
on the
the use
use of
of light
light interrupted
interrupted
at 900 c/s
cf s for the
the detection
detection of
of aa light
light spot
spot on
on the
the cloud
cloud
base during night and
and day.
day. The
The receiver
receiver isis fixed
fixed and
and
while the
the transmitter
transmitter beam
sighted vertically while
beam swings
swings
over an arc from 5°
5° to
to 85°
85 o from
from the
the horizontal.
horizontal. A
A tuned
tuned
amplifier, plus a phase-sensitive
phase-sensitive detector
detector provides
provides suffisufficient sensitivity to
to give
give aa clear
clear signal
signal from
from aa spot
spot of
of
which may
may be
be millions
millions of
of times
chopped light which
times weaker
weaker
that the ambient
a:nbient daylight
daylight at
at the
the lead
lead sulphide
sulphide detecting
detecting
cell. The
Th,.;! record produced
produced by
by the
the instrument
instrument takes
takes
the form of a series
series of
of strokes
strokes on
on an
an electro-sensitive
electro-sensitive
paper chart which
which is
is moved
moved along
along at
at three
three inches
inches per
per
strokes are
are made
made by
by aa stylus
hour. The .strokes
stylus which
which moves
moves
chart once
once aa minute
minute in
in synchronism
up and down the chart
synchronism
with the examining searchlight.
searchlight. When
When cloud
cloud isis present
present
a voltage from the
the detector
detector is
is applied
appl~ed to
to the
the stylus
stylus tip
tip
and marks the chart.
chart.
The range of the equipment,
equipment, normally
normally 50
50 to
to 4,000
4,000
feet is chosen to
to cover
cover the
the cloud
cloud base
base height
height interval
interval
immediate interest
which is of immediate
interest in
in aircraft
aircraft operations
operations
near airfields.
airfields. Five
Five pilot
pilot production
production models
models have
have now
now
than 60,000
60,000 hours
hours of
completed more than
of service
service and
and the
the
has been
been investigated
investigated by
validity of readings has
by several
several
night cloud
methods, e.g. night
cloud searchlights,
searchlights, pilot
pilot balloons
balloons
found to
to be
and pilots' reports, .and
and found
be satisfactory.
satisfactory.
Stations:-The first
first production
production proAutomatic Weather Stations:—The
pro-

r ' Q t i-

Fog

totype of an automatic
automatic weather
weather reporting
reporting system
system isis on
on
test at the Meteorological
Meteorological Office,
Office, Bracknell.
Bracknell. Various
Various
transducers are
are located
located at
at an
an experimental
experimental site
site some
some
three miles from the
the headquarters
headquarters building
building and
and the
the
" sender"
sender " is linked
linked by
by aa single
single telephone
telephone line
line to
to the
the
receiver in the headquarters
headquarters building.
building; The
The meteorometeorological elements being
being monitored
monitored, include
include atmospheric
atmospheric
pressure, temperature, wet
wet bulb
bulb depression
depression (which
(which in
in
combination with temperature
temperature provides
provides aa measure
measure of
of
relative humidity) total
total rainfall,
rainfall, rate
rate of
of rainfall,
rainfall, mean
mean
wind speed and direction,
direction, sunshine
sunshine and
and visibility.
visibility. The
The
different transducers necessary
necessary to
to translate
translate these
these paraparameters into voltages suitable
suitable for
for use
use by
by the
the telemetering
telemetering
been developed
apparatus, have been
developed by
by the
the Meteorological
Meteorological
Office and experimental
experimental models
models built
built and
and tested.
tested. Small
Small
numbers are now being
being made
made by
by contractors
contractors and
and will
will
projects where
be available for projects
where ·voltages,
voltages, linearly
linearly proproportional to these various
various meteorological
meteorological parameters,
parameters, are
are
required for display or
or input
input to
.to other
other systems.
systems.
· One rather novel
novel transducer,
transducer .isis aa sunshine
sunshine detecting
detecting
device, which operates
operates by
by rotating
rotating aa dome
dome with
with opaque
opaque
sectors round a photo transistor.
transistor. In
In bright
bright sunshine,
sunshine, the
the
shadows cast ·by these
these sectors
sectors cause
cause voltage
voltage waveforms
waveforms
to be produced
produced by
by the
the photo
photo transistor.
transistor. These
These voltages
voltages
are then fed to an electrical
electrical differentiating
differentiating circuit
circuit which
which
produces small narrow pulses
pulses whose
whose amplitude
amplitude depends
depends
on the steepness of the
the leading
leading edge
edge of
of the
the waveform
wav~form
at the output of the
the photo
photo transistor.
transistor. When
When the
the shadows
shadows
are sufficiently well
well defined
defined aa trigger
trigger circuit
circuit operates
operates aa
relay. This relay closure
closure may
may then
then be
be used
used to
to provide
provide

n'i i jf It > .« ' r 4. ^ < My *

^f>I

lifting into
into low
low stratus.
stratus.
*■ » .» « O \ ■< <» *. i

*J t £ *
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Wmmmm

Stratus

lifting
lifting and
and dispersing.
dispersing .

Typical records showing
showing movement
movement of
of cloud
cloud base.
base.
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balloon-borne radio sondes. This is
a small tele-metering radio transmitter which transmits data on pressure, temperature and humidity. ·
stemined
The present radio sonde stemmed
from a war-time design and is soon
to be replaced by a new version which
will be much easier to integrate with
automatic ground receiving equipment. This ground equipment has
been automated only within the last
·
few years.

Message
Meteorological Message
Automatic Meteorological
mr
wf:
Automatic
Pr
Sender:—The
Sender:-The life blood of meteorois.obviously communications and
logy is,
flogy
extensiv~
apart from facsimile, now extensively used, nothing very new in communication equipment has been
introduced .until
until recently. A new
automatic message sender, which will
enable teleprinter · messages to be
sent, at high speed, by an .unskilled
operator, has now been devised. The
first production batch of · these
photo
Office photo
[Met. Office
[Met.
office
machines
by
delivered by
be delivered
to be
about to
is about
machines is
the
Modulated light transmitter of automatic cloud height recorder removedd from its case to
is
it is
use it
in use
When in
manufacturer. When
the manufacturer.
show tilt mechanism.
hoped that these message senders will
eliminate errors in transmitted mesparticularly when
troubles·o me, particularly
can be very troublesome,
g1vmg a time record
aa voltage input to a recorder thus giving
sages ' which cai
appEed directly
directly to automatic plotting and similar equipof bright sunshine. In the automatic station, it applies
applied
·
ment.
a voltage input to one of the channels of the telemetry
system. This device can replace the commonly used
Station:~A satellite ground reception
Campbell-Stokes recorder often seen in public places at
Ground Station:—A
Satellite Grouti
station is now Ibeing built at Meteorological Office Headseaside holiday resorts, etc., which consist of a spherical
station
. quarters in Bn
Bracknell. It has been designed and built
burning glass which concentrates the suns rays to burn
by the Meteorc
Meteorological Office ·and
and will be used to receive
a trace on a card. The card has to be changed daily.
weather.
at,Itomatic weather
the
The telemetering equipment for the automatic
narrow-band f;facsimile pictures of cloud cover in ·the
station is being built commercially and will be connected
neighbouring aarea, originating from American weather
This station is being constructed to receive
.to
to an ordinary G.P.O. subscribers line. The cost of the
satellites. Thi
covet pii
hire of a private line is thus avoided. It has a selfpictures of a different type from those of
cloud cover
contained answering equipment which includes a taped
earlier weather satellites which could only transmit to
American ground stations. An assessment of
announcement of station identification and other relevant
certain Americ
routine meteorological forecasting will be
information. This message precedes the telemetering
their use in rc
tl:le Bracknell station becomes operational.
information~ .
meteorologi_cal. information.
tones which make up the , meteorological
made when the
mt.ilii-point
sdf~bala:ncing multi-point
At the instrument · site a ,·self-balancing
potentiometer is connected .in
in parallel with _the telemetry
This account of some of the new advanced equipment
soon be in routine use within the Meteorotransmitter and is used to give a continuous record of all
which will sooi
parameters. It also records any interrogatory calls made.
logical Office rmust, for reasons of space, ignore many
specialized devi
devices such as water vapour and ozone sondes,
This continuous analogue record will be used by climatologists whereas the telemetered information will be
Doppler radar, aircraft instruments, etc., many of which,
finding application in research programmes
availablf"
available on demand for synoptic purposes.
today, are find
as opposed to the
t use in day-to-day routines. It is published by pen
Loggers:-A form of recording apparatus now
Digital Loggers:—A
permission of the Director-General of the
being introduced is a data logging equipment with a
Meteorological Office.
punched tape output. This equipment which is being
installed at many meteorological observatories is an
automatic data logger based on an electronic multi-point
OUR COVER
recorder. The twelve available inputs will normally
be connected to solar and terrestrial radiation detectors
Superimpose
Superimposed on a p.p.i. presentation of precipitation
As the
in addition to the more usual transducers. A.s
echoes is th<
the double curvature scanner of the Decca
the·
recorder cycles round the different channels a digitizing
general purpose weather radar used by the
Type 42A ge
Meteorological Office at a number of weather centres
device attached to it drives a tape punch which then
Meteorologic
in the
the U.K.
U.K. The scanner rotates at 10 r.p.m. and the
produces a paper tape record amenable to machine proin
3-cm ^tansm
transmitter has a peak pulse power of 75kW.
etc.
cessing to produce mean values, extremes, etc,
3-cm
&
The display has four range scales (50, 100, 200 &
400km) and the scan can be offset. It also incorporates
Sondes:-Most of the equipments described above
Radio Sondes:—Most
"'interscarT
'
"-an adjustable electronic line giving range
"interscan
" interscan "—an
are used in comparatively small numbers but one activity
|ng data between any two points on the display.
and bear
and
bearing
in the Meteorological Office that utilizes a considerable
......................................................................................................
amount of apparatus is the sounding of the upper air by
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ALGEB RA
1.-BASIC
1—BASIC RULES AND SOME APPLICATIONS IN CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS

By G. H. OLSEN,* b.So.,
B.Sc., a.m.i.e.r.e.
A.M.I.E.R.E.

ONSIDERING how extremely useful this form of
CONSIDERING
algebra can be in certain fields of circuit analysis, it is
surprising how little attention seems to be paid to the
methods involved. The lise
use of matrix algebra has
certainly not been without its ardent and expert advocates,
,:)
22
among them Deards<
Dcards 1 >,, "Computer"<
"Computer"'
',>, Simmonds
Simmonds'<33',>,
55
Brown and Bennett'
Bennett <44'> and Head'
';
however,
in several
Head< >;
textbooks, including at least one well-known work on
circuit theory, now in its second edition, it is unfortunate
that authors have felt unable to include matrix·
matrix methods
along with other standard techniques. Of course the
presentation of this technique in a textbook can give rise
t o some difficulties especially for authors who wish to give
to
a comprehensive treatment. Mathematicians especially
will raise their hands in horror at any exposition that does
not include a rigorous groundwork; but one wonders how
many of those who handle with skill and confidence such
techniques as the j-notation, the D-operator, Laplace
transforms and the Heaviside operator could readily
explain (or understand?) the mathematical groundwork
and philosophy involved. If we have a tool that makes
life easier let us use it: those interested in how the tool
s-oon investigate the matter further if they
works will soon
wish to do so.
What is matrix algebra, and how can it be used in
circuit analysis? Before considering the answer to this
question let us first recall some
some other examples where
mathematics helps us to express ideas in a clear and
concise manner thus enabling us to manipulate concepts
more efficiently.
Perhaps ·the
the first occasion on which we come across
this sort of thing is at school when, after.
after learning the
rules of a new game involving generalized arithmetic,
called algebra, we learn to express verbal problems in
in
the form of algebraic equations. Certain manipulative
processes are then used to solve the equations; and thus
a solution to the verbal problem is found. Later for those
who wish to solve problems involving alternating currents
and voltages in circuits containing resistance, capacitance
and inductance we find that our mathematical equipment
is inadequate. We have therefore to be taught or to
.invent new techniques. If the alternations are sinusoidal
then, by accepting certain phase concepts, phasor
diagrams (still unfortunately referred to as vector diagrams) can ·be
be useful. But, as we all know, when the
circuit departs from the most elementary combinations
of R, L and C the phasor diagrams are tedious or
impossible to draw. The brilliant concept of Steinmetz
in seeing the relationship between phasor diagrams and
and
the mathematicians' Argand diagrams leads us to the
j-notation in which the diagrams may be replaced by
algebraic processes.
this
Fortunately the rules of this
algebra are very similar to those we had already learned
2
at school except that whenever j2
j appears we write - 1.
1.
The difficulties in conceiving ,;
\/ --l1 do not in any way
detract from the usefulness of the new mathematical
tool. The concept of impedance between the two
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terminals of a two-terminal network has been of immense
importance in the theory of a.c. networks. No
No matter
matter
form the
the
what passive linear components combine to form
two-terminal network, we can always find a single
single
expression for -the
the impedance. Such an expression is
in fact a single general (or complex) number of the form
R + jX.
If the variations of voltage and current are not sinusinusoidal the j-notation fails us and we are forced to
to include
include
the solutions of differential equations in our mathematical
equipment. Differential equations can be solved in
in an
an
algebraic way by employing Laplace transforms;
but
transforms: but
this is not the time to discuss this technique. However,
However,
our knowknowit illustrates how, when we wish to extend our
ledge of circuit theory, it may be necessary to increase
our mathematical equipment in order to cope with
with the
the
new situation.
Quadripole Networks
In electronics we are frequently
problems
freque11tly confronted with problems
involving four-terminal networks. The algebra associated with two-terminal networks is not appropriate
since the number of parameters involved is increased.
It would obviously be of great value if we could find
find
an expression, involving the minimum number of parameters, that would adequately describe a four-terminal
network. Matrices are such expressions. Before such
such
expressions can be of use to us we will need to be quite
clear about what a matrix is, and to learn the rules
rules of
of
the game of manipulating matrices.
A matrix is a set of coefficients arranged in an orderly
array of rows and columns. The number of coefficients
need not be limited in a mathematical sense, but for
the majority
maiority of four-terminal networks encountered in
dectronics
dcclronics we need consider only the following simple
forms.
a
ji |
/a n
12)
(~~~21
~~:)
Vi /
U
a2 J
The first expression is known as a column matrix
whilst the second is a -two-by-two
two-by-two square matrix (i.e
(i.e..
having two rows and two columns). The coefficients vu ·
alu
iiu
1,a
1 u a12
12 etc., are known as the elements of the matrix.
When suitable expressions for the elements are found
it is possible to describe four-terminal networks that
contain linear circuit components. A suitable combination of matrices can then be found that enables us to
to
express a set of algebraic simultaneous equations in a
very concise form. Matrix algebra is the manipulation
of these matrices in an orderly manner so as to obtain
'solutions
solutions of the equations and other useful results.
Like all unfamiliar techniques, this one will present
some mechanical difficulties to the uninitiated; but with
with
perseverance and practice it is remarkable how soon
one _may become an expert in circuit analysis. For
Rutherford College
College of
of Technology,
* Rutherford
Technology, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

(Yll)
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those who have had to struggle in an examination with
analyses that involve heavy and tedious algebraic manipulations it is hoped to demonstrate the power of the
matrix method and show how this streamlined technique
reduces considerably the amount of thought required.
Let us see now how we may express in matrix form
the simultaneous equations that arise in the description
1).
Fig. 1).
four_;terminal network (see Fig.
of the following four-terminal
Vu ix1 and the contents
i 2 obviously depend upon tq,
v 2 and io
"black-box."
of the "
black-box." One way of expressing this
dependence is
Vi =~ a^
L
••
••
••
(1)
a1 2 i2
au V2 - a^g
Vt
i2
a 22 L
a 21 'cv:^2 ·- a^
i 1i = ai
■•
••
■•
(2)
(In general the coefficients of the first line of any equation
a 11,
a 1's, the first being an,
expressed in this form are all a^s,
a 12, and so on. In the second line these
the second a^,
coefficients area 22's with 1, 2 etc., to show position in
that line.)
In matrix form this pair of simultaneous equations is
expressed thus:
a

/ ii a12\ / t;z 2\
:~:) I 2/
(!~~ a22/
\a2i
Knowing the rules for multiplying the right-hand
recovered.
side .the original equations can always be recovered.
/(M
(Yll)
Vi /

(-i:)

=

i2

?I

~~2

Fig. I

~

In certain cases however this is not necessary; and with
practice it is possible to think in the language of matrices
rather in the more familiar language of networks and
algebraic equations.

Rules of the Game
Before the techniques of matrix algebra can be applied
to circuit analyses it will be necessary to learn the rules
governing the various manipulations. This will involve
the beginner in some mental effort initially, but such
effort will be well rewarded at a later stage.
are:The rules are:—
(1) Two matrices are equal if, and only if, they are
both column or both square and the elements in
corresponding positions are equal. (In spite of their
appearance matrices are not determinants.
The
former have no ""value"
value " as have the latter.)
A column matrix can be made into a square matrix
for multiplication purposes by adding noughts.
by (~ q)
replaced by
be replaced
may be
(~) may
(h)
(2) Two matrices of the same kind can be added to
follows:give a third matrix as follows:—a
a
,
ii +hb]I,
/an
t
l122 \)\ = /(au
bl1
11 bi2
12 J _+, /bn
a12+b12)
b1 H ai2~kbi2\
b
(b
ai2\
a11 ant
4-1 f
(Vaai
<1
aa22
a22+b22
\a21 + bb21'
b22 /'
a21 ^22/'
\a2i
2i h22
va^iH
22 •,-- ■ Vbb21
2l
21, a
22+b22/

g)

i.e.

We merely add the elements in corresponding positions.
-iz
13
i2
il

Vzf

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

(3) The multiplication of a matrix by a number
merely multiples each element by that number, i.e.

m a 12)
/an ai
2\ =:= (m
m an
a 11 m
a12)
m X (an
= f'\m
\aa22i1 a22
m a21
3-22'
a2i m a22
4) The multiplication of two square two-by-two
. ((4)
matrices is defined in a rather complicated way; and it
mastered.
is this important manipulation that must be mastered.
Only by sufficient practice will the user become proficient in matrix methods. Why the following system
mat
is used need not concern us here, except to note that
a consistent mathematical system is defined that
produces useful results.

(b b

/an
12\
12\
11 b12
=
) =
x /bn
) x
a 11 aa12
( a21 a22
b22
b21 b22/
\^21 ^222
Vbgi
/an
b22)
a12
au bb12
b2H
+ aa12
bu +
au bn
12 b
21, an
12 + a
12 b
22\
(\aa21 bn
T a2
+ a222 bb22
b12 h
a21 bi2
b2H a2i
a222 b2i,
21 b u +
22/
he reader must practise this until he becomes quite
T
The
familiar with the sequence of operations.
By performing the necessary multiplications we see
that the commutative law does not hold in matrix algebra,
i.e.
# [B] xX [A]
X [B] ^
[A] x
Although other rules exist these four will be sufficient
for the present.
Applications
lications
App
The significance of the multiplication rule becomes
apparent when we consider the cascading of two fourterminal networks (Fig. 2).
6
aa 12) ,1i.e.
= (aa 11
A 1 ^fa/
where ^
v.1 ) = [A 1] ( -z: 2) where
((hH^UI
22 ' '
21 a::)'
-1 2
11
i.e., the matrix describing the first network.

However,
-z:a)
[A 2] (( ^
However, .( -z: 2) = [AJ
- 1a
- 12
Hence (v
i /( -z:a)
A -i] ta
) = r[A
(-z:11\_
Hence
(T;HA.HA.j
1 [A 2] (4.)
- ta
1t
Therefore the combination of the two networks can be
regarded as a single quadripole network that can be
described by a matrix [C] such that
[A2].
[At] [AJ.
= [AJ
[C] =
Let us exploit this rule by first finding the matrix
elements for some common circuit arrangements and
then deducing the matrix for the combination of these
arrangements.
3:From Fig. 3;—
Vi = an v2 - £12
i2
a12 ^*2
Vt
2*1 ==
i2
a22 ^2
V2 - ^22
a21 ^2
= aai
it
= 0 and
-ia2 =
= —j
When the output is open circuited, i11 —
Vt
fi == vv2.
2.
au = 1,
a 11 v22 i.e. an
. . vV,1 == an
= 0.
# 0, a221i =
0 =
= a21
and
21 v22 :. since v 2 ^
When the output is short circuited,
Vt
o tt••1=
■•t =
v2 =
.
Z
= —.
- t2
= —i
0,
= 0,i
v2
1.
=
a
=
• • a12
=
Z
and
822
=
L
22
12
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Hence (v 1 ) -- ( 1 Z)( v 2 )
i 1 ·--- ,0 w
1 -- i 2
uh;
By similar reasoning we
we may
may build
build the
the following
following table
table
(Fig. 4):
Note that from
from the
the equation
equation vv1l ==--- aa,!
,,
2 -— aa^.
11 ·L'v.,
12 i /22
when the output isis open
open circuit
circuit vtij1 == aa11rl vv,2 i.e.
i.e. the
the
transfer function vv.^v,
1 a^.
This isis aa most
most useful
useful
This
2 v 1 =^ lia
11 •
and important result.
result.
In combining networks let
let us
us take
take the
the example
example of
of the
the
\Vien
Wien bridge circuit (Fig.
(Fig. 5).
5).
·
1
1
.
Let R
Rj1 +! :. ·-' · = ZZ and
and ···' +-) JwC
jcoC.,
Y
2 =- Y
JJwC
cuC!1
Ki
R2
The matrix for
for the
the network
network [A]
[A] . can
can be
be obtained
obtained by
by
considering the cascading
cascading of
of the
the ZZ andY
and Y portions,
portions, i.e.
i.e.

familiar techniques; and
and they
they would,
would, of
of course,
course, be
be correct.
correct.
The example quoted is intended
intended to
to be
be an
an easy
easy introducintroduction to the manipulation
manipulationss involved.
involved. Many,
Many, however,
however,
would surely be much
much less
less confident
confident with
with aa threethree- or
or
four-section
four-section phase-shift
phase-shift network
network for
for aa phase-shift
phase-shift
oscillator (Fig. 6).
6).
In trying the ordinary
ordinary Kirchhoff
Kirchhoffapproach
approach to
to the
theabove
above
network, especially in
in an
an examination,
examination, aa set
setof
ofsimultaneous
simultaneous

=Ci

(6(i

f)(~ ~)
ZY
~)
fHv
^Z
M)
We see immediately upon
upon inspection
inspection that
that
v22
11
V,
ZY
V1
11 -\-j- ZY
In fact if we were wishing
wishing to
to obtain
obtain only
only the
the transfer
transfer
function it would not be
be necessary
necessary to
to proceed
proceed with
with the
the
whole of the multiplicatio
multiplication—obtaining
the aan
element
n-obtaining the
11 element
of [A] would suffice
•
V o•)
'V
11
Proceedmg,
Proceeding, -- ·" =-= ------ ---·-----·-- -- -- · --- -—
[A] =

Fig. 6

·-

't;ll

1
If R
R,1 =
—~
R22 - -' R, C
Ci,1

+

"',

1 ) 1
)
(R,
(ri~ ++ ./"Cj
jwC2
( l + J~c~,
./cocJIR,
1

I

Rl

:

Fig. 7

C,:C
the transfer
transferfunction
functionbecomes
becomes
C
2 = C the
1

V2

1 +i 11

-!-

j/-CR
wCR

+ _r;,{R + 1

1

3 -+. - J'
7 (o1CR
("'CR - - 1- ).
\
•

I

wCR

:
=
_ i.e. ff =
~ _22I —
·- - !- .
C R22
21rCR
v-,2 are in phase
phase and
and the
the attenuation
attenuation isis -}.1. These
These
vv,1 and v
are just the results upon
upon which
which to
to base
base the
the design
design of
of aa
Wien-bridge oscillator.
Aiany
doubt be
be thinking
thinking that
that this
this result
result
Many readers will no doubt
could have been obtained
obtained in
in an
an easier
easier fashion
fashion using
using

1Itt is clear that when

NETWORK
network

o-------<:!2'

vjw22

matrix
MATR
IX

c ~)

:.I:. G :)
:.jt:.(: ;)
Fig. 4
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1 ISIS THE
THE

IMPEDANCE
BETWEEN I AND 2

IMPEDANCE
BETWEEN I AND 2

IT
c

equations is obtained that
that proves
proves to
to be
be an
an algebraic
algebraic
handful. It is in these
these circumstances
circumstances that
that the
the power
power
of the matrix is revealed. The
The reduction
reduction in
in thought
thought
required to obtain aa solution
solution to
to the
the equations
equations isis very
very
considerable.
will have
have aa matrix
matrix given
given by
by
The first CR section will
2
0 wherez
(Jl T)
(Y 1i)) where Z =~.7wC
.. L.
'c YY =..,!..
1) (~
RL

(o

Z
t ZY)
ZY) f)
f ) =- [M~
[M]

(Cl

The transfer function
function of
of the
the whole
whole network
network can
can thus
thus
be found if the au
au element
clement of
of the
the matrix
matrix of
of the
the
whole
4 whole
network is obtained. · This
This matrix
matrix will
will be
be [M]
[M]4o. . Now
Now
rules exist for
for raising
raising aa matrix
matrix to
to aa power,
power, but
but in
in this
this
case it is hardly worth while
while going
going into
into them.
them.
2
{l +
+ ZY)
ZY)3 +
ZY
Z(1 + ZY)+
[M)2
=
Z(l
IMP
"r ZY,
'
+ ZYHZZ)\
J - (
\Y(1
ZY) +S- Y,
Y,
ZY +
T 11
)
Y(l + ZY)
. ZY
function isis the
the only
only thing
thing
that interests
If the transfer · function
4 that interests
us we require only the
the a 11 ij element
element of
of [M]'l.
[M] . This
This element
element
is..
is

((1

((1 + ZY) -\- ZY)
ZY)' +((Z(l
ZY) +I Z)
Z) (YCI
( Yd -+ ZY)
ZY)+Y}
y)
(0
Z(l -l· ZY)
22

YY ISIS THE
THE ADMITTANCE
ADMITTANCE
Of
OF THE
SHUNT ARM
THE SHUNT
ARM

~
~

2

which on simplification yields:yields:—
10ZY + 15Z 22Y 2a -\-|- 7Z
7Z33Y
Y33
!1 +
+ IOZY

4
+ ZZ'Y
'Y
1

4

10 =
+ _!Q_
= 11+
-

IDEAL TRANSFORMER WITH
TURNS RATIO n ; I

IDEAL TRANSFORMER WITH
TURNS RATIO n: l

15
15
71
+ I -1-1
2 2 2 2
jwCR
7~CR
..T'C^R
7a)33C
C33RR33 wW44CC44RR44 • ■
w
CR
jw
network with
with aa single-stage
single-stage valve
valve
If we combine this network
amplifier having a load resistance
resistance aa good
good deal
deal smaller
smaller
four-section phase-shift
phase-shift oscillator
oscillator results,
results, giving
giving
than R a four-section
frequency, j,
/, isis obtained
obtained
by equating
equating
an output whose frequency,
by
4
the j-term of the
the all
a,, element
element of
of [M]
[M]4 to
to zero.
zero. We
We have
have
2 2 2
10w
C R = 7 and f/=
IOoj-C-R"
\ 7 (2-CR v'10).
The value
value
= ,n;(27TCRv1
0).
The

i 2i

COMMON GRID

COMMON
COMMON CATHODE
CATHODE

COMMON GRIO

ANODE
COMMO N ANODE
COMMON

Fig. 8

I
jJ.

Tg + Zk(l + A')
1'a.+Zk(I+.U)
Zk(t+.u)
Zk(l+/j) /

I

- ,uZg

ZkO+AO

substitution
au at this frequency is easily found by substitution
of an
18.39,
-18.39 i.e. the attenuation of the network is 18.39,
to be —18.39
v 1•
v 2 being 180° out of phase with tq.
·d„
their
For those keen readers who would like to try their
transformations
T and star-delta transformations
n to T
hand, consider the 77
(Fig. 7).
the
To be . equivalent the corresponding elements of the
be equal.
matrices describing each configuration must be
It is then very easy to show that

Zfi/CZ,, + ZB
Zc)
Zfi +
^ Z
ZA ZB/(ZA
c)
Zc)
+
Z*
+
Z
ZB
= ZA Zc/(ZA
Zc/(Z^ +
c)
ZC/(Z, + ZB + Zc)
= ZB Zc/(ZA
n arrangement is actually the four-terminal
Since the 77
T is the
point of view of the delta configuration and the T
star arrangement, comparison of the same matrices give
the star to delta transformation.
zl
z2
Z3

=

zA
ZB
Zc

= .:
=-:

=

(Z, z
+ zz22 Za
z23 +
(Zl
z2 Za
+ Zu
z22 +
(Zi
(Zl Z
+ zZ22 Z 3
(Z
(Zi1 Z22 +

+ Za
Z3
Z3
+ Za
Z3
+ Z3

i
gm Zg

all element is
The an

11 +

+ ^,_, H+
fJM

-k-

the gain,
^
K and therefore the gain,
gm Z,L
gni

A, is obtained directly.

^Rtall
an
ra + Ri(l+q)
p,) the configura(1 + 1+)
By dividing the top and bottom by (11
an
having an
tion behaves like a conventional amplifier but having
+,_,).
= rra/(1
ra' =
1) and an r,,'
p,/(p, +i-1)
factor,_,'=
/d = /i'(/t
amplification factor
0/(l +/i).
impedance
We may deduce directly that the output impedance
f-ollower,
of the cathode follower,
~ 1.1.
rafP.. i.e. -_!_- when fip.. S>
~": ;! rjix
+p,)
rra'•
a', is therefore rra/(1
a/(l+
lii) ^
A = 1
A=_!_

=

gm

Zl)/Za
ZO/Z,
Z
Z,)/Z2
1)/Z2
Z 1)/Z 1
zj/z.

Valves and Transistors
with
Many of the networks we use are often associated with
appropriate
valves and · transistors, consequently the appropriate
matrices have been worked out for these devices. In
the case of 4the triode, for instance, we have the following
them
calling them
for calling
A-matrices< 4>> (Fig. 8). (The reason for
have
A-matrices is explained later. All the matrices we have
been considering so far are A-matrices.)
represent
It will be appreciated that the circuits shown represent
voltages
the a.c. equivalent, i.e. all bias and steady supply voltages
signal
the signal
into the
are omitted, since they do not come into
analysis.
Consider the gain of two well-known arrangements,
first the cathode-follower (Fig. 9) and then the cathode11 ).
coupled amplifier (Figs 10 and 11).
the
a 11 element of the
To find the gain we require the a,,
product of the two appropriate matrices.
1

i±£
^Zg

MATRIX EQUIVALENT

CATHODE-FOLLOWER
CATHODE-FOLLOWER

MATRIX EQUIVALENT

Fig. 9

0
CATHODE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER
Fig. 10

CATHODE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER
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The gain of the cathodc-coupled
cathode-coupled amplifier can readily
be obtained using matrix methods (Figs. 10 and 11).
Once again the gain may .be obtained by taking the
reciprocal of the an
a 11 element of the overall matrix.
Assuming identical valves we have:—
have:1
1 -\~fl
\ [ A
1
1
o\
h1+fA
^) 1.A
:fL .·
(
11 /'
I
r
r
(1 ± '')
1 + fL --~~fL) ..
__!___
il 1 -~- _11___ ~0/ -1- RA[\_0-:1 .
:
fLR 17 gmR 17
RK(1 T ;■■)
fL)
RK(1
RL v
·
R;,(l +' 711)
) /, \k
\Ra-(1
gain is
From this it is shown in the appendix that the gain
/iRA~tRxRL
.R7 (1 - r(1/<)+ fl)
RxCl + ~)(RL +
2ra)
+ r.aCra + RL)
+ 2r
a) T r^ra+R^)
Reading die
the appendix may well deter the more timid
members
members of the fraternity; but there is no doubt that they
would be even more alarmed if confronted with a ."" conventional " analysis. Many text-books very conveniently
rely on such statements that " after substituting equation
(a) into equation
equation(b)
... etc. it can be shown that..
that . . ."
." The
(b)...
instruction is justified on the grounds of saving paper,
but the poor reader may have quite a job with some of
the analyses. Matrix methods may not necessarily
involve any great reduction in labour (though they
often do); the advantages lie · in the organization and
clear procedure that is laid down.
In a short introductory account of matrix algebra
many interesting and valuable aspects must be omitted.
For example in obtaining transfer functions sinusoidal
variations need not be the only type of waveform involved.
j w with the Laplace
We are quite at liberty to replace j™
operator p. Also it will be realized that equations
equations (1)
and (2) are not the only ones capable of describing a
four-terminal network. By using other forms we -may
may

(

l

:m ) -.( }~-~- . 1~It

O)

matrix to another to be effected.* In transistor work
the conversions will be found most useful, for whilst
the A-matrix of the grounded emitter configuration is
as shown in Fig. 12, this may not be the most convenient
matrix . to use. Indeed the h-matrix parameters are
often considered more useful since they can be directly
measured, and may be correlated with the physical action
inside the transistor.
(To be concluded)

_

1

* This
This table
table will
will be
be·included
included in
in the
the second
second part
part of
of this
this article,
article, to
to be
be published
published
in the
the April
April issue.
issue.
in

APPENDIX
APPENDIX
1 \ / . 1
S j/f ) \ i( !=j=-fl
1 +
i1 M . 11
r,. + RK(l
+ f.)
fL)
1
RK(1 +
1
fLR a
g~ \Rk(1
RK(i -=~~ -fL)
Rr~(C+~
RL "
r
/ 1 u
1
i
" - "Vi
\ /! 00\
1
gr,.RK(l f fl) \ |
\
__(I /' +' gmRljC + /') ' g)
1 1 ^
1
1 ur
Rs:i ,0 111
I
-~R!l +' g...
i,:RgRr;:(1
~~,R 9RRK(l
~t) \R„
RL l /
\/lR„
R. K ,' 1 +-;) 'i,,R-:
U.K. +-' g.,R
k,1 +/')/
The an
a 11 element for the product is:—
is:r
1
,
1
+
1
·
,
r"- + RkO
Rr;:(l + /0
J-t)
1 1
1
1
+
1
- ;/a
gmRI\:(1
~)
R~~g
R~~i,:R·J((l
+ /i)'
~)'
gmRldi +
+ /a)
Rj
g .1~t - 'i- R
Lg„iRK(f -1r R
= ~_I~~~(_~_+
r_a(ra + R(1
Rr;:(l + /A))
J-t))
RHRJX1 J-t) +.~~~:r'-_±__:nRK~!i. r R .C1 if~__t~2_+
/ ■ r..(r.
fLRKRr,(1
+ /A)
fl)
faRkRIX1 +
= R
• y')(R|
Rr,;:(l
p.)(RL + 2rJ
2ra) +
+ r„(r
r (r,(, -4+ R,;
RL)
k(1 +
fLRKR
Jl -r
+ /a)
tL)
-/aRkRi,(1
1
by:Hence the gain is given by:-—
FaRlcRTXI
~tR1,R~,(l +
+ /dJ-t) ----,---- .....,.
Rk(1 + riCR,.
. Rr;:(1
p.)(RL + 2r::)
2r,.) + r^r,,
r a(r, + R
RL)
L)
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U- /A
lL fL
.
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obtain the impedance or Z matrices, the admittance or
Y matrices and the hybrid or h-matrices. Those dealt
with in this article are termed A-matrices and are useful
for obtaining certain transfer functions when dealing
with cascaded or chain arrangements. However, the full
usefulness of matrix algebra cannot be realized until
we obtain a table enabling conversion of one type of ·
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MARCH
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A preview of the London Audio Festival and Fair (April
22nd-25th) will be included in the April issue of Wireless
22nd-25tli)
World which will be published on March 29th. · In addition to the preview, in which the equipment to be
shown by each of the 85 exhibitors will be summarized,
there will be articles of special interest to the audiophile
as well as the usual quota of regular features.
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HIS paper is concerned with the properties of three
THIS
types of amplifier in which the active elements,
valves or transistors, are connected in series with
respect to the amplified signal current. It does not
follow that these elements are necessarily in series with
respect to the d.c. power supplies though this circumstance
makes no difference to the basic theory. The bestknown example of a series-connected amplifier is
probably the cascode. Another is the White cathode
follower while a third is a special bootstrap arrangement
of two valves. All three have been in use for a long time
but people keep re-inventing at least two of them so that
they are evidently not as well known as they ought to be.
The linear theory of the valve versions has been com
com-..
petently set out in a number of papers and it is known
that transistor counterparts have been used in several
items of equipment though only the cascode circuit
appears to have been fully written up 11 in a technical
journal. Even this account is not readily accessible to
the general reader.
Analysis of the valve circuits presents no particular
difficulty and it is easy to derive expressions for the
voltage gain and the output impedance. By contrast,
the transistor analysis is very tedious and, unless gross
simplifications are made, the final expressions are cum
cum-..
bersome and do not easily lead to a successful design.
Although the procedure is repugnant to some people
it is much easier to optimize the
ffie choice of components
for a transistor amplifier by experimental methods,
using valve theory as a guide to the order of magnitude
of the quantities involved. In a multistage d.c. coupled
amplifier it is safe to say that some empirical checks
and modifications must be made, no matter how precise
the initial analysis may be.

T

Cascode Valve Amplifier
The basic cascode circuit, shorn of bias, coupling and
decoupling details, is given in Fig. 1, which also shows the
symbols used in the analysis.
On replacing the actual valves by their equivalent
generators it can be shown that the voltage gain is given
by:
ILR .
E
..
,...
A= - =
"R
•• (1)
(1)
A
e
r22 + R
-+
rl
ri + —
IL2 +
Fa
+ 11
The negative sign indicates a phase reversal. The limiting
If R<<(
R-' rr1
gain in a number of special cases is of interest. If
R . It is the
or r22 then, ignoring the sign, the gain is g 1R.
gain of the lower valve of the pair with a small load
resistance R and is independent of the characteristics
R ~- r 1 or rr.,2 the gain becomes
of the upper valve. If R
A ~":::! ILl
Fi Fa
~L 2 as for any other 2-stage amplifier with infinite
load resistances.
by;
The output impedance Rc0 is given by:
11
11 :
11
(2)
^
(2)
--:-·
- 1)r
·- +
= - +
R
Ro0 R (~L
(f22 + l)ri1 +
+ rr i2
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With normal valves and load resistances, R
R0 is practically
equal to R. The output impedance of the cascode circuit
and is (~L 2 + 1)r
coandis(F2
I^iTt
alone is obtained by setting R == oo
1 +r 2 •
Clearly this is very large indeed, approaching or exceeding
the impedance of a pentode or tetrode valve. ·This
This is the
virtue of the cascode. It has the gain of a pentode with
the low noise of a triode. It is a close approximation to a
constant-current source.
As a video amplifier, a useful combination employs a
cascode to drive a cathode follower. D.c. coupling may
be used between the stages so that the response extends
frequency.. . The overall voltage gain is the
down to zero frequency
product of the gain of the cascode and that of the cathode
follower. The output impedance is that of the cathode
follower alone. Because of the inherent feedback in both
stages, distortion is low and wide-band amplification is
easy to achieve.

+

The White Cathode Follower
The essentials of this circuit are shown in Fig. 2. The
voltage gain and output impedance are given by the
expressions;
expressions:
R|
RL
.
A = __!L~_ •.
• • (3)
(3)
R) Cr2
+ 11 R
1L1
Fi +
T, 1 (r1+
(ri
(^a ++ RL)
ILzR)
+ 1) (rz +
C1L1 +
L + (fi
+ FaR)
rz
(4)
+ (ILl
i1 _l
(^i ++ 1) (r2 + 1L2R)
r,
r1 + R
With reasonable component values the gain is close
to unity and the output impedance is very low indeed.
If
~L 1 g 2 •
R 0 is almost equal to 1/
If R is very large, Ro
1/FigaIf
mA/V; R
ILl = 80 and g22 = 10 mA/V,
Fi
Ro0 = 1.25
1.25 ohms.
The basic circuit is deceptively simple in appearance
but it becomes much more complex when bias, coupling
and decoupling components are added. It will be seen
later that the transistor version is more attractive in this
respect.

Ro0 =

The Series Bootstrap Circuit
This arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. Its voltage gain is:
E = _
FiRL (r2
(r2 ++ 1L2R)
F2R)
/g,
( 5)
1L1RL
A. = ~
(r 1 + R) r 2 + {r 1 + r 2 +
e
e~
~ W+^-Tr^+'W+r,
+ (~L
(f22 ++ 1)R}RL
1)R}RL
Regardless of the choice of component values, the
f,.
limiting gain is always less than ILl·
The output impedance is:
is;
R)
((6
(r 1 + R)
r 2 (ft
Ro ==
6),
0
+ r22 +
r1 +
r,
+ (p
(f22 +
+ 1)R
Rj^oo .and
and with pF22 ~
^ 1,
L R
Ro0 = 1/gz.
l/goIn the limit, as Rr-700
This is the output impedance of the upper valve, regarded
as a cathode follower.
One feature of this circuit is the ease with which feedback may be applied to an earlier stage so as to cause a
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further reduction of output impedance and an increase
of the input impedance of the pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier stage.
stage. The
The
second point is perhaps of more importance in transistor
transistor
amplifiers than in valve versions in which the input
impedance is already high enough for most purposes.

Variants of the Cascode
As a tuned r.f. amplifier the cascode
cascade in its basic
basic form is
is aa
better still
useful circuit. As a wide-band amplifier it is better
if used, as already mentioned, to drive a cathode follower.
If /iJL:3, and r.
ra are respectively the amplification factor
and the anode slope resistance of the cathode
cathode follower
valve, the overall voltage gain is:
fL1 CJL2 + 1)R
A = . - - - - ·-·-···------^
A
- - --· --·---·------- - (7)
1 + ~ 3__±_Rr,). [(JL 2 + 1) r 1 + r 2 + R]
(
JLaRJ~

tively coupled to it, the effective output impedance, seen
seen
from the terminals of the external load, is
!s of course R00
in parallel with R,
RJ,·.
Fig. 4 is another circuit which at first sight looks
promising but which, on closer investigation, turns out
to be rather disappointing. It can be described as a
· cascade
cascode driving a bootstrap follower.
Its voltage gain is:
_
111(/.L2 + 1)R
A = - · - - - -- /'.(/-+
-,-R-:---1)R
--- ------.- - (9)
(9)
R
~~-11a~j~_
[(11 2 ^
+ 1) tb
r1 +
^ r3 H+ R]
r '~ )) [(^

tt2R
(1 +
t' R +
+ (l
+'

2

L

-

This expression differs from equation (7) by the inclusion
of the term /<11 ,R
2 R in the denominator, causing reduced
gain. The output resistance is;
is:
~.

Ro =

(10)

is:
The output impedance is:
~
1
.
R
= - -- - - -. ~
(8)
Ro0 =" -' (8)
11:'
g :l
/':i1 +i 11 £3
IIn
n equation (7), R is
is the anode load of the cascode
cascade pair
and .RL
follower. Equation (8)
(8)
Rl the load of the cathode follower.
gives the output"
output' impedance looking into the cathode
terminal of the output stage, ignoring R,
Rr. itself. If
If R,
RL
is the d.c.
d .c. load resistance and if another load is capaci-

If /i,,
J.Lu /n
f..L22 and ii
11a
~ 11 and if r,,
rD r..
r 2 and r.ra:1 are all
all of
of
3 are all :>
the same order of magnitude as R, the output impedance
impedance
is given approximately by the expression
r1
11
ri
Ro
= .. -- ■. ---;--R0 g3 r,
r1 -r-" S,
f R
Although R,,
R 0 is less than for a normal
normal cathode
follower, it depends on the source resistance presented by
by·

-------+----- +H .T.

- - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - +H.T.

R

R

i

Fig. I.
f ; Basic cascode
cascade
circuit.

Fig. 2. White cathode

i

follower .
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Fig. 4. Cascode driving a bootstrap follower.
lower~

Fig. 3. Series boot
boorstrap amplifier.
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e
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rig. 5. Coscocfe
Fig.
Cascode video amplifier {V.
(V. Zavrazhnov
and G. Kryukov),
Kryukov).

330k

Fig. 6. Feedback cascade
cascode with emitter follower.
follower.

r-------.------------ -6V
2'5mA
12k

IOk
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3•5mA

m
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39k

·e

2·2k

_________._____

10 k

~--------+---~+
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rig. 7. Bootstrapped White emitter follower.
Fig.
follower.

Fig. 8. Bootstrapped cascade pair.

the driver stage. Moreover, the reduced output impedance
is achieved at the expense of a disproportionate reduction
of gain.

A preferred method of preventing interaction between
cascaded transistor amplifiers is to design for a gross
mismatch of impedances in the interstage couplings.
For example, a stage with a high output impedance may
be used to drive one with a low input impedance. This
This
accounts for the fact that a transistor cascode
cascode tuned r.f.
r .f.
amplifier may sometimes be used without neutralization
or unilateralization. For the same reason a cascode
pair makes a good video amplifier. Fig. 5 shows
shows one
possible arrangement; (reference 1) .
With the component values shown the response is fiat
flat
from . 0 to 6 Mc/s.
Mcjs . Higher gain at the cost of reduced
1.2 kO
kn
bandwidth can be achieved by changing the 1,2
collector .load
12 kn or 22 kil,
kn, removing the 10
10 kn
load to 12kfl
feedback resistor and reducing the base-bias elements
elements
from 5,1
5.1 kll
k n to 1.2 kn
k n each.
each. The lower transistor is
operated with a larger collector
coliector current than the upper
upper
element.
Fig. 6 is a virtual-earth feedback amplifier giving a
voltage gain A .sa
~ R22/R].
/R 1 • Its output impedance
impedance is
almost zero, the input impedance is practically Rj,
Ru

Transistor Cascode
Cascade and Derivatives
The valve circuits just -described
described have characteristics
which are of value in a number of different applications
but these useful features are offset by some practical
practical
disadvantages. The direct series connection of therther~
mionic valves is inconvenient because of the high voltages
required and also because of difficulties with heaterheater~
cathode insulation, hum pick-up and related problems.
problems.
Transistor circuits are much more attractive, especially
if one is prepared to make use of complementary types.
types.
Direct coupling becomes feasible in multistage amplifiers,
saving components, extending the frequency range down
to d.c and improving the phase characteristics
characteristics at high
frequencies while permitting the stabilization of the
operating points of the active elements by overall d.c.
feedback.
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Bootstrapped Cascade Pair
-12V
r----.----~~------~------------

3mA

■

Equalization

B

i

This arrangement is shown in Fig. 8, with representative
n, the
component values. · The input impedance is 1200
120011,
output impedance around 50 n
U and the voltage gain
between 100 and 200, depending on the choice of transistors. The amplifier gives a phase-reversed output.
Finally, Fig. 9 shows a feedback amplifier developed
from Fig. 8. The input impedance is about 30 k n,
O, the
voltage gain is 340 without feedback, reduced to 10 by
feedback. The · frequency response, using cheap h.f.
alloy junction transistors, extends to 1200 kc/s and the
maximum output is 2.5 V r.m.s.

■

Fig. 9. Feedback amplifier developed from Fig. 8.

r------------.....------~-----

. - r'f.T.

One factor which has to be taken into account in designing
wide band amplifier is the question of equalization of the
a wideband
gain and control of the phase shift. In a simple feedback
amplifier, top lift or cut can be tailored to the specification
by shunt capacitance across one or other of the feedback
resistances. It may sometimes be necessary to make use
bridged-T equalizers or R-C lag-lead networks to get
of bridged-T
Any of these
respol_lse with stability.
the required response
schemes may be applied to the simple amplifiers shown
in Figs. 6 and 9. In these and in the other transistor
circuits, using Ediswan-Mazda h.f. alloy
alloy junction transistors, Type XA102, it is easy to achieve a bandwidth in
Mc/s and up to 3.5 Mc/s is attainable by
excess of 11 Mc/'s
sacrificing gain. The transistors described are available
cheaply on the surplus market. By using silicon planar
epitaxial transistors with a transition frequency around
300 Mc/s it is possible to get a response flat to 8 Mc/s or
Mc js with reduced gain.
up to 20 Mc/s

Conclusion
e

Fig. 10. Ring-of-three valve amplifier.

(more accurately R
R,1 +
-!- 250 0).
O). With R 1, ==- 0, the voltage
gain is around 300. Except for the input and output
capacitors, d.c. coupling and feedback are used, saving
components and giving an improved performance.

White Emitter Follower
Fig. 7 shows this circuit in a bootstrapped form, arranged
to give a very high input impedance. It can be converted . to the normal form by removing the capacitor
connected between the bias network and the junction
of the transistors. .·With
With the component values shown
the input impedance is 0.5 M
M n,
O, the voltage gain is
almost unity and the output impedance is virtually zero.
The maximum undistorted output is 1.2V r.m.s. from a
6V supply or 3V r.m.s. from a 12V source.
The circuit is useful as it stands. It is still more
attractive if driven from a d.c. coupled common-emitter
stag~ or from a cascode such as that shown in Fig. 6.
stag;
If the bootstrapping is removed the complete amplifier
is simple and economical in components.
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It has been shown that series-connected pairs of transistors make useful and economical wide-band amplifiers.
The gain, bandwidth, input impedance and output
impedance of one or other of the various types can be
mzde
made to meet requirements. Direct coupling is feasible
and a large output voltage is available using relatively
low supply voltages. The technique of mismatching
impedances in the interstage couplings of a multistage
amplifier may be used to reduce interaction between
stages. Nevertheless, it is only fair to point out that
a similar, and in some cases an improved performance,
can be given by other amplifier configurations. As a
general rule, local feedback over one or two stages
of an amplifier is of questionable value and it is more
economical ·to
to use feedback over at least three stages,
even though extra care may be required to maintain
stability.
When a video-type amplifier is required to have a
high input impedance, a low output impedan~e,
impedance, low
distortion, moderate gain and large bandwidth it is
doubtful if one could do better than choose the wellknown ring-of-three circuit. The valve version is shown
in basic form in Fig. 10.
With no feedback CRt
(R, = 0), the voltage gain is:
~2R2
1~1R1
/hRi
A^RS
" R
R,1 + rr,1 ' R
R,2 +
T r.,
r~ '
The output impedance is:

~:;RJ,

,

A =---- · ~------- ·

r3
R 0 =--= ~- -+

3

i

or ··/~3

+

(!L :1

- ----- ..
- -------AtiRi.
R. + rr,3 ' '
+f 1) Rr.

( 11)

(12)
1

_L
' I

RJ:
1'::

There are two alternative expressions for the output
impedance, depending on whether or not Rr.
RL is included,
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If A is very large, the gain is:
RL
RL + R,
~14)
--- - = 1 + --m = .
· R,
R1
The output impedance, with feedback, is given approximately by:
RL
1 + ^
R/
m •*
••
•• (15)
(15)
Rf

-12V
r---~~--------~--------~~-----smA

6·8k

IOk

- Ro=
0 = --- =

g3A
gaA - ^A
SsA^
With heavy feedback, R00 is obviously very small indeed. ·
The transistor ring-of-three arrangement is shown
in Fig. 11. To allow d.c. coupling between the first and
second transistors a 3.3V Zener diode is connected in
the emitter lead of the second transistor. The amplifier
n, a voltage gain of
has an input impedance of about 50 k O,
15 and the output impedance is almost zero. Without
special equalization, the bandwidth is 3.5 Mc/s. Apart
from the input and · output capacitors, the amplifier
lends itself to microminiaturization and it is surprising
that no manufacturer has seen fit to produce a range of
analogue circuits of this type to match the digital units
which are fairly readily available. Such circuits would
be extremely useful as building blocks in measuring
equipment,2 oscilloscope pre-amplifiers, television studio
equipment 2,, as video amplifiers and also in analogue
computers and data-processing equipment.
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Fig. II.

Ring-of-three transistor amplifier.

as would be necessary if the true external load were
capacitively coupled to the output stage.
by:
With feedback, the voltage gain is given by;
1
E
E
l
m=
(13)
m = .=
—
(13)
1 +,
R/
e ·_!__
R,
A ^ R1L, +
R1
+ R/
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The prediction curves show the median standard MUF,
The
optimum traffic frequency and the lowest usable frequency
(LUF) for reception in this country. Unlike the standard
MUF, the LUF is closely
Closely dependent upon such factors as
transmitter power, aerials, and the type of modulation. The
LUF curves shown are those drawn by Cable and Wireless
LUF
Ltd. for commercial
commercial radiotelegraphy and assume the use of
Ltd.
transmitter power of several kilowatts and rhombic type
aerials.
As stated last month, it seems likely that the sunspot
minimum has passed, and steady increase in the value of
minimum
the sunspot number would be expected over the next few
years.
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Some details of the sunspot cycles, which has a period of
approximately 11 years, are known from the year 1610
onLY known
onwards, although detailed
detailed monthly figures are onl^
onwards,
from 1750 onwards. The Zurich
aiso called
Zii:rich sunspot number, a1so
from
k(f+
the Wolf sunspot number, is defined as: k(f
+ lOg), where g is
the
the number of sunspot groups and f is the number
nuinber of spots
within these groups. The
The factor
faotor k allows for the variations
between telescopes and observers.
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ELOPMENTS
TECHNICAL DEV
RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS
ENT TECHNICAL
REC
CRITICAL
CRITICAL
ZONE
ZONE

Hydrogen
Hydroge n Maser Clock
Two of Varian Associates atomic
hydrogen maser clocks, claimed to be
debeen dehave been
the world's most accurate, have
space
in space
livered to NASA for evaluation in
experiments,
experiments, which include satellite
tracking and tests on Einstein's predictions on the effect of gravity on time.
are
atoms · are
In the maser hydrogen atoms
by aa
separated into two hyperfine states by
magnetic field- and the higher energy
magnetic
in aa
quart? bulb in
state is directed into a quartz
cavity resonator. The bulb is coated
avoid
to avoid
with a material (such as p.t.f.e.) to
an
disturbancee of the energy state of an
disturbanc
the
atom on impact, which results in the
relatively long time necessary to achieve
emitted
radiation emitted
the sharp line. The radiation
energy
when the atoms fall to the lower energy
level maintains oscillations at the hydroc/s.
gen frequency of 1,420, 405, 751.732 c/s.
to
The wall coating has been known to
of
perturbatio ns in frequency of
produce perturbations
that
10 11 but Varian state that
11 part in 10"
5 parts
monthly
stability
is
better
than
5
13
in 1013
.•
Recordin g Density
Improving
Improvin g Recording
There are several methods of improvor
informatio n recording density, or
ing information
high-frequency
high-frequency response, of magnetic
tape recorders but most are dependent
obvious
An obvious
manufactu rer.
on the manufacturer.
means would seem to be to reduce the
recording head gap width. If this is to
be done without reduction of the magmust
field must
netic layer thickness, the gap field
outerthe outerbe increased in order to bias the
most region of the layer, and this results

RECORDING
RECORDING
LAYER
LAYER

1-25/1
"1 1""
Standard
head
-c
zones.
2. Micro-gap head critical zones.
Fig. 1.

in a critical (recording) zone of much
critical
the same size as before. (The critical
resoluzone, and therefore recording resoluthe
proportion ed to the
tion, is directly proportioned
tion,
thickness of the recording layer.)
thiqmess
One method is to produce a sharper
shorter
consequently shorter
field gradient and consequently
by
critical zone. This may be done by
adding aa vertical field, the resultant
field being more intense on one side of
the gap and having a sharper gradient
seen
be seen
on the other side. (This may be
Such
by vector addition of the fields.) Such
in
a cross-field head was described in
Journ.
]ourn. SMPTE Vol. 58, January, 1952,
by M. Camras. (See Fig. 1.) This
to
due to
inconvenie nt due
head is somewhat inconvenient
,t he tape
the pole pieces on either side of the
tape
and a head has been developed with the
and
pole pieces on the same side of the
tape.
debriefly deA micro-gap head is briefly
Audio
Transactions on Audio
scribed in IEEE Transactions
the
by the
Vol. 12, No. 3, May-June, 1964, by
same author. Critical zones are shown

CROSS-FIELD GAP
\ /RECORD/PLAYBACK GAP

I II II
Fig. 3. Stereo cross-field head.

INPUT

Fig. I. Cross-field head.

CRITICAL
CRITICAL
ZONE
ZONE

Cross-field head

ERASE GAPS

BIAS
OSCILLATOR

loE

(Fig. 2) for a gap width of 1.25 microns
750
using a cross-field head (gap field 750
oersteds) and a standard head · (gap field
oersteds) . .A cross-field micro-gap
4700 oersteds).
head is illustrated in Fig. 3, which con-

quartertains two identical heads for quartersection
track stereo. A two-gap erase section
precedes the cross-field gap which is
energized by the erase winding.
Elimination
Eliminatio n of a separate erase head
compensates
es for the cost of the addicompensat
the
tional cross-field structure, making the
convention al
comparabl e to conventional
overall cost comparable
heads.

Multiplie r
Miniature
Miniatur e Electron Multiplier
mwtiplier has
A miniature electron multiplier
MuUard Research
been developed by Mullard
Laboratories
a boratories for use in space research.
L,
of
consumpti on of
The device has a power consumption
200 hW,
p.W, and thus is ideally suited for
application in satellites.
tube
The multiplier consists of a glass tube
and
end and
11 mm in diameter open at one end
res~stance
coated inside with a high resistance
convention al multimaterial.
IDJalterial. Unlike a conventional
conrt:inuous
plier the coating acts as a'a continuous
piier
dynode, so that with a single potential
exand exkV -5 kV across the tube and
of 11 kV-5
posure to ionizing radiations, the coating
emits electrons at the mouth of the
tube, which then avalanche towards the
the
to the
closed end of the tube, according to
normal process of secondary emission
of
gain of
multiplication. The gain
and electron multiplication.
kV
the device is about 1088 times the 55 kV
useful
have aa useful
across the tube, and may have
this.
than this.
than
gain at voltages much less
5
.).
(The gain at 2.5 kV is 10 5.).
and
electrons and
tto electrons
~s sensitive to
The tube is
20 ke V
to 20keV
up to
of up
gars ions with energies of
gas
electroand electroand possibly higher and
ultramagnetic radiation in the far ultraviolet and soft X-ray region. With aa
mouth
tube mouth
Layer deposited at the tube
gold layer
increased
be increased
wavelengt h can be
t:he usable wavelength
the
deis dedevice is
the device
to 2,500A. The gain of the
pendent on the ambient gas pressure
with aa
(say with
but if the tube is helical (say
diameter
diamerer of 8 mm) the gain becomes
independe nt of pressure within
relatively independent
certain limits.
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THE
COLOUR
SITUATION
THREE SYSTEMS LINE UP FOR BATTLE AT VIENNA
AT the end of March, members of the International
·AT
International
Radio Consultative Committee (C.C.I.R.) will
will be
be
meeting in Vienna to
to try to decide which colour
colour
system-N.T.S.C., SECAM or PAL*—should
television system—N.T.S.C.,
PAL*-should
be adopted as a standard for Europe. These members
members
· will be official representatives of the governments of
of the
the
. countries concerned. If they cannot reach a unanimous
unanimous
decision, which seems only too likely, the choice could be
be
:: made by a majority vote. Ostensibly the decision will
will be
be
· made on a rational technical basis, but
but in fact it
it is
is more
more
:; likely to be determined politically
politie<;tlly by the interests of
of the
the
: various member countries. The most powerful
powerful faction
faction
' will no doubt win. Even then the decision made
made in
in
: Vienna may not be accepted by the individual countries
countries
concerned, who may all go ahead independently
independently with the
the
systems erf
of their own choice.
The Vienna debate will, in fact, be the culmination of
of
a long series of technical meetings on colour television
television
standards which have stretched over almost
almost a decade.
They have been held not only by the C.C.I.R. (in
(in parparticular by its Study Group XI on television) but
but also
also
by the European Broadcasting Union and
and its
its opposite
opposite
number in Eastern Europe, the International Radio
and
Radio and
Television Organization (O.I.R.T.).
(O.I.R.T;). The E.B.U. formed
an ad hoc committee for colour television in
in 1962,
1962, and
and
the most recent meeting was one held in
in Paris
Paris in
in January
January
in which this E.B.U.
E.B. U. committee,
committee, together
together with
with aa group
group
from O.I.R.T., attempted to clarify the
the technical
technic~! issues
issues
for the benefit of the countries which
which would
would be
be attending
attending
at Vienna. The discussion did not,
not, however,
however, produce
produce
any definite conclusions.
·

depends on the accommodation of the eye in averaging
distortions from all causes, is therefore a superior system.
system.
The Russians' present lively interest in
in colour
colour television
television
systems arises largely from their wish to have aa colour
colour
broadcasting service in operation in time for the 50th
50th
anniversary celebrations of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution.
Apart from .the official views of the respective councountries, there are, of course, a number of commercial
comn1erdal interinterests involved, and the principal
principal companies .concerned
concerned
with colour television have been issuing aa good
good deal
deal of
of
propaganda designed to influence the discussions at
Vienna in their own favour. The N.T.S.G.
N.T;S.C. system is
is
backed by European subsidiary companies of the
the Radio
Radio
Corporation of America (R.C.A.) which played aa major
major
part in devising the system. SECAM isis promoted
promoted by
by its
its
· French originators, the Compagnie Eranyaise
Franc;aise de TeleTelevision (formed by CSF and Saint Gobain,
Gobain, ·the
the glass
glass
manufacturers), while PAL has behind it the resources
resources
of the German company who developed it,
it, Telefunken,
Telefunken,

Moscow Broadcasts
Demonstrations have played an important part in
in this
this
commercial propaganda.
commercial·
propaganda; R.C.A.
R .C.A. Great Britain,
Britain, for
for
example, have been touring Northern Europe with
with aa
mobile colour television unit. At the end of January
they gave N.T.S.C.
N;T.S.C. colour demonstrations
demons~ations in Moscow.
Cameras · were · installed in Moscow's
l\1oscow's television centre,
and four 11 !f-hour
-hour programmes were broadcast
broadcast on
on the
the
city's Channel 8. The programmes were viewed on
on
Rank-Bush-Murphy and R.C.A. receivers set
set up within
within
a 20-mile radius of the transmitter.
transmitter. During the
the proprogrammes · the N.T.S.C. signals were experimentally
experimentally
National Attitudes
teleswitched from time to time through a 6,000-km telePrincipal supporters of the N.T.S.C. system are the
vision distribution link before transmission so
the
so that
that the
the
U.K. and Holland. .SECAM
SECAM is
effect of long-distance hook-ups on the
is strongly
strongly backed
backed by
by
the.signal could
could je
~e seen
seen
France and PAL by West Germany—the
on the receivers. The B.B.C.
Germany-the countries
countries in
B.RC. correction
in
correction equipment
equipment' already
already
which these respective systems originated.
referred to was used to correct differential
originated. The
The attiattidifferential phase
phase and
and
,tudes
of
other
countries
taking
part
are
as
yet
un,~u<:{es
·other
gain distortions introduced by the link.
as yet unlink. Earlier
Earlier C.F.T.
C.F.T.
favours ·PAL.
certain although it is believed
beli.e ved that Italy favours
had demonstrated SECAM in Moscow, and
PAL.
and comparative
comparative
major ' influence
The U.S.S.R. is ' considered to be a ·IIUtjor
influt!nce . . tests between N.T.S.C. and SECAM had been arranged
in the .· political tug-of-war as
by engineers of the Russian State Committee
as she
she will
will probably
probably bring
bring
Committee on
on RadioRadioall the East European countries
countries with
with her—amountelectronics with help from Britain and France. Proher-amountProing to about 50%
50 % of the voting power.
power. It
Rank Cintel
gramme material in colour was provided by a Rank
It was
was reported
reported
Cintel
that the Russians were particularly
slide scanner, and encoders to give N.T.S.C. and
particularly impressed
impressed with
with
and SECAM
SECAM
SECAM because the colour information
information appeared
signals were made available by the B.B.C.
appeared to
to be
pe
B.B.C. and
and C.F.T.
C.F.T.
less susceptible to distortion when transmitted
respectively.
transmitted over
over longlongdistance links than in other systems—an
Later the R.C.A. mobile unit moved on to Paris
systems-an important conconParis where
where
sideration in a country as large as the
.demonstrations
demonstrations were given in February at the laboratories
the U.S.S.R. The
The
laboratories
arrival on the scene of the British corrector
of the French national broadcasting authority,
corrector for
for differendifferenauthority, O.R.T.F.
O,R.T.F.
tial phase and gain distortions in
the N.T.S.C.
After - Paris the mobile unit moves on
in ·the
N.T.S.C. signalf,
signalt,
on to
to Frankfurt,
Frankfurt,
however, appears to have redressed
Nuremberg, Zagreb, Milan and Vienna.
redressed this
this apparent
apparent advan.
advantage of SECAM. It has been pointed out
by the
the PAL
: Also in February Telefunken demonstrated the
out by
the advocates
advocates
PAL
of PAL that the .British corrector,
system in Berlin to representatives of
corrector, excellent
of the
excellent as
the international
international
as is
is its
its
only for distortions in
in the
. performance,
performance~ compensates .qrily
the ' · technical press. As an indication of their wish that
that this
this
equipment and
system should be judged solely on its technical merit,
a.Q.d cannot overcome ,distortions
d istortions ' (e.g.
(e.g:.multimultimerit,
path) ·in
It is .claime<f
claimed th~t
that PAL,
the company stated that any royalties (relating
irt the medium. It
PAL, which
(relating primarily
which ·
primarily
to the delay line in the -receiver)
receiver) would
- - -- - - - - -- -· -· ·- · - - - -'--··
would not
not add
add more
more
♦For brief
*For
brief technical
tephnical1 descriptions
descriptions and
and performance
performance comparisons
·c omparisons of
of the
the
than 0.5%
0.5 % to the factory cost of
of the
the receiver.
receiver. Initially
Initially
three systems,
Colour Television
three
systems·, see
see "Colour
Television Systems,"
Systems," Wiretcsi
Wireless World
World,
the delay fine
line itself would cost about 20 DM
September, 1963
..
September,
1963
DM (£2),
(£2), and
.
and
fSee "Correcting
t.See
"Correcting Colour
Colour Signal
Signal Distortion,"
Distortion, " this
this issue,
issue, p.
p. 113.
113.
the total extra cost of a PAL receiver might
but
might be
be 4%
4 % but
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mi~-sht
report might
the report
of the
readers of
Some readers
system. Some
the ·N.T.S:C.
N.T.S.C. system.
·the
colour
regular colour
of aa regular
year of
third year
the third
in the
it was expected that in
are
answer
the
and
question
the
both
however,
that
both
the
question
and
the
answer
are
feel,
level
a
at
running
be
would be running at a level
productio n would
ser.rice, production
television service,
forward
put
not
have
.
B.R.E.M.A
,
somewhat
rhetorical,
for
B.R.E.M.A.
have
not
put
forward
rhetorical
down
receiver down
PAL receiver
of aa PAL
price of
the price
bring the
high enough to bring
all
in all
accepted in
be accepted
would be
that would
matter that
this matter
any evidence on this
receiver.
N.T.S.C. receiver.
to that of an N.T.S.C.
number
a number
presented
have
They
.
conclusive
quarters
as
conclusive.
They
have
presented
a
the
reaffirmed
has
General
r
Postmaste General has reaffirmed the
In Britain the Postmaster
system-o n
N:T.S.C. system—on
the N.T.S.C.
of the
favour of
of statements
statement s in favour
reports
earlier reports
of earlier
light of
the light
in the
N.T.S.C., in
U.K.'s support of N.T.S.C.,
and
cost and
receiver
stability,
lity,
compatibi
picture
quality,
compatibility,
stability,
receiver
cost
either
towards either
swayed towards
be swayed
could be
Britain could
suggesting that Britain
official
existing official
the existing
support the
to support
factors-d esigned to
other factors—designed
the
in the
question in
to aa question
Replying to
systems. Replying
of the other two systems.
departing
for departing
justificatio n for
no justification
is no
there is
U.K. opinion that there
that
criticism that
former criticism
that aa former
said that
he said
Commons , he
House of Commons,
itself
made itself
has
report
the
way
this
In
N.T.S.C.
In
this
way
the
report
has
made
from
over
ng
transmitti
for
unsuitable for transmitting over
the N.T.S.C. system was unsuitable
of
s of
supporter
from
attack
to
vulnerable
ly
particularly
vulnerable
to
attack
from
supporters
particular
unfounded .
be unfounded.
to be
shown to
been shown
long distances had been
more
firmer, ifif more
on firmer,
been on
have been
might have
It might
SECAM and PAL. It
from
come from
has come
N.T.S.C. has
for N.T.S.C.
support for
Further British support
homethe hometo the
itself to
confined itself
had confined
restricted, ground if itit had
report
of aa report
shape of
the shape
in the
manufactu rers in
the British set manufacturers
contribuvaluable
a
ly
undoubted
which
viewing
tests,
which
are
undoubtedly
a
valuable
contribuviewing
prefertheir
for
reasons
the reasons for their preferout the
setting out
B.R.EM.A . setting
from B.R.EM.A.
progress.
in progress.
tion to the debate in
has
subject has
the subject
to the
approach to
Their approach
ence for this system. Their
leading
happening s leading
recent happenings
the recent
of the
These, then, are some of
system
N.T.S.C. system
the N.T.S.C.
whether the
(1) whether
tilemselve s (1)
been to ask themselves
the
Whatever the
Vienna. · Whatever
in Vienna.
meeting
C.C.I:R.
up
to
the
C.C.I.R.
meeting
in
ured
manufact
easily
on
pictures
ry
satisfacto pictures on easily manufactured
will give satisfactory
immediate
an
be
will
there
that
unlikely
outcome
it
seems
unlikely
that
there
will
be
an
immediate
outcome
(2)
and
people
unskilled
by unskilled people and (2)
operated by
receivers operated
domestic receivers
the
in the
service in
broadcast ing service
colour broadcasting
establishin g aa colour
start on establishing
sufficientl y
results sufficiently
give results
will give
system will
whether any other system
the
when the
decide when
to decide
Governm ent to
the Government
U.K. It remains for the
N.T.S.C.
from N.T.S.C.
departure from
better to justify aa departure
entertainm ent,
of entertainment,
form of
additional form
this additional
country
can
afford
this
have
.
B.R.E.M.A
question
first
the
answer
to
To help
answer the first question B.R.E.M.A. have
and
plans and
overall plans
their overall
on their
depend on
and this in turn will depend
made
British made
on British
tests on
home-view ing tests
of home-viewing
series of
conducted a series
resources.
country's
the
of
nt
deployme
priorities
for
the
deployment
of
the
country's
resources.
controllathe controllaassessing the
of assessing
object of
the object
with the
colour receivers with
situation,
economic situation,
present economic
the present
of the
light of
Thus, in the light
receivers
Forty receivers
sets. Forty
these sets.
of these
quality of
bility and picture quality
off.
years off.
few years
be aa few
still be
colour
television
may
still
different
127
from
obtained
were
results
and
were used
were obtained from 127 different
programm es
The programmes
installed. The
were installed.
homes in which they were
from
B.B.C. from
the B.B.C.
by the
transmitte d by
material transmitted
were varied material
sessions
viewing sessions
the viewing
and the
33, and
Channel 33,
Crystal Palace on Channel
Analogue-to-Digital Conversion
informaprovided informatest provided
One test
hour. One
one hour.
lasted for about one
saturation
tuning,
the
which
conwith which the tuning, saturation
fr~quency with
analogue-to-digital conto analogue-to-digital
tion on the frequency
approaches to
circuit approaches
TWO unusual circuit
adjusted.
London
be adjusted.
in London
to be
had to
colloquium in
receiver had
I.E.E. colloquium
the receiver
an I.E.E.
of the
at an
described at
version were described
and hue controls of
version
The
conversion. The
a/ d conversion.
in a/d
sessions
accuracy in
viewing sessions
the viewing
high accuracy
of high
of the
73% of
on the attainment of
control, 73%
With the tuning control,
digital
as aa digital
voltage as
input voltage
'the input
express the
one
to express
in one
basic problem is to
resulted in
21% resulted
all, 21%
at all,
adjustmen t at
required no adjustment
excellent
Since excellent
scale. Since
full scale.
representing full
number representing
fraction of a number
three
or three
two or
needed two
6 % needed
remaining 6%
adjustmentt and the remaining
adjustmen
one
to one
reduces to
problem
the
available,
voltage
references
are
available,
the
problem
reduces
the
of
44%
control, 44% of the
saturation control,
the saturation
adjustments.
adjustmen ts. With the
accuracy.
sufficient accuracy.
with
voltage
reference
of
dividing
the
reference
voltage
with
sufficient
one
needed one
29 % needed
adjustmen t, 29%
no adjustment,
sessions called for no
to
subject to
are subject
they are
as they
but as
used, but
commonly used,
Resistors are commonly
adjustmen ts.
three adjustments.
or three
two or
required two
ambient
27%
adjustment,
% required
other ambient
and other
adjustmen t, and 27
temperatur e and
to temperature
changes
of
value
due
to
no
needed no
in
sessions needed
obtainable in
the sessions
of the
accuracy obtainable
45% of
the accuracy
to the
limit to
set aa limit
With
\'X1ith the hue control, 45%
fluctuations
fluctuations they can set
25 %
and 25%
adjustmen t and
one adjustment
adjustment,t, 30% called
practice.
called for one
adjustmen
overcome
to overcome
attempted to
described attempted
adju~t
the adjustall the
One of the techniques described
Of all
adjustmen ts. Of
more adjustments.
required two or more
inducan inducby an
divider by
resistance divider
the resistance
this problem by replacing the
session
the session
of the
start of
the start
at the
occurred at
48 % occurred
ments made, 48%,
been
now been
having now
method
ratio
inductive
e
tive
divider—the
inductive
ratio
method
having
divider-th
material.
e
programm
of
change
and 28 %
% resulted from aa change of programme material.
a/ d
For a/d
precision. For
high precision.
y high
xceptionall
e
·
of
state
developed
to
a
state
of
exceptionally
developed
rating
mean
subjective mean rating
the subjective
adjustmen t, the
As for ease of adjustment,
of
one of
therefore one
was therefore
difficulty was
al difficulty
instrument
conversion
the
instrumental
conversion
and
easy " and
very easy"
between "" very
fell between
controls fell
for all three controls
direct
of aa direct
for
fraction of
obtain aa fraction
to obtain
divider to
using
an
inductive
divider
easy"
very easy
from "" very
was
extending from
this was
scale extending
Basically this
" easy " on a six-grade scale
"
voltage. Basically
input voltage.
"easy
the input
balance the
voltage to balance
The
waves. The
square waves.
produce square
to produce
d.v. to
the d.v.
to " very difficult."
done by chopping the
an
by an
compared by
then compared
were then
based
reference were
quality, based
picture quality,
colour picture
input signal and the reference
for colour
The subjective tests for
required
the required
derive the
to derive
order to
in order
detector in
of
electronic error detector
man-hour s of
1,600 man-hours
some 1,600
representi ng some
on 1,149 replies representing
on
had
voltmeter had
digital voltmeter
principle aa digital
this principle
On this
digital fraction. On
digital
between ""excelfell between
which fell
rating which
viewing, gave a mean
excelmean rating
million.
per million.
parts per
10 parts
of 10
accuracy of
an
giving
d
been
constructed
giving
an
accuracy
constructe
from
ranging
scale
six-grade scale ranging from
on aa six-grade
"good" on
lent" and "good"
for
devices for
physical devices
with physical
dispensed with
method dispensed
The second method
investiwas investiCompatib ility was
poor." Compatibility
"very poor."
"excellent"
t" ·to "very
deter"excellen
electronically detertwo electronically
of two
ratio of
the ratio
using the
by using
voltage
division
by
monochro me
the monochrome
of the
impairme nt of
reference
the reference
of the
gated by assessing the impairment
fraction of
represent aa fraction
to represent
mined time intervals
intervals to
the
of aa
Here the
ratio of
width ratio
transmissi on. Here
pulse width
the pulse
colour transmission.
fact the
in fact
was in
picture resulting from aa colour
voltage. This ratio was
picture
determine d
accurately determined
an accurately
between
at an
came between
generated at
interferen ce came
pulses, generated
train of square
square pulses,
dot-patter n interference
mean rating of the dot-pattern
circuit.
bi-stable circuit.
driving aa bi-stable
oscillator driving
crystal oscillator
six-grade
frequency by aa crystal
on aa six-grade
perceptib le"
just perceptible
" imperceptible
" on
tible " and "" just
"impercep
circuit
switching circuit
tlransistor switching
silicon transistor
operated aa silicon
These
Thes·e pulses operated
to ""unusable
ptible". to
scale ranging from ""imperce
imperceptible"
unusable."."
scale
the
and the
off, and
and off,
on and
Vrr on
voltage V
reference voltage
which
switched
the
reference
which.
be
will
set
me
monochro
a
with
Evidendy
the
viewer
with
a
monochrome
set
will
be
.
Evidently
circuit.
integrating circuit.
an integrating
to an
applied to
were applied
Vr were
resulting
pulses
of
of Vr
resultmg
ce.
interferen
this interference.
of this
aware of the existence of
aware
circuit
integrating circuit
the integrating
from the
obtained from
The
The mean direct voltage obtained
informatio n
other information
and other
tests, and
of these tests,
From the results of
width
pulse width
the pulse
and the
From
voltage and
reference voltage
was
the
product
of
the
reference
conan
B.R.E.M.A . conaccurately an
system, B.R.E.M.A.
ratio accurately
width ratio
N.T.S.C. system,
pulse width
collected about the N.T.S.C.
the pulse
ratio, so by determining
determinin g the
collected
obtained
be obtained
could be
accuracy could
question isis ""yes"and accuracy
first question
value and
their first
to their
output
known value
clude
yes "—
output voltage of known
clude that the answer to
of
accuracy of
duration accuracy
pulse duration
manu,practice aa pulse
In .practice
easily manufrom9 the integrator. In
on easily
pictures on
from
satisfactor y pictures
the system will give satisfactory
overall
an overall
obtain an
to obtain
order5 to
in order
necessary in
10"' second was necessary
viewers.
10average viewers.
of average
hands of
the hands
in the
factured receivers in
5
10 . •
in 10
part in
of 11 part
measurement
accuracy of
measurement accuracy
follows :
as follows:
question as
second question
B.R.E.M.A.. answer their
their second
B.R.E.M.A
to
was to
approach was
general approach
this general
using this
An alternative method using
results
gives
system
PAL
the
nor
"Neither
the
SECAM
nor
the
PAL
system
gives
results
SECAM
"Neither
number
the number
vary the
to vary
and ·to
ratio and
width ratio
maintain
maintain a constant pulse width
com·
inferior
have
.systems
both systems have inferior comsuperior to N.T.S.C;
N.T.S.C.; both
integrator
superior
required integrator
obtain aa required
to obtain
?'rder to
~ order
of
of pulses generated in
picture
colour picture
SECAM colour
the SECAM
and the
obtained
then obtained
patibility performance
was then
performan ce and
patibility
measurem ent was
dtgttal measurement
output
A digital
output voltage. A
that
the
implies that
then, implies
to ·balance
This, then,
necessary to
is also
N.T.S.C." This,
pulses necessary
to N.T.S.C."
of pulses
by
balance the
inferior to
also inferior
1s
by counting the number of
from
departing from
for departing
analogue input voltage.
justificatio n for
no justification
is no
they
there is
they consider there

Analogue-to-Digital Conversion
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Disse1n ination of Information
Dissemination
lnfornza tion
THE National Electronics
Electronics · Research
Research Council
Co~ncil fN.E.R.C.),
(N.E.RC. ),
was set ·up last
which Was
central co-ordinating
last July as
as aa ""central
co-ordinatin g body
body
which Will
will indicate
where
ind1cate gaps
gaps. in
in research,
research, show
show where additional
additional
effort is required, suggest
prevent
suggest priorities,
priorities, and
and how
how to
to prevent ununnec~ssary duplication of research,"
necessary
research," has
has issued
issued its
its first
first quarterly
quarterly
rey1ew. The purpose of the
review.
is not
the N.E.R.C.
N.E.R.C. Revieui
Review ·is
not only
only to
.to
record the council's
counCil's ·work
work but
but to
to review
review research
research projects
projects in
in
this country and elsewhere.
elsewhere.
·
··. .
· ··
One ·of
of the main problems being
being tackled
tackled by
by the
the Council
Council isis
the disseminatio
disseminationn of information
information and
and aa considerable
considerable amount
amount
of space is devoted to
to this
this subject
sub;ect in
in the
the Review.
Review . As
As aa result
result
of investigations
investigation s by
by aa working
working party
party the
the Council
Council has
has proproposed to the Department of
of Scientific
Scientific and
and Industrial
Industrial Research
Research
tbree-year project to'
a three-year
to• investigate
investigate aa computer-based
computer-ba sed system
system
for the "selective
" .selective dissemination
disseminatio n of
of information,"
information/ " (S.D.I.)
(S.D.I.) in
in
the field of electronics. The
The project
project will
will be
be operated
operated on
on aa
weekly basis supplying references
references to
to English-language
English-1ang uage
periodical articles, reports and
user
and conference
conference papers
papers to
to aa ""user
group"
group " of 800 academic, industrial
industi:ial and
and Government
Governmen t research
research
workers in electronics.
electronics. An
An invitation
invitation isis extended
extended· to
to those
those
engaged in pure and applied
applied electronics
electronics research
research who
who would
would
in
the
S.D.I,
investigation
to
write
be willing to participate
participate in the S.D.I. investigation to write
to the Technical Officer,
Officer, N.E.R.C.,
N.ER.C., 8-9
8-9 Bedford
Bedford Square,
Square, LonLondon, W.C.I.
W.C.1.

"Pirate "" Radio
Radio Ban
Ban
BRIT_AIN
BRITAIN and six other European
countries signed
European -countries
signed an
an agreeagreement in
m Strasbourg on
on January
January 22nd
22nd to
to prevent
prevent the
the operation
operation
of
radio
stations
"
on
board
ships,
aircraft,
or
any
other
?f
~tations "on board ships, aircraft, or any other floatfloating or airborne
mg
au borne object"
object" outside
outside national
national territorial
territorial waters.
waters.
Under the agreement signatories
will
treat
as
punishable
signatories will treat as punishable
offences not
riot only the setting
setting up
up of
of these
these stations
stations but
but also
also the
the
providing of supplies, equipment,
equipment, transport
transport or
or programme
programme
matter to them.
them. ·
·
.
. .,
The agreement must
The
must be
he ratified
ratified by
by the
the respective
respective GovernGovernments and will presumably
legislation
presumably necessitate
necessi~ate legislation being
being drawn
drawn
up _to
to make
country
to
provide
up
make it an
an offence
offence in
in each
each country to provide ·.such
such
stat10ns
stations with the means of
of existence.
existence.
·.
·

Radio Show Plans
PLANS
PL A S are
adv
~ell .advanced
for this
this year's
year's London
London Radio
Radio
, arc wel1
for
andI m
Television
Show
which
and
Show anced
which is
is to
to be
be held
held at
at· Earls
Earls Court
Court
from August 25th
take
from
25th to
to September
S~ptember 4th,
4th, and
and will
will
.take on
on aa
' new look."
"new
look." · It
I~ will be
be international;
int~rnatiortal; will
will cover
cover every
every form
form
of sound and
vision
entertainment
for
the
home;
will
be
and V1s1on entertamme nt for the home; will be aa
"spectacula
spectacular"
r" public show;
snow; and
and the
the emphasis
emphasis will
will be
be on
on
entertainme
nt. Its full
entertainment.
full- title
title isis "The
"The '65
'65 ·international
internationa l
television radio recordplayer
disc
taperecorder
stereo
hi-fi
record player disc taperecorder •· stereo hi-fi
and musical instrument
instrument show"
show " .which
which isis shortened
shortened (over(overshortened?
-Ed.) to The
shortened?—Ed.)
The '65
'65 Show.
Show.
. ·:.
. ·'
side
the
organizers
(Industrial
On the radio and
and television
television side the organizers .(Industrial
&
& Trade Fairs) are providing
television
distribution
providing three
three television ·distribution
channels (two 405 and one
one 625
625 lines),
lines), and
and .both
both a.m.
a.m. and
and
f.m. sound links for demonstration
demonstrati on purposes
purposes on
·on each
each stand.
stand. ·
There will be a preview
August
24th.
preview for
for trade
trade buyers
buyers on
on August 24th.
There will not be separate
as inin
separate reception
reception areas
areas for
{or dealers
dealers ·as
past, The whole show
the past.
show will
will be
be open
open to
'to the
the public
public
although exhibitors
exh~bitors will be
be permitted
permitted to
to use
use the
tlie central
central
. section of their stands in
in which
which to
to entertain
entertain guests.
guests. · · _· .
The proposed International
Internationa l Radio
Radio Show
Show which
whl.ch the
the ThomThorri~on
son Organisation was
was planning
planning to
to hold
hold in
in Newcastle,
Newcastle, also
also
m
in August, has been cancelled.
cancelled.
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Audio Fair
Audio
TICKETS for the International
Internationa l Audio
Audio Festival
Festi~al and
and Fair
·F~ir to
to be
be
held at the Hotel
Hotel Russell,
R~ssell, Russell
Russell Square,
Square, London,
London; W.C.I,
W .C.l ,
from April
25th,
are
now
available.
Requests
to
the
fr~m
~pril 22nd
22nd to
to 25th; are now available. Requests to the
edttonal
editorial office of Wireless World for
for tickets,
tickets, which
which admit
admit two,
two
should be accompanied by
by aa stamped
stamped addressed
addressed envelope.
envelope~
dealers'
se,
ion
(up
till
4
p.m.
The tickets will not
not admit
admit to
to the
the dealers' se ion (up ti114 p.m.
on the first day) but
but are
are valid
valid from
from 4-9
4-9 p.m.
p.m. on
on the
the 22nd,
22nd,
from 11 a.m.-9
from
a.m.-9 p,m.
p.m. on
on the
the 23rd
23rd and
and 24th
24th and
and from
from 11
11 a.m.a.m.8 p.m. on the 25th.
·
·
·
· This year
year'ss show will have
have an
an even
even stronger
stronger international
internationa l
flavour among the 80
80 or
or so
so exhibitors,
exhibitors, most
most of
of whom
whom will
will have
have
demonstrati
demonstration
well as
on rooms as well
as booths
booths in
in the
the main
main exhibition
exhibition
area.

~esale Price Maintenance.—When
Resale
Maintenanc e.-When the
the general
gener~l ban
.ban on
on the
the
mamtenance
minimum resale
maintenance of minimum
resale prices
prices comes
co111e,s into
.into, effect
effect
many classes of goods
be
excluded
from
the
ban
until
goods will
will be excluded from the ban lintil
such time as the Restrictive
Restrictive Practices
Practices Court
Court has
has decided
decided
whether or not they are
are to
to be
be "" exempted"
exempted " goods
goods for
for the
the
purposes of the Resale Prices
The
first
Prices Act
Act 1964."
1964." The first list
list of
of
excluded ·goods issued on
the
Registrar
on February
February 12th
12th by
by the Registrar of
of
Restrictive Trading Agreements,
and
teleAgreements , includes
includes sound
sound and television receivers, radiogramophones,
radiogramop hones, record
record players,
players, tape
tape
recorders and reproducers,
reproducers , magnetic
magnetic recording
recording tape
tape and
and discs,
discs,
. microphones
loudspeaker s, a.f.
microphones,, loudspeakers,
a .f. .amplifiers
amplifiers and
and accessories
accessories or
or
gramophone s, sound
parts · of gramophones,
sound reproducers
reproducers and
and recorders.
recorders.
Technician Engineers.—Formation
Engineers.- Formation of
of the
the Institution
Institution of
of
Electrical and Electronics Technician
Technician Engineers,
Engineers, originally
originally
last" year
year by
by the
proposed in May last
the Association
Association of
of Supervising
Supervising
Electrical Engineers, has now
now been
been given
given formal
formal .approval
approval
by the Board of Trade. There
There are
are now
now two
two such
such organizaorganizations, the other being
being the
the Society
Society of
of Electronic
Electronic and
and Radio
Radio
Technicians
membership of
Technicians.. Details of membership
of the
the I.E.E.T.E.
I.E.E.T.E. may
may
be obtained
obtained •from the
secretary-designate
the. secretary-de
signate E.
E. A.
A. Bromfield,
Bromfield,
secretary of
who is also general secretary
A.S.E.E., at
of ·A.S.E.E.,
at 26
26 Bloomsbury
Bloomsbury
. Square,
Square~ London, W.C.I.
W.qL
. ..
.

.

.

"" As Minister
Minist~r .of .Communications,
Communica tions, which
which isis what
what the
the
P
.M.G. really
really--is;
department isis concerned
P.M.G.
is, my department
concerned with
with providing
providing
the most efficient
_e fficient communications
cqminunicat ioris service
service to
to the
the country
country as
as
a whole," said
said ·thtr
the Rt. Hon.
Hon: Anthony
Anthony Wedgwood
Wedgwood Benn
Benn when
when
speaking at the annual
;:tnnual. dinner
dinner of
of · the
the Telecommunications
Telecommun ications
Engineering and ·Manufacturing
Mam.i.~actudng ·Association
Association in
in London
London on
on
9th. ..
February 9th,
·
·
Broadcast Receiving Licences.—The
Licen~es.~The number
number of
of combined
combined
television · and sound licences
licences in
in the
the U.K.
U.K. increased
increased during
during
1964 by 365,199, bringing
total to
bringing the
the ·total
to 13,154,682.
13,154,682. Sound
Sound
only licences now total
(a decrease
during
total 2,859,833
2,859,833 (a
decrease of
of 232,328
232,328 during
the year). Licences for sets
sets fitted
fitted in
in cars
cars rose
rose by
by 47,496
47,496 toto
616,300.
Two conferences
conferen.ces are being
being organized
organized by
by the
the Institute
Institute of
of
& Physical Society
Physics &_
Society for
for next
tiext September.
September. One,
One, on
on
non-metallic thin films, will
held at
will be
be ·held
at the
the Chelsea
C::::helsea.College
College
of Science and Technology, London,
London, on
on 23rd
23rd and
.arid 24th,
24th, and
and
the other, on optics in space,
space, at
at the
the University
University of
of SouthampSouthamp. ton from 27th to,
to. 30th.
30th. The
The .main
main · sessions
sessions of
of the
the latter
latter
conference · will
wi11 ·include
include ·these
topics:—material
t_hese ·topics
:-material and
and instruinstrumentation,
techniques, television
tGlevision techniques,
techniques, ·environmentation, laser · techniques,
environmental testing
testing and wavelength sampling.
sampling. Further
Further details
details and
and
registration forms Will
will be
be available
available at
at aa later
later date
·date from
from the
the
meetings officer, 47 Belgrave
Belgrave Square,
Square, London,
London, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
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has
Science has
and Science
Educati on and
The Secretary
Secreta ry of State for Education
Policy
Scientific Policy
for Scientific
Council for
membe rs to the Council
ed 13 members
appointed
appoint
two
n
chairma two
appoint ed chairman
was appointed
Massey was
Harry Massey
of which Sir Harry
Adams,
B. Adams,
J. B.
Dr. J.
are Dr.
membe rs are
months earlier. Among the members
Energy
Atomic Energy
the Atomic
of the
Lab. of
Researc h Lab.
director of the Culham Research
director
of
College of
Imperia l College
of Imperial
Blacket t, of
Authority;
ty; Prof. P. M. S. Blackett,
Authori
Council
Advisory Council
the Advisory
of the
deputy- chairma n of
Science,, who is deputy-chairman
Science
Prof.
Techno logy; Prof.
of Technology;
Ministe r of
the Minister
by the
Techno logy set up by
on Technology
Manche ster
Physics , Manchester
of Physics,
Profess or of
Langwo rthy Professor
Flowers , Langworthy
B. H. Flowers,
of
director of
managi ng director
Jones, managing
University;
Univers ity; and Dr. F. E. Jones,
FarnR.A.E. Farnof R.A.E.
director of
formerl y deputy director
s, who was formerly
Mullards,
Mullard
British
the Britisn
of the
chairma n of
borough.. Sir Harry Massey isis chairman
borough
preside nt
also president
and also
Researc h and
Commi ttee on Space Research
Nationall .Committee
Nationa
Organiz ation.
Researc h Organization.
Europe an Space Research
of the European

Paris;
Radio-TV
Radio-T V House, Paris,
which was brought into
service last year by the
service
RadiodiffusionOffice de RadiodiffusionOffice
Francaise, is
Televisionn Francaise,
Televisio
featured
featured on a recently issued
French postage stamp.

Researc h
Science Research
twelve- man Science
the twelve-man
of the
membe rs of
Among the members
Earl
are Earl
chairma n, are
is .chairman,
Melvill e is
Harry Melville
Council,
Council, of which Sir Harry
enginee relectron ic engineerof electronic
profess or of
Halsbury,
Halsbur y, Prof. M. R. Gavin, professor
Sir
and Sir
Wales, and
North Wales,
of North
College of
Univers ity College
ing at the University
Manche ster
astrono my Manchester
radio astronomy
of radio
professo r of
Bernard Lovell, professor
Experim ental
Bank Experimental
Jodrell Bank
the Jodrell
of the
ity and director of
University
Univers
Station. ·

the
in the
prizewi nners in
1964 prizewinners
Apprentice
Award s.-The 1964
tice Awards.—The
Appren
Enginee rTelecom munica tion Engineerthe Telecommunication
national
nationa l awards scheme of the
are:apprent ices are:
for apprentices
Association for
Manufa cturing Association
ing and Manufacturing
whose
G.E.C., whose
with G.E.C.,
graduat e-in-tra ining with
J. R. Baker, B.Sc., graduate-in-training
R.
P. R.
systems ; P.
telepho ne systems;
in telephone
theory in
congest ion theory
essay was on congestion
essay
on
was on
essay was
whose essay
apprent ice, whose
Eastwood,
od, S.T.C. student apprentice,
Eastwo
landing
automa tic landing
the automatic
in the
altimete r and its function in
the radio altimeter
whose
apprent ice, whose
technic ian apprentice,
system; and A. J. Lyons, S.T.C. technician
system;
rocking
the rocking
of the
manufa cture of
mechan ized manufacture
paper dealt with the mechanized
paper
cheques
receive d cheques
each received
They each
receiver . Xhey
telepho ne receiver.
armature
armatur e telephone
9th.
Februa ry 9th.
on February
dinner on
T.E.M. A. dinner
for £25 at the .T.E.M.A.

Elecon " E'ecsympos ium on
one-day symposium
Electro nics.-A · one-day
ial Electronics.—A
Industrial
Industr
organiz ed ·
being organized
is being
years "" is
five years
next five
industr y-the next
tronics in industry—the
I.E.R.E .
and I.b.R.b.
I.E.E. and
the I.E.E.
of the
Section s of
Midlan ds Sections
jointly by the Midlands
Electric al
and Electrical
Electro nic and
of Electronic
Dept. of
the Dept.
in the
It will be held in
6th.
April 6th.
on April
Birming ham( On
of Birmingham
Univers ity of
Engineering,
ring, the University
Enginee
Electric al
Steel, Electrical
K. Steel,
G. K.
from G.
obtaina ble from
Registration
Registr ation forms are obtainable
Gosta
Techno logy, Gosta
Advanc ed ·Technology,
Engineering
ring· Dept., College of Advanced
Enginee
·
·
4.
Birming ham 4.
Green, Birmingham

academ ic,
from academic,
scientis ts from
Fellows hips to enable scientists
Researchh Fellowships
Researc
overor overU.K. or
the U.K.
(in the
laborato ries (in
governm ent laboratories
industrial
al or government
industri
Multhe Mulat the
teams at
establis hed teams
with established
seas) to work for a period with
been
have been
Surrey, have
Redhill , Surrey,
at Redhill,
Laborat ories, at
Researc h Laboratories,
lard Research
the
from the
Flander s) from
J; Flanders)
(P. J.
physicis t (P.
researc h physicist
established.
hed. A research
establis
spendin g aa
present spending
at present
is at
Philade lphia . is
Institut e of Philadelphia
Franklinn Institute
Frankli
magnet oon magnetowork on
underta king work
Laborat ories undertaking
year at the Laboratories
year
striction..
striction

meetby meetapprove d by
Indust ry.-If approved
Confederation
Confed eration of British Industry.—If
ManuBritish Manuof British
Association of
Nationa l Association
the National
of the
membe rs of
ings of members
British
the British
and the
Industr ies and
British Industries
Federat ion of British
s, the Federation
facturers,
facturer
be
will be
organiz ations will
Employers'
Confed eration, the three organizations
ers'· Confederation,
Employ
Industr y.
British Industry.
of British
Confed eration of
amalgamated
amalgam ated to form the Confederation

(lecture s,
courses . (lectures,
post-gr aduate courses
twelve- month post-graduate
A series of twelve-month
the
to the
leading to
work) leading
project work)
and project
laborato ry and
tutorials
tutorial s and laboratory
Bachelo r's
holding aa Bachelor
already holding
student s already
s
degree of M.Sc. for students
Electro nic
the Electronic
by the
offered by
being offered
are being
equival ent, are
degree or the equivalent,
ity
l)'nivers
the
of
ent
Departm
ring
Enginee
al
Electric
and Electrical Engineering Department of the University
(fee £88),
Octobe r (tee^Eoo),
in October
Courses , which begin in
of Birmingham.
Birming ham. Courses,
of
enginee rtraffic engineerair traffic
enginee ring, air
informa tion engineering,
availabl e in information
are available
or
enginee ring or
control engineering
enginee ring, control
electron ic engineering,
ing, solid state electronic
systems .
machinee control systems.
machin

audio
of audio
use of
widest use
the widest
ting the
With the object of ""promo
promoting
of
Federat ion of
the Federation
action" the
collective action"
ent .
equipment
. .. .. through collective
equipm
membe r
founder member
32 founder
has 32
It has
formed. It
British Audio has been formed.
equipaudio equipof audio
manufa cturers of
ies. Not only British manufacturers
companies.
compan
overor overU.K. or
represe nting U.K.
compan ies representing
ment but also British companies
membe rship. The
for membership.
apply for
may apply
manufa cturers may
audi.o manufacturers
seas audio
1 he
Manufa cturing
Lowthe r Manufacturing
of Lowther
Chave, of
M. Chave,
chairma n is D. M.
first chairman
·
Co.
Co.
Telethe Teleof the
Award of
Parr Award
Geoffrey Parr
Entry forms for the 1965 Geoffrey
Shaftesrbury
166, Shaftesbury
from 166,
available from
vision Society are now available
an
to an
either to
made either
is made
award is
The award
London , W.C.2. The
Avenue,
Avenue, London,
contrioutstan ding contrian outstanding
of an
recogni tion of
al or a team in recognition
individual
individu
science. The
associat ed science
an associated
or an
enginee ring or
television engineering
bution to television
1 the
he
for the
B.B.C., tor
the B.B.C.,
of the
Rainger , of
P. Rainger,
to P.
1964 award was made to
er.
convert
ds
standar
n
televisio
ic
electron
the
of
ment'
development
electronic television standards converter.
develop
colour teleto colour
Introdu ction to
filmstr ips-" Introduction
colour filmstrips—"
Two new colour
telebeen
elemen ts "-have
periodic elements
principa l periodic
vision " and "The principal
—have
been
of
first,
The
.
Service
onal
Educati
ced
introduced
by
the
Mullard
Educational
Service
The
first,
of
introdu
colleges
technica l colleges
to technical
aid to
an aid
as an
mainly as
meant mainly
is meant
27 frames, is
other,
The other,
servicing. The
televisio n servicing.
running courses' on colour television
chemist ry
by chemistry
use by
class use
for class
is for
element s, is
which covers 43 of the elements,
Unicorn
from Unicorn
availabl e from
is available
filmstri p is
Each filmstrip
teachers . Each
physics teachers.
arid phvsics
and
LonGarden s, LonPalace Gardens,
Westmi nster Palace
42 Westminster
Head Visual Aids Ltd., 42
notes.
teachin g notes.
with teaching
S.W.l, price 25s with
don, S.W.I,
r:ion,
Exhibit ion
Interna tional Exhibition
9th International
the 9th
Award .-At the
Mullard Film Award.—At
Italy, aa
Padua, Italy,
in Padua
held in
recently held
Films, recently
Teachin g Films,
ic Teaching
M
of SCientif
Scientific
II of
Pt. 11
fi1m, 11,
The film,
award. The
bronze award.
Mullard · film won a bronze
ot
by
submitt ed by
eleven submitted
of eleven
Waves, " was one of
"Electromagnetic
magnet iC Waves,"
"Electro
Council .
the British Council.
confere nce
year's conference
this year's
theme of
the theme
standar ds is the
Speedingg standards
of this
Speedin
i~ being held in
which is
Institut ion which
Standa,rds Institution
·ooff the British Standards
being
held in
·
7th.
London on May 6th and 7th.

3rd
Februa ry 3rd
on February
Fla., on
Kenned y, Fla.,
With the launch from Cape Kennedy,
had
observ atory-N ASA had
solar observatory—NAoA
orbiting solar
li-the second orbiting
of OSO II—the
in
still m
are still
47 are
number 47
this number
Of this
orbit. Of
satellites in earth orbit.
placed 62 satellites
s
satellite
seven satellites
further seven
A further
decayed . A
orbit, the others having decayed.
miles, aa
393 miles,
of 393
apogee of
an apogee
has an
II has
orbit. OSO H
are in solar orbit,
the
to the
degrees to
33 degrees
of 33
inclinat ion of
perigee of 343 miles and an inclination
perigee
study
to study
experim ents to
eight experiments
for eight
equipm ent for
equator.
equator . It carries equipment
radiatio n.
ultravio let radiation.
X-rays, gamma rays and ultraviolet
expecte d
the expected
press the
to press
going to
of going
time of
the time
III.—Att the
OSCAR 111.-A
for
intende d for
satellite intended
the satellite
III, the
OSCAR III,
ng date for OSCAR
launching
launchi
Wireless
of Wireless
issue of
January issue
the January
in the
to in
amateurr use and referred to
amateu
27th.
or 27th.
20th or
Februa ry 20th
World, is February
in the
installe d in
been installed
has been
system has
televisio n system
closed-c ircuit television
A closed-circuit
the
enable
to enable
London , to
Hall, London,
Festiva l Hall,
Royal Festival
comple ted Royal
recently completed
se
otherwi
would
they
item
the
ers
latecomers
to
see
and
hear
the
item
they
would
otherwise
latecom
audithe auaito the
admitte d to
be admitted
not be
would not
have missed because they would
installe d aa
have installed
Electron ics have
EM! Electronics
torium during an item. EMI
picture
feeds aa picture
which feeds
lens, which
wide-an gle lens,
mera," with a wide-angle
" minicamera,"
"minica
and two
foyer and
the foyer
in the
receiver s in
23-in receivers
four 23-in
to four
of the entire stage to
two
offices.
several offices.
to several
service to
provide aa service
receiver s provide
Additio nal receivers
bars. Additional
Manufa cturers'
Compo nent Manufacturers
Electro nic Component
The Radio and Electronic
Street,
Tothill Sffeet,
21 Tothill
from ·21
offices from
Federation
their offices
Federat ion have moved .their
MAYfa ir
(TeL: MAYfair
W.l. (Tel.:
Street, W.l.
Hanove r Street,
S.W.l, to 6 Hanover
London,, S.W.I,
London
'
2472.)
of
list of
with the
press with
to press
going to
Cancel led.-Si nce going
Meeting Cancelled.—Since
the
list
comput er
the computer
of the
meeting of
joint meeting
the joint
meetings
meeting s on page 156 the
12th in
March 12th
for March
arrange d for
I.E.R.E . arranged
and I.E.R.E.
groups of the I.E.E. and
in
·
cancelled.
London has been cancelled.
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Dudley Saward, O.B.E., has
has resigned
resigned
from the managing directorship
directorshi p of
of
Rank-Bush Murphy Ltd. and from
from the
the
boards of other companies in the
the Rank
Rank
Group on which he has served.
served. He
He
leaves the group in April. Mr.
Mr. Saward
Saward
joined Bush Radio as managing direcdirector designate at the beginning of
of 1961
1961
after resigning ·from
from the
the managing
managing
directorshi
directorshipp of Texas Instruments
Instrumen ts which
which
he joined on its
formation
itsformati
on in
in 1956.
1956. On
On
the merger of Bush with
with Murphy
Murphy to
to
form Rank-Bush Murphy . he
he became
became
managing director. Mr. ·Saward
Saward was
was
chief radar officer ·Bomber
Bomber Command
Command
from 1942-1945 and was
was for
for some
some time
time
after the war with B.E.A.
B.E.A. as
as concontroller of navigation and telecommunitelecommu nications. He is a member of
of the
the board
board
of the British Space Development
Developm ent
Corporatio n and has been one of the
Corporation
the
radio industry's representatives
representa tives on
on the
the
Postmaste
Postmasterr General's Television AdAdCommittee . C. C.
visory Committee.
C. Moore,
Moore, who
who
was appointed assistant managing direcdirector of Bush Radio in 1952
1952 and
and held
held the
the
same position
pos1t10n in the Bush-Murphy
Bush-Mur phy
merger has been appointed to
to succeed
succeed
Mr. Saward as managing director.
director.
Bernard R. Greenhead,
Greenhead , technical concontroller of ABC Television Ltd.,
Ltd., the
the
programm
contractor s for the North
programmee contractors
North &
&
Midlands I.T.A. stations, has been
been
appointed to the board of the company.
From 1936 to 1950 he was
was with
with E.M.I,
E.M.I.
where he was concerned with
with research
resea·r ch
and development
devdopme nt of television, radar
radar

i
Bernard R. Greenhead
(AI) and flying-spot scanning.
He
scanning.
He
spent two years with the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. in
in the
the
Planning and Installation
Installatio n Dept.
Dept. before
before
joining ·High
High Definition Films
Films Ltd.
Ltd. in
in
1953 as development
developme nt engineer
engineer where
where he
he
· 'later
"later became
becam:e technicaltechnical controller
con.troHer . of
of
Highbury Studios. In 1955
went to
1955 he
h~ went
to
Alpha Television Studios in BirmingBirmingham as.
as chief engineer of
of which
which he
he is
is
now director. He has ·been
been with
with ABC
ABC
since 1958. ·
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Edward E. Rosen, founder in
in 1920
1920
of the company which
which is
is now
now the
the Ultra
Ultra
Group, has asked to
to be
be released
released from
from
the chairmanship
chairmans hip of
of the
the holding
holding comcompany and its operating subsidiary—Ultra
subsidiary -Ultra
Electronics Ltd. Sir Victor Tait
Tait is
is
acting as chairman for the
the time
time being.
being.
J. J. Swallow, a native of
Philadelphia
of Philadelph ia
and a member of the executive
executive comcommittee of the Electronics Industry
Industry
Associatio
n
Association of the U.S.A., has
has been
been
appointed to the board of Ultra ElecElectronics Ltd. and has become deputy
deputy
chairman and chief executive. He
He is
is
58. It will be recalled that
a
that a 40%
40 %
interest in Ultra Electronics is held
by
held by
Internation al Capital Ltd.
Electronics International
Ltd.
of Bermuda. A. V. Edwards,
Edwards, who
who six
six
months ago was appointed managing
managing
director of Ultra Electric (Holdings)—
(Holdings )the parent company—and
company -and joint
joint managmanaging director of Ultra Electronics,
Electronics , has
has
resigned from the boards of both comcompanies and of their subsidiaries.
subsidiarie s. F.
F. W.
W.
Stoneman, M.B.E., Ph.D., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.),
A.M.I.E.E
A.M.I.E.E.,., who joined Ultra
Ultra from
from
Smiths Aircraft Instruments
Instrumen ts in
in 1959
1959 as
as
chief engineer and was joint
joint managing
managing
director of Ultra Electronics
Mr.
Electronic s with
with Mr.
Edwards, is now managing director.
director.
Dr. Stoneman, who isis aa graduate
graduate of
of
University College, Nottingham,
Nottingha m, and
and
received his engineering
engineerin g training in
in the
the
Post Office,
Otfice, was in the Royal
Royal Corps
Corps of
of
Signals from 1939 to 1954 and retired
retired
with the rank of Lt. Colonel,
Colonel.

L. J. I. Nickels, B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.), MJ.E.E.,
MJ.E.E.,
export marketing manager of Standard
Standard
Telephone
Telephoness & Cables for the past three
three
years, has been appointed to
to the
the ·newly
newly
created position of .product
_product planning
planning
manager in -the
the marketing department.
departmen t.

L.
L J.j. I. Nickels

He joined the company in 1929
1929 as
as an
an
engineer and was concerned during
during the
the
war with the technical supervision
supervision of
of
the radio receiver development
development" laboralaboratory, and more recendy
recently controlled
controlled the
the
res'earch and developcompany's overall research
development programme.
programm e. The new export marmarketing manager is D. R. Jones who
who for
for
the past -three
three years has been concerned
concerned
with military marketing and
and liaison
liaison
with NATO on behalf of
of I.T.T.
I.T.T.
Europe. He has been with S.T.C. since
since
1949.

On the · death
dea•th of P. Perring-Thoms,
Perring-Th oms,
founder of Radio Rentals, last
last July,
July,
C. E
E... 'M.
M. Hardie, C.B.E. (then
(then deputy
deputy
chairman) . assumed
a;ssumed the chairmanship
cha•i rmanship
primarily . to see through the
the pending
pending
merger
RentJaset. With the merger
Gordon K.
merger with
with Rcntaset.
Gordon
K. Teal,
Teal, M.Sc.,
M.Sc., Ph.D.,
Ph.D.,
complete<f
Mr. ; Hardie
Ha·rd~e has retired and
assistant vice-president
assistant
completed Mr.
vice-presid ent and
and interinter}.
·
w
..
c
Robinson, M.B.E., M.A.,
national technical
national
J. W. C. . Robinson,
technical director
director of
of Texas
Texas
founder
and
Instruments,
of Remasct
Rentaset and .· Instrumen
founder and chairman of
ts, lite.,
Inc., has
has been
been appointed
appointed
managing
director of the group, has
director of
the Institute
director
managing director
of the
Institute for
for Materials
Materials
become
chairman
Radio Rentals.
Research
RentaJs.
become chairman of - Radio
Research · of
of the
the American
American National
National
Mr.·
Robmson,
_.
Bureau of
Standards.. He
Mr. Robinson, who took - over the Bureau
of .Standards
He will
will serve
serve
manageme
nt
.in·
1928
in this
of the company
ill
this government
governmen t post
management in 1928 of
post for
for two
two years.
years.
which
.became
Dr.
Teal,
who
is
58,
was
for
23
years
Rediffusio
which became Rediffusionn Ltd., started Dr. Teal, _who is 58, was for 23 years
jn 1932
1932 his
his own
own relay
rda'Y and
arid rental
renta<
l ·comin
com- with
~ith Bell
BeU Telephone
Telephone Laboratories
Labooatori es where
where
panies
which were
were . later
he worked
worked ·w
with
La1ter grouped
grouped-- · he
panies · which
ith Dr.
Dr. Shockley
Shockley on
on the
the
<together
to
form
Rent<aset.
Ltd.
development
of
the
junction
transistor.
·· · ' developme nt of the junction transistor.
together to form Rentaset
He has : been with Texas
1953.
Texas since
since 1953.
Dr.: Teal
Telll .ofiginated
Dr.:
originated the grown junction
Brigadier
J.
D.
single
crystal
technique.
Haig6,
O.B.E.,
Brigadier J. D. Haigh,
M.A., single crystal technique.
M.I.E.E., F.Ihst.P.,
F.Irist.P., director of
of · elecelec- .
tronics research and development
(tele- ·
developme nt (tele~
Bernard ··M.
M. Oliver, M.S., Ph.D.,
communic
ations) at the Ministry of
communications)
of
vice-presid
ent of research and developvice-president
Supply before joining
Plessey
in
1958,
joining Plessey in 1958,
ment; Hewlett-Packard
Hew1ett:-Pack•a rd Co., Palo
ment,
Palo Alto,
Alto,
has been appointed director
4irector and
and general
general · California,
CalifQrriia, has been elected
elected. president
manager of Semiconductors
Ltd.
a
Semicondu ctors. Lrd. a of the Institute of Electrical and
and ElecElecmember of the Plessey Group.
Gropp. .SemiSe.mi.:. .· tronics Engineers. From 1940 to
to 1952
1952
-condvctor
condtictorss Ltd. is integrating its
re-,
its re- . Dr.
Dr: Oliver was with
with Bell
Bell Telephone
Telephone
search and production facilities
facilities in
an'
in an · Hrborat6ri
es ·.· working on the developLaboratories
enlarged factory at Cheney Manor,
Manor;
merit of automatic tracking radar,
ment
radar, teleteleSwindon, in preparation
preparatio n for
for commercommervision and coding systems.
sysl'ems. He
He joined
joined
cial developme
development
solid circuit
nt of solid
circuit and
and
Hewlett-P
ackard as director of research
Hewlett-Packard
integrated electronics generally.
in 1952.
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O.B.E .,
Boon, O.B.E.,
H. Boon,
Comm odore B. H.
Air Commodore
deputy
been deputy
has been
who has
A.M.l .E.E., who
B.A.,
B
A., A.M.I.E.E.,
Head- .
Suprem e Headofficer at Supreme
chief signals officer
since
Europ e since
Bower s · Europe
quarters
rs Allied Powers
quarte
senior
·becom e senior
November,
Novem ber, 1962, has become
Comm and
Coasta l Command
officer, Coastal
technical
technic al staff officer,
R.
R. R.
Comm odore R.
Air Commodore
succes sion. to Air
in succession
in
appoin ted
been ·appointed
Holder,r, who has been
Holde
the
at the
(air) at
weapo ns (air)
director
directo r of guided weapons
Boon,
Cdre. Boon,
Air Cdre.
Aviati on. · Air
Ministry
ry of Aviation.
Minist
Colleg e,
R.A.F. College,
gradua ted at the R.A.F.
who graduated
years ·later
two years
Cranwell,
1936 and two
later
ell, in 1936
Cranw
two
for two
was for
specia list, was
became
becam e a signals specialist,
serradio
of
tor
inspec
1946 inspector
years from 1946
of radio seryears
spent
then spent
He then
Minist ry. He
vices at the Air Ministry.
vices
operaof operadirecto r of
<ieputy director
three years as deputy
Minisitry
the Ministry
at the
requir ement s at
tional requirements
tional
Radio
the Radio
comm and ·of
before taking command
of the
Becis.
FJenlow, .Beds.
Engineering
ering Unit at Henlow,
Engine
officer
signals officer
chief signals
becam e chief
Later he became
Later
Forces
Air Forces
Allied Air
of Allied
headq uarter s of
at the headquarters
to
1960 to
from 1960
Europ e, and from
Northern
ern Europe,
North
teleR.A.F . teleof R.A.F.
contro ller of
1962 was controller
1962
Comm and
Signal s Command
communications
unicat ions at . Signals
comm
who
Holde r, who
Cdr:e. Holder,
Air Cdre.
51. Air
is 51.
HQ. He is
of
Schoo l of
No. 88 School
comm anded No.
is 52, commanded
is
Westo n,
R.A.F . Weston,
Traini ng at R.A.F.
Technical
ical Training
Techn
ComCoasta l Comto Coastal
Lanes.,'
going to
Lancs . , ' ~before -going
·
mand.

Autothe Autoof the
chairm an of
Clark, chairman
John A. · Clarh,
Comp any,
Electr ic Company,
& Electric
matic
Teleph one &
matic Telephone
Teleco mthe Telecomof the
presid ent of
is the first president
Manuf acand ManufacEngine ering and
munication
municatiOI1 Engineering
the
is. the
Clark is
Mr. Clark
turing
Associ ation. Mr.
turing Association.
Clark,
Allen Clark,
Sir Allen
late ·Sir
elder son of the late
elder
which
of which
Group of
Plesse y Group
founder
er of the Plessey
fotmd
chairalso chairis also
chairm an. He is
he is now chairman.
· he
is aa
and
Teleph ones and _is
Ericss on Telephones
man
man of Ericsson
Devel opSpace DevelopBritish Space
directorr of
o.f the British
directo
Harro w
at Harrow
Educa ted at
Comp any. Educated
ment Company.
ment
he
Cambr idge, · he
Colleg e, Cambridge,
Trinit y College,
and Trinity
and
R.
P. R.
with P.
trainin g with
of his training
received
receiv ed part of
He
U.S.A . He
Indian apolis , U.S.A.
Mallory
ry in Indianapolis,
Mallo
Navy
Royal Navy
the Royal
in the
war in
the war
served during the
served
sub-lie utenan t.
as a sub-lieutenant.

Ph.D.,
M . A.,
Kenda ll,
James · Kendall,
M.A.,
Ph.D.,
James
Rossjoined Rosshas joined
F.Inst. P., has
M.I.E.E.,
E., F.Inst.P.,
M.I.E.
of
consul tants, of
Ltd., consultants,
Intern ationa l Ltd.,
Hatay International
Hatay
as
W.l, as
Londo n, W.l,
Strect , London,
Upper
Upper Brook Street,
resear ch
electro nics research
of the electronics
joint head of
joint
who isis aa
Kenda ll, who
n.
division.
Dr. Kendall,
divisio
Camand CamLondo n and
graduate
te of both London
gradua
years
12 years
for 12
wa·s for
Univers1ties, was
bridge
bri::lge Universities,
labora chemi stry laboraphysic al chemistry
head of the physical
part
(now part
Metroooli:nan-Vicke rs (now
tory of Metrooolitan-Vickers
the
with the
been with
since been
of A.E.I.) :and
and nas since
of
head of
was head
he was
Comp any (where he
Plesscy
Plesse y Company
Instru Texas Instruresearc h), Texas
semiconductor
nducto r research),
semico
SGSAssod ates, SCSMicro wave Associates,
nic nts, Microwave
ments,
Edwar ds
with Edwards
1963, with
Fairchild
Fairch ild and, since 1963,
directo r.
ma<I1Jag1ng director.
as managing
V acuu:m as
High Vacuum
High
was
Kenda ll was
Dr. Kendall
1952 Dr.
rt:o 1952
From 1949 to
carryin g
Fellow carrying
Resear ch Fellow
Leverhulme
ulme Research
Leverh
semion semiresear ch on
fundam ental research
out fundamental
conductors.
tors.
conduc
has
A.M.I .E.E., has
Newle y, M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
E. F. Newley,
Weapo ns
the Weapons
of the
directo r of
appoin ted director
been appointed
been
Energ y
Atomi c Energy
Group of the U.K. Atomic
Group
Levin
N. Levin
Dr. N.
to Dr.
succes sion to
Authority
Autho rity in succession
of
memb er of
full-tim e member
becom e a full-time
who has become
51,
is 51,
who is
Newle y, who
Autho rity. Mr. Newley,
the Authority.
the
the
of the
directo r of
and has been deputy director
part
early part
the early
spent the
1959 spent
group since 1959
Resear ch
Office Research
Post Office
the Post
of his career at the
until
1949 until
From 1949
Station,, Dollis . Hill.
Hill. From
Station
Autho rity
Energ y Authority
Atomi c Energy
he joined the Atomic
the
with the
was with
he was
later he
six years later
Servic e.
Scient ific Service.
Admiralty
Admir alty Scientific
Wharf ejoined WharfePeter Dye, who has joined
manag ing
as managing
Ltd. as
Wirele ss Works Ltd.
dale Wireless
with
manag er with
marke ting manager
director,r; was marketing
directo
spent
previo usly spent
Electro nics and previously
Racal Electronics
manaas manaLtd. as
E.M.I . Ltd.
severall years with E.M.I.
severa
equiprelay equipand relay
record ing . and
ithe recording
o.f the
ger of
who
Briggs , who
A. Briggs,
divisio n. G. A.
ment division.
years
thirty- two years
compa ny .thirty-two
foundedd the company
founde
Wharf eof Wharfechairm an of
contin ues as chairman
ago, continues
now aa
which isis now
Wirele ss Works which
dale Wireless
Organ isation .
member
er of the Rank Organisation.
memb
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since
M.E., since
B.Sc., M.E.,
Godda rd, · B.Sc.,
B. R. .Goddard,
B.
Urtive rsity,
Sydne y University,
of Sydney
staff of
1962 on the staff
1962
(Austr aRacal (Austrajdined Racal
resign ed and joined
has resigned
has
gradm itAfter graduatdirecto r. After
techni cal director.
lia) as technical
lia)
Mr.
1952 Mr.
in 1952
Univ·e rsity in
Sydne y University
ing at Sydney
as
Teleph ones as
Standa rd Telephones
Goddard
rd joined Standard
Godda
becam e aa
la,ter became
and later
engine er and
aa valve engineer
Radiop hysics
the Radiophysics
research
ch officer in the
resear
Scient iComm onwea lth ScientiDivision
on of the Commonwealth
Divisi
Organ ization ,
Resear ch Organization,
Indust rial. Research
fic & Industrial
radio- astron omy.
worke d on radio-astronomy.
where
where he worked
he
work he
this work
on this
res:ult of a thesis on
As a result
Engine ering
of Engineering
Maste r of
received
his Master
eo 'his
receiv
GodMr. God1962 Mr.
1959 to 1962
degree.
degree . From 1959
engine erelectri cal engineerlecture r in electrical
dard was lecturer
dard
South
New South
of New
Unive rsity of
ing at the University
ing
Wales.
Wales .
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AUTHORS ·
AUTHORS

of
one of
A.M.I .EJ!., one
iarmid , A.M.I.E.E.,
Macdiarmid,
.. I. F. ·Macd
correc ting
on correcting
article on
the
author s of .the article
the authors
has
113, has
page 113,
on page
distort ion on
colour
colour signal distortion
1935
since 1935
Office since
Post Office
been with the Post
· been
ning.
youth- in-trai
when
when he joined as aa youth-in-training.
Resea rch
the Research
at the
been at
Since 1948 he has been
from
apart from
and, apart
Hill, and,
Station,, Dollis Hill,
Station
microon microworke d on
three
yeaTs when he worked
three years
has
comm unicat ions, has
satellit e communications,
wave
wave and satellite
on
researc h on
on research
mainly on
been
engage d mainly
been engaged
transm ission,
wavef orm · transmission,
problems
proble ms of waveform
at
He isis at
televis ion. He
in television.
particularly
pa•rticularly in
studyi ng
group studying
o.f aa group
charge of
present
presen t in charge
I. J.J.
co-aut hor, I.
His co-author,
these
His
proble ms.
these problems.
has
A.M.I .E.R.E ., has
Shelley,
A.M.I .E.E., A.M.I.E.R.E.,
y, A.M.I.E.E.,
Shelle
He
1946. He
since 1946.
B.B.C. since
the B.B.C.
been
been with the
televis ion
the television
with the
yea·r s with
was
was for some years
now
is now
and is
Dept. and
Design s Dept.
group
the Designs
group of the
depart thi31t departin that
proces,s ing in
head of signal
s:igna;l processing
head
team
the team
of the
memb er of
wa's a member
ment.
ment. He was
the
of the
develo pment of
responsible
respon sible for the development
transm itting
for- transmitting
system for
cablefi lm system
B.B.C.
B.B.C . cablefilm
been
recent ly been
television
televilsion and has more recently
into
investiga,tions into
concerned
concer ned with investigations
correc tion
autom atic correction
system s of automatic
various
variou s systems
telecolour teleand colour
monoc hrome and
of both monochrome
distort ions.
vision signal distortions.

of
directo r of
manag ing director
Gt:ey, managing
Rex
Rex B. Grey,
and
Cables and
& Cables
Teleph ones &
Standard
rd Telephones
Standa
Inc.,
Europ e Inc.,
I.T.T. Europe
vice-president
vice-p reside nt of I.T.T.
the
of the
vice-p reside nt of
has been elected vice-president
has
Intern ationa l
compa ny International
American
Ameri can parent company
Corpo ration .
Telegr aph Corporation.
Telephone
Teleph one and Telegraph
Unive rTexas Univergradua ted from Texas
Mr. Grey graduated
Mr.
ComG .E. Comthe G.E.
joined the
sity in 1941 and joined
sity
ten
for ten
stayed for
he stayed
pany in 1945 where he
with
years with
severa l years
years.
years. He then spent several
of
Comp any, of
Appar atus Company,
the Texas Apparatus
Dresse r
and Dresser
presid ent, and
which he was president,
of
manag er of
was manager
he was
Industries,
ries, of which he
Indust
divisio n,
autom ation division,
the controls
contro is and automation
the
I.T.T.
before joining I.T.T.
before
to
going to
before going
Dixon , who before
Alan F. Dixon,
Alan
yea·r s
four years
for four
was for
1957 was
the States in 1957
Co.
Thomp s-on-H ouston Co.
with British Thompson-Houston
with
develo pment ,
semico nducto r development,
working
wmkin g on semiconductor
enginfor enginmanag er for
appoin ted manager
has been appointed
semiComp any's^ semiRayth eon Company
eering for Raytheon
View,
Moun tain View,
ope·r ations at Mountain
conductor
ctor operations
condu
with
time with
short time
was for aa short
California.
rnia. He was
Califo
joined
1959 joined
in 1959
Transitron
tron Corp. and in
Transi
Corpo ration'ss
Semic onduc tor Corporation
Rheem Semiconductor
Rheem
was
which was
View which
Moun tain View
works at Mountain
Mr.
1961. Mr,
in 1961.
Rayth eon in
ed by Raytheon
acquired
· acquir
engiD:eerelectri cal engineergradua ted in electrical
Dixon graduated
Univer sity.
Durha m University.
ing at Durham
ing
to
elected to
been elected
has been
Pricha rd, has
J C
C. Prichard,
J.
Partne r
& Partner
Besson &
P. Besson
the board of ·A:
A. P.
of
manuf acture rs ot
design ers and manufacturers
Ltd., designers
and
ea-rpieces and
microp hones, earpieces
miniature
mmia: ture microphones,
Hove,
of Hove,
equipm ent, of
electro nic equipment,
industrial
indust rial electronic
direcalso aa direcis also
Pricha rd is
Sussex.. Mr. Prichard
Sussex
ConVactri c Concompa ny, Vactnc
pa'rent company,
tor of the parent
of
manuf acture rs of
Ltd., manufacturers
Equip ment Ltd.,
trol Equipment
compo nents.
servo components.
electro-mechanical
electro -mech anical servo

of
contri butor of
Dance , M.Sc., contributor
B. Dance,
J. B.
measu rediode measuretunnel diode
the article
ankle on tunnel
in
leotur er in
is lecturer
issue, is
this issue,
ments
ments in this
Broms grove
at Bromsgrove
elt!ctronios at
1and electronics
physics
physic s and
He
Educa tion. He
Furthe r Education.
College
Colleg e of Further
at
group at
Zeta group
the Zeta
started his career in the
started
Establ ishResea rch EstablishEnerg y Research
the Atomic
Atomi c Energy
physic s
later aa physics
was later
and was
Harwe ll and
ment at Harwell
ment
for
Colleg e for
TminiJng College
Dudle y Training
lecturerr at Dudley
lecture
33,
1s 33,
who is
Dance , who
Mr. Dance,
Teachers.
ers . Mr.
Teach
on
work on
for work
degree for
gained his M.Sc. degree
gained
reactio ns
radica l reactions
photochemical
photoc hemic al free radical
Unive rsity.
Birmin gham University.
carried out at Birmingham
B.Sc.( Eng.),
Pearso n,
R,
H.
Pearson,
B.Sc.(Eng.),
R.
simple
describ es aa _ simple
A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I .E.E., who describes
issue isis
this issue
in this
transistor
transis tor power supply in
teleand teleeleotro nics and
in electronics
senior
lecture r in
senior lecturer
Essex
East Essex
South East
the South
communications
unicat ions at the
comm
Essex.
Dagen ham, Essex.
Colleg e, ·Dagenham,
Technical
Techn ical College,
ago
years ago
eight years
teachi ng eight
st,a aing teaching
Prior to starring
Plesse y
the Plessey
with the
years with
he was for five years
he
weapo n
guided weapon
on guided
workin g on
Company
Comp any working
projects.
projec ts.

OBITUARY
0 BIT UARY . .
joint
M.I.E. E., joint
Belling , M.I.E.E.,
Charles
Charle s R. Belling,
the
of the
Lee of
M. Lee
E. M.
with E.
directo r with
founderr director
founde
two
their two
bearin g their
cgmpa ny bearing
well-known
well-k nown company
govern ing
and govermng
founde r ·and
names,
names , · and also .founder
electri cal
the electrical
Co. the
Bellin g & Co.
directorr of Belling
directo
on
8th on
Febru ary 8th
manufacturers,
manuf acture rs, died on February
return while returnEnglan d while
Empre ss of England
board Empress
Belling
Mr. Belling
\ndies . Mr.
West \ndies.
ing from the West
was 80.
directechni cal direcHarris on, technical
William
H. Harrison,
Willia m ·H.
on
died on
Murph y, died
Rank- Bush Murphy,
tor of Rank-Bush
He
58. He
o.f 58.
age of
the age
February
ary 5th at the
Febru
of
forma tion ot
the formation
on the
joined Bush Radio on
becom ing
later becoming
1932, later
compa ny in 1932,
the company
directo r.
1952, aa director.
in 1952,
and in
engine er and
chief engineer
by
Radio by
Murph y Radio
of Murphy
acquis ition of
On the acquisition
Mr.
1962 Mr.
in 1962
Organ isation in
the Rank Organisation
Murph y
Rank- Bush Murphy
the Rank-Bush
Harrison
on joined the
Harris
board.
board.
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Peto Scott Electrical Instruments
Instrume nts Ltd.,
Ltd.,
of Weybridge,
Weybridg e, have opened
opened aa new
new serserdepartme nt at Croydon. All
vice department
All future
future
service communications
communi cations should
should be
be sent
sent
to Beddington
Reddingt on Lane, Croydon,
Croydon, Surrey.
Surrey.
(Tel.: THOrnton
THOrnto n Heath 9433.)
9433.)

£11-!M
£11|M SEACOM Orders—SubOrders.- SubMcinnes
(Electron ics) Ltd.), of
Mclnnes (Electronics)
of 55
55 KelKel-:marine Cables Ltd.
Ltd . . (owned
(owned jointly
jointly by
by
vin Way, Glasgow, S.W.2.
S.W.2. This
This is
is the
the
Photronic Controls Ltd., the manumanuA.E.I.
A.E.I, and B.I.C.C.) have
have received
rec:eived
Thomson Organisation's
Organisat ion's first venture
venture in
in
facturers of industrial and domestic
domestic
orders,
valued at approximately
approxim ately
electronic s manufacturing
the electronics
Dr.
manufact uring field.
field.
Dr.
photoelec
tric
control
photoelectric
equipment,
equipmen t, have
have ·
£5,500,00
0, for about two-thirds
£5,500,000,
two-third s of
of the
the
A. ·R.
R. Boyle will
will continue
continue as
as the
the comcomchanged their name to Fhotain
Photain Controls
Controls
cable and one-quarter
one-quar ter of the
the submerssubmerspany's managing director.
Ltd.
.
They
remain
at
Randalls
Road,
Randalls Road,
.ib:Je
ible repeaters for the second stage
stage of
of
Leather
head. Surrey. (Tel.: LeatherLeatherhead.
LeatherSEACOM
SEACOM,, the South East Asia
Asia ComComhead
2776.}
2776.)
monweal
th Telephone
Telephon e Cable. The
monwealth
The rere:.. -· An instrument
in~tnim~nt hiring service
has
been
service
·has
been
mainder (£5,750,000
(£5,750,000 worth) is
is to
to be
be
establishe
establishedd . by Livingston
Livingsto n Laboratories
Laborato ries .
supplied
supplied by Standard Telephones
Telephon es and
and 'Ltd.,
Ltd., · of 31 . Camden Road,
Cat1non
Road, London,
London,
Cannon .. Electric (Great Britain)
Britain) Ltd.
Ltd.
Cables Ltd.
L·t d. Stage 11 of the
the SEACOM
SEACOM
N.W.L
N.W.l. Initially, oscilloscopes
oscilloscopes will
have moved from 168 Old Street,
will be
be
Street, LonLonproject which links Hong Kong
Kong with
with
available, : but other
other instruments
E.C.l, to 25-27 · Bickerton
instnunen ts will
will be
Bickerton Road,
,be . don, E.C.I,
Road,
Singapor
e, via Jesselton
J esselton in Sabah,
Singapore,
Saba?, came
came · offered -aass the scheme
sche.me develops. Until
Hollo'!¥ay, London, N.19.
Until Upper Holloway,
N.19. (Tel.;
(Tel.:
into service in January of
of this
thts year.
year.
the project
project is fully
fuily established,
establish ed; aa 100ARChwayy 3088.)
roo..: ·ARChwa
Stage 2, for which these
these orders
orders are
gre
mile radius of London will
will be
be observed.
observed.
placed, is scheduled to be
be completed
complete d
The service will
operate
quite
separately
w'ill operate quite separately
by the end of next
next year and
will involve
and _wiU
i~volve
Machtron ics Incorporated
from the company's
Incorpora ted (manufaccompany 's normal
Machtronics
normal sales
(manufacsales departdepartlaying more than 4,500
4,_500 nautical
~autlcal miles
mtles of
of ·ments.
turers of video tape recorders)
turers
recorders ) of
ments.
of Palo
Palo
cable between Cairns
Ca1rns in
m Queensland,
Queensla nd,
Alto, California,
Californi a, is in
future
in fut~re . to
to be
be
Australia
and· Hong Kong; via
Australia,, and
via New
New
known as the MVR Corporation.
Corporati on.
Guinea and Guam. The Australian
Australia n end
end
Hudson Electronics
Electroni cs Ltd., of
of Peall
Peall
of SEACOM
SEACO M will be linked
linked to
to the
the
Road, Croydon, have just
just completed
complete d aa
COMPA
C (Commonwealth
(Common weahh Pacific)
COMPAC
Pa~ific)
radiotele
phone system for Pressed
radiotelephone
Steel
Pressed Steel
Agencies and agreements
cable, and will provide the
the U.K.
U.~. with
wtt~ aa
Commerc
ial Refrigeration
Commercial
Refrigera tion Ltd.
Ltd. The
The
high-qual
ity telephone service
high-quality
servtce with
wtth
network is .controlled
controlle
from
Prestcold's
d
Prestcold 's
South East
Exchange of Satellite Information.—
Ea·s t Asia via :an
an all-Commonall-Comm onInformat ion.offices at Greenford,
Greenfor d, Middx., with
with three
three
wealth route. Provisions
Under the terms of a recent agreement,
Provision s are
are also being
agreemen t,
being
transmit
ters-at
Highgate
transmitters—at
Highgate
Hill,
Crystal
Crystal
made for the connection
technical
informati on on
connectio n of SEACOM
information
on satellites
satellites and
SEACOM
and
Palace and Richmond.
Richmon d.
other
to the Japan-U.S.A.
spacecraf
Japan-U. S.A. trans-Pac
trans-Pacific
spacecraftt is to be
be exchanged
exchange d beific cable
cable
be(at Guam). The ._capacity
tween
TRW
Space Technology
c apacity, of .the
Technolo gy Laborathe link
Laboralink
.
tories,
between Cairns
of.
Los
Cai·rns ·•and
Angeles
of
(part of
a nd Guam
Guam is
of Thompts to
Thompto be
be
A.B. Metal Products Ltd.
Ltd. ceased
ceased to
to
son Ramo Wooldridge
doubie that
Wooldrid ge Inc.),
that of the rest of SEACOM,
double
Inc.), and
and Hawker
Hawker
SEACOM ,
be a subsidiary
subsidiar y of
of the
the Gas
Gas Purification
Purificati
on
Siddeley
CANTA
T
Dynamic
and
Dynamics.
This
agreement
COMPAC
s.
CANTAT
COMPAC,, which
agreemen t
which are
are
and Chemical Company Ltd.
on
1st
Ltd.
on
1st
includes
80-chann
electronic
d
·
systems.
electronics.
s.
SO-channel
SEACOM
SE_ACOM is
is. a·a
January and was converted into
into aa public
public
Common
wealth partnership
partrtersh tp undertaking
Commonwealth
undertakt~g
company on 20th January.
January. Shares
Shares are
are
of
countrie s-Britain , · Australia,
of five countries—Britain,
Austraha ,
quoted on the London Stock
Stock Exchange.
Exchange .
Clevite
Canada,
Semicond uctor Takeover.—
Cleyite Semiconductor
Canada, New Zealand and Malaysia.
Takeove r.Malay_sia.
The board of directors
directors remains
remains ununThe International
The
internatio nal Telephone
Telephon e and
The British partner is Cable and Wireand TeleTeleWuechanged.
less
Corporat
graph
Corporation
have
acquired
the
ion
~ave
less Ltd. who meet 46 ·;..',~ of
the
total
acquir~d.
of the total
~he
American -based semiconductor
cost of £23,600,000.
semtcond uctor division
£23,600,000.
American-based
d1vls1on
of the Clevite Corporation.
Also
inCorporati
on.
Also
inA.E.P. International
Internatio nal Ltd.
Ltd. have
have moved
moved
volved in the transaction
transactio n is the
the Clevite
Clevite
from Hounslow to
to Grove
Grove House,
House, LonLonCorsorti a.-The Univac
Corporat
NADGE Corsorlia.—The
ion's
Corporation's
German-based
semiGermanUnivac
based
semidon Road, Isle
Worth,, Middx.
Islewor:th
Middx. (Tel.:
(Tel.:
division of the Sperry
conducto
Sperty Rand Corporaconductorr
subsidiary
Intermetall
CorporaIntermeta ll
ISLewor
th · 7447.) They representl
ISLeworth
represent! aa
tion and J. L. Kier &
G.m.b.H. and the semiconductor
& Company
semicond uctor inCompany
innumber
of
overseas
companies
including
companie
s
including
(British civil engineers)
engineers ) have joined
joined the
terests of Brush Clevite Ltd.,
Ltd., of Hythe,
the
Hythe,
Allen
Avionics,
Central
Dynamics
Ltd.,
Dynamic
s
Ltd.,
consortiu
Southamp
m formed in
ton. Brush Clevite's
consortium
September
Southampton.
Septembe r
Clevite's semisemiCox Instruments,
Instrume nts, Defence Electronics
Electroni cs
last by . Litton Industries
conducto
I~dustries to
conductorr interests are being
being transferred
to bid
bid for
transferre d
fo~ the
the
Inc.,
Knott
Elcktronik,
Philbrick
Elektroni
k,
Philbrick
NATO Air Defence Ground Environto Standard Telephones
Telephon es and
Envtron- · Researches
and Cables
Cables Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Research es Inc., Probescope
Probesco pe Co.
Co. Inc.,
Inc.,
ment (NADGE)
(NADGE ) project. The consora British subsidiary of
I.T.T. To
of I.T.T.
consorTo.ensure
ensure
and
the
Victoreen
Instrument
Co.
A
Instrume
nt
Co.
A
tium now consists of Associated
' continuit
dui"ing the transition
continuityy during
Associate d Electransition period.
Elecperiod,
summary of the companies
companie s represented
represent ed
. trical Industries,
Brush Clevite will continue
Industrie s, Compagnie
Compagn ie Generale
continue to
Generale
to manufacmanufacand
their
products
is
available
on
products
is
available
on
de.
ture certain of their semiconductor
hie sans Fil, Elliott
de Telegrap
Telegraphic
semicond uctor deElliott AutoAutoderequest.
mation, I.T.T. Europe, J. L.
vices for the next few months
months on
L. Kier
Kier and
on behalf
and
behalf
Co., Litton Industries
of S.T.C.
Industrie s Inc. and
and Univac.
Univac.
Another . group of
of international
internatio nal elecelecThe headquarters
headquar ters of the
service
divithe
service
divitronics -companies
c ompanies formed to
to compete
compete
sion of
o·f Decca Radar Ltd.
Ltd. has
has been
been
Honeywe
ll-SAAR Agreement.—The
for the £110M NADGE contracts
Agreeme nt.-The
Honeywell-SAAB
contracts has
has
moved from
froqt London to new premises
at
premises
at
electronic data processing
processin g divisions
now been announced.
divisions of
announce d. This
of
This takes
takes in
in
Purley Way, Croydon. This
division
This division
Honeywe
ll
Honeywell
(U.S.A.)
and
of
Svenska
.
Decca Radar, Compagnie
Svenska
Compagn ie I.B.M. France,
France,
controls a service organization
comprisorganizat
ion comprisAeroplan
Aktiebola
Aktiebolaget
(SAAB)
have
I.B.M. Italia S.p.A., and
get
Westinghave
and Westinging more than 1,000
1,000 engineers.
engineers .
sighed
reciproca l agreement
signed a reciprocal
agreemen t covering
house Electric International.
covering
Internatio nal. Business
Business
the
distributi
distribution
and
selling
rights.
SAAB
on
will be conducted
rights.
conducte d through WestingSAAR
W'e stingwill represent Honeywell
Honeywe ll in
house NADGE Associates,
in their
their own
own
Associates, which
which has
has
Brimar Industrial
Industria l Tubes.—The
Tubes.-The BriBricountry (Sweden),
(Sweden) , Norway, Denmark
been specially formed for
Denmark
this
for this purpose
purpose
mar industrial cathode-ray
(home)
cathode-r ay tube
tube
(home)
and Finland and Honeywell
Honeywe ll will
with offices at 1-3 Regent Street,
will reprerepreStreet, LonLonsales . departme
department
nt has
has moved
moved from
from
sent SAAB in the United
United States.
States.
don, W.l.
W .l.
Brimsdow
n, Enfield, Middx., to
Brimsdown,
to the
the head
head
office of the parent
parent .company—Thorncompan y-ThornAEI Radio Valves and Tubes
Tubes Ltd.,
Ltd., 155
155
Roband Oscilloscopes.—Under
Oscillosc opes.-Un der aa re. The Thomson Organisation
reOrganisa tion Ltd.
Ltd. have
have
Ch~ring
Charing Cross Road, London,
London, WC2
W.C.2.
cent agreement
agreemen t with Roband Electronics
Electroni cs
purchase
purchasedd d-mac ltd. (formerly Dobbie
Dobbie
(Tel.: GERrard 9797.)
'
9797.)
Ltd.,
of
Charlwoo
Ltd,,
Charlwood,
d, Surrey, Livingston
Livingsto n
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Agencies and agreements
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Ltd.,
(Telecom municati ons) Ltd.,
G :E.C . . (Telecommunications)
G.E.C.
Constru eof Coventry,
Coventr y, and Ateliers de Construc(ACEC) ,
Charlero i (ACEC),
Electria ues de Charleroi
. tions Electriques
the
in die
co-opera te in
Belgium , - are to co-operate
of Belgium,
Under
field . Under
commun ications field.
microwave
microwa ve communications
and
will make and
the agreement,
agreeme nt, ACEC will
equipme nt.
market
G.E.C. equipment.
market G.E.C.

overseas
From
From overseas

into
owav into
Telescopic
Telesco pic masts . that stow owoi'
being
are being
!)rotecti~n are
for brotection
nd bunkers for
underground
undergrou
Ltd. ,
( E.ngineenng) Ltd.,
A•. N. Clark (Engineering')
produced by A.
be
can be
tney can
Wight. mey
of Binstead, Isle of Wight,
ft .
/0 ft.
of /0
height of
maxim!Jm height
extendf}.d to aa maximum
extended
their
market their
to market
Ltd: are to
Laboratories
Laborato ries Ltd.
United
the United
in the
oscillosCopes · in
· range of oscilloscopes
cornplement~uy
be ·complementary
Kingdom . This will be
· Kingdom.
in
arrangem ents in
marketin g arrangements
own marketing
to their own
service
after-sal es service
full .after-sales
A full
'· this country. A
and
compani es and
both companies
by both
is to be provided by
interlink ed.
will be interlinked.
and
Olufsen and
Distribution
Distribu tion of Bang & Olufsen
Kingdom
United Kingdom
Sony products in the United
through aa
be ·done
to be
is in .· future to
done through
compan y-Debe nhams
newly formed company—Debenhams
Co.,
Distribu tion Co.,
Electrical
Electrica l and Radio Distribution
A venue,
Eastern Avenue,
Eastbroo k Road, Eastern
of Eastbrook
25634.)
Glouces ter ·· 25634.)
Gloucester.
Glouces ter. (Tel.: Gloucester
the
by the
handled by
previous ly handled
They were previously
St.
of St.
division of
electrica l division
radio and electrical
of
member of
Ltd., aa member
Warehou se Ltd.,
Aldate Warehouse
Compan ies.
of Companies.
Debenh am Group of
the Debenham
New
of New
Incorpo rated, of
ics Incorporated,
Chronetics
Chronet
Linear
Volt Linear
High Volt
appointe d High
York, have appointed
Beds . .
Luton, Beds.
Road, Luton,
Ltd., of 11 Cardiff
Cardiff Road,
U.K.
exclusiv e U.K.
as exclusive
(Tel.: Luton ·23816),
23816), as
in
specializ e in
representatives.
They specialize
represen tatives.
entation .
nucleonic
instrumentation.
n ucleonic ·instrum
Californ ia,
Incorpor ated, of California,
Astrodata
Astrodat a Incorporated,
Measure ments
D igital Measurements
apoointe d Digital
have apoointed
Mytchet t,
Grove, Mytchett,
Salisbur y Grove,
Ltd., of Salisbury
Ltd,
Farnbor ough
Aldershot,
Aldersho t, Hants. (Tel.: Farnborough
data
of data
range of
their range
3551), to market their
U .K.
the U.K.
instrume nts in the
systems and instruments

Australia
. .
Australi a
subex1stmg subtheir existing
Through one of their
Ltd.Pty.
Pacific
y
s-Plesse
sidiaries—Plessey Pacific Pty. Ltd.—
sidiarie
the
acquired the
have acquired
the Plessey Group have
Australi a,
in Australia,
Compan ies, in
Rola Group of Companies,
The
sterling. The
£1 ,920,000 sterling.
at a cost of £1,920,000
Group
Rola Group
the Rola
of the
member s of
two main members
Pty.
(Austral ia) Pty.
Compan y (Australia)
are: Rola Company
Rola
and Rola
Victoria , and
Richmon d, Victoria,
Ltd., of Richmond,
Butt, .
Lower Hutt,
Company
Compan y (N.Z.) Ltd., of Lower
manufac ture
Zealand .
New Zealand.
They manufacture
magcompon ents, magtelevisio n components,
radio and television
profesand profesmaterial s, and
netic wire and materials,
recorder s.
magneti c tape recorders.
sional magnetic
flight
Redifon
Redifon Ltd., are to supply a flight
thap £500,000
simulator
simulato r costing more than
be
will be
It will
Airlines . It
T rans-Au stralia Airlines.
to Trans-Australia
mainten ance
air-crew s and maintenance
used to train air-crews
airliners .
jet airliners.
727 jet
personnel
per sonnel for Boeing 727
Denmark
Denmar k
an
placed an
has placed
P.T.T. has
The Danish P.T.T.
remote
26 remote
for 26
Telefun ken for
order with Telefunken
unfor unsystems for
monitor ing systems
control and monitoring
stations.
attended repeater stations.
France
France
Internat ional Marine ComMarconi International
worth
order, worth
an order,
pany have received an
medium of mediumsupply of
the supply
£168,000,
£168,000 , for the
commun ications
high-fre quency communications
and high-frequency
now
trawlers now
sixty-on e trawlers
equipment
equipme nt for sixty-one
the
for the
shipyard s for
French shipyards
in French
being built in
Develop ment
Korea Marine Industry Development
trawlers
Corporation.
Corpo-ration. All of the 140-ton trawlers
of
type of
same type
the same
with the
will be fitted with
reAtalanta reinstallation
installat ion based on the Atalanta
transmit ter.
ceiver and Disa transmitter.
Germany
German y
the
on the
based on
A traffic control system based
traffic
road traffic
controlle d road
compute r controlled
ARCH computer
ARCH
Traffic
Elliott Traffic
by Elliott
develope d by
system developed
the
of me
member of
Ltd.., aa member
Automation
Automa tion Ltd.,
inbe inElliott-Automation
Elliott-A utomatio n Group, is to be
The
Munich . The
of Munich.
city of
stalled in the city
awarded
been awarded
has been
the project has
contract for the
Huber
Signalba u Huber
to the German .firm
firm Signalbau
conjuncin conjuncworking in
be working
K .G ., who will be
K.G.,
Elliott's.
tion with Elliott's.

Italy
£100,000
mo-re than £100,000
An order worth more
ComMarconi Comthe Marconi
has been received by the
Headqua rters
fro-m
pany
from
the
Supreme
Headquarters
domestic
of
range
.Akai
~
The -Japanes
Japanese Akai range of domestic Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE)
for
(SHAPE ) for
beaccessor ies ·is
and accessories
recorder s and
tape recorders
is beequipve
microwa
transportable
microwave
link
equiptable
transpor
Kingdom
United
·
the
in
distribut ed
ing distributed
the United Kingdom . ment. It is to be used by
ComAllied Comby Allied
Aintree
11 Aintree
of 11
Photogra phic, of
hv Pullin Photographic,
bv
.
.
(ACE)
mand
Europe
(ACE).
PhotoPullin
Middx.
,
Perivale Middx. Pullin PhotoRoad, Perivale,
liner
passeng er liner
20,000-t on Italian passenger
The 20,000-ton
of
end of
the end
at the
being at
came into being
graphic came
the
with the
fitted with
Angelina
Lauro,
was
fitted
by
on,
acquisiti
the
g
followin
year
last
following the acquisition, by 17
ftomi
come from
to· come
17,000th
,OOOth marine radar to
subits subCo. ·and
Rank, of Pullin Optical Co.
and its
Decca Radar Ltd.
Brown.
Neville Brown.
sidiary, Neville
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Teleph ony
H.F.. . Radio
Radio Telephony
H.F
Advance
Advance
Office
Post Office
The Research
Researc h Branch of the Post
terminal
of terminal
develope d a new type of
has developed
radiohigh-fre quency radioequipment
equipme nt for high-frequency
improve d
telephone
telephon e circuits. It gives improved
receptio n
especiall y when reception
performance
perform ance especially
provide
will provide
conditions
ns are poor and will
conditio
two-way
when two-way
satisfactory
satisfact ory service even when
equipconventi onal equipcommunication
commun ication with conventional
impossib le.
ment is impossible.

" Lincompex
"
Linco mpex"
the
in the
used in
Basically two extra units are used
unit
send unit
the send
compres sor " in the
system, a " compressor
unit.
receive unit.
the receive
expande r " in the
and an " expander
perform
and perform
intercon nected and
These are interconnected
the
hence the
function s, hence
complementary
complem entary functions,
EXpanand EXpanCOMPr essor and
name LINked COMPressor
der.
conprodure s aa concompresso-r " produces
The " compressor
modulat es
fully modulates
which fully
signal which
stant output signal
the
of the
level of
the level
whateve r the
the transmitter
transmit ter whatever
changes
syllable changes
to syllable
input. Even syllable to
The
smoothe d out. The
in
iri speech are smoothed
frequ~ncy
produce s a frequency
" compressor
compres sor " also produces
deviatio n
(maximu m deviation
modulated
modulat ed output (maximum
speech
to speech
proporti onal to
100 c/s) that is proportional
100
is
This is
microph one circuits. This
level in the microphone
over
put over
used as a control signal and put
compres sed
withthe
the s.s.b. radio link, with
the compressed
sub-carr ier
separate sub-carrier
speech, but on a . separate
telekc/s tele· (within the voice band of any 33 kc/s
phone circuit).
compres sed
At the receiving .end,
end, the compressed
and
sep;lrate d and
speech control signal are separated
speech
expande r,"
the speech is .applied to the ·"" expander,"
the
by the
controlle d by
aa variable gain device controlled
the
restore the
to restore
demodulated
demodu lated f.m. signal to
level.
variation s of speech level.
original variations
achieved
modulat ion levels are achieved
High modulation
by
systems by
(loop) systems
in existing two-way (loop)
amplifie rs
the use of constant volume amplifiers
not
as not
so as
acting so
slow acting
relativel y slow
which are relatively
variasyllable variato ·syllable
to smooth out syllable to
overall
consider able overall
is aa considerable
T here is
tions.
tions. There
is
and itit is
system and
of system
type of
gain in this type
switches
operated switches
voice operated
ncessary to have voice
transof transdirection of
one direction
that allow only one
oscillaavoid oscillato avoid
mision at any one time to
tion.
Advantages
Advan tages
in
occur in
can occur
conditio ns can
"Lock-out"
" Lock-ou t " conditions
are
conditio ns arc
when conditions
existing systems when
as
effect as
same effect
the same
has the
poor, as noise has
fail
to fail
system to
the system
cause the
cah cause
speech and can
LINCO Mthe LINCOMWith the
directivn . With
in one direction.
as
required as
is required
switchin g is
PEX system, no switching
and
level and
circuit level
there is a constant circuit
impossib le.
" lock-out " is impossible.
no
is no
that there is
advantag e is that
Another advantage
as,
speech as,
noise between breaks in speech
expanthrough the control signal, ·the
the "" expanthe
during the
attenuat ed during
der " is heavily attenuated
der"
diffivery ·diffiit very
quiet
quiet period. This makes it
or
cable or
whether cable
cult for a user to tell whether
used.
being used.
h.f. radio links are being
Intere st
Wide Interest
showing
countrie s are showing
Commonwealth
Common wealth countries
first
the first
and the
great interest in the system and
been
have been
LINCO MPEX have
traffic trials of LINCOMPEX
Delhi
and Delhi
London and
in progress between London
since the end of last year.
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SIMPLE TRANSISTOR
POWER SUPPLY
SIMPLE

POWER

TRANSISTOR

SUPPLY

By R. H. PEARSON,
PEARS ON, B.sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(En g.), a.fw.i.e.i
A.M.I.E .E .

%
N experimental
experime ntal work with transistors,
¥N
transisto rs, variable
variable voltage
voltage
j| supplies are invaluable.
invaluable. It
It helps
helps enormously,
enormou sly, when
when
· developi
ng aa. new circuit, to
developing
to be
be able
able to
to use
use several
several
supplies simultaneously
simultan eously even
even though
though they
th ~y may
may be
be
replaced by potential dividers or
or Zener
Zener diodes
diodes in
in the
the final
final
design.
design. Usually in this situation
most
of
the
supplies
situation most of the supplies
need not
not: be of very high quality,
quality, but
but they
they must
must be
be cheap
cheap
and they must be unharmed
unharme d by
by overloading.
overloading. The
The circuit
circuit
describe d is
to be described
is arranged not
not merely
merely to
to tolerate
tolerate aa short
short
circuit but to like
like: it!
it !
The simplest stabilizer
(Fig.
1(a))
uses
a
Zener
diode
stabilize r
l(a)) uses a Zener diode
to obtain reduction
reductio n of voltage variation
variation due
due to
to changes
changes in
in
supply p.
d. or in load current. The
p.d.
The addition
addition of
ofaa potential
potential
divider to enable the output
output to
to be
be varied
varied (Fig.
(Fig. 1(b))
l(b))
spoils the performance
performa nce with varying
varying loads.
loads. This
This rise
rise in
in
output resistance
resistanc e can be made
made small
small only
only by
by allowing
allowing an
an
excessive current to flow in the
the potentiometer.
potentio meter. A
A great
great
improve ment is possible by adding aa transistor
improvement
transisto r connected
connecte d
as an emitter follower (Fig.
(Fig. 1(c)).
l(c)). Some
Some form
form of
of overload
overload
protectio
protectionn now becomes essential.
essential. A
A fuse
fuse isis not
not conconvenient if it has to be
be replaced
replaced frequently
frequent ly and
and the
the comcommonly used bistable circuit raises
raises the
the cost
cost and
and complexity
complex ity
of the power supply.
supply. There are,
are, however,
however , some
some fairly
fairly

I

UNSTABIUZED
INPUT

UNSTABILIZED
INPUT

cheap dectromagnetic
electrom agnetic cut-outs
cut-outs used
used by
by model
model railway
railway
enthusia
sts which might
enthusiasts
might solve
solve the
the problem.
problem . Immediate
Immedia te
protectio n and low
protection
low· cost
cost are,
are, however,
however , obtainable
obtainab le merely
merely
by inserting a dummy load
load resistor
resistor (R)
(R) and
and rearranging
.rearranging
the connections
connecti ons as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. Now
Now the
the emitter
emitter
follower current is limited
limited by
by the
the dummy
dummy load
load and
and aa short
short
circuit across the output
output diverts
diverts all
all the
the current
current from
from the
the
transisto
transistor.r. The dummy load
then
gets
hotter
and
load then gets hotter and the
the
transisto r cools down. Notice
transistor
that
the
reference
p.d.
Notice that the reference p.d.
from the Zener diode circuit
circuit still
still controls
controls the
the load
load p.d.
p.d.
via the transistor,
transisto r, and the
the emitter
emitter follower
follower load
load (R)
(R)
absorbs the remainder
remainde r of
of the
the available
available supply
supply voltage.
voltage.
This resistor will, of course,
dissipate
quite
a
lot
of
power
course, dissipate quite a lot of power
even when the output current
current is
is zero,
zero, but
but in
in aa modest
modest
supply (15 V, 100
100 mA.)
rnA.) this
this is
is unimportant.
unimpor tant.
It
design aa useful
useful stabilizer
stabilize r using
using the
the
t It is possible to design
circuit of Fig. 2,
2, but to
to obtain
obtain an
an output
output resistance
resistanc e of
of
about 1H
1 n it is still necessary
to
allow
a
considerable
current
necessar y to allow a consider able current
flow in the potentiometer
potentio meter unless
unless an
an unusually
unusuall y high
high gain
gain
transisto r is available.
transistor
available. (The
(The output
output resistance
resistanc e isis approxiapproxi-

UNSTABIUZED
INPUT

UNSTABILIZED
INPUT

UNSTABIUZED
INPUT

UNSTABILIZED
INPUT

STABILIZED
OUTPUT

STABILIZED
· OUTPUT

-Q·-o-

5TAB11IZE0
OUTPUT

STABILIZEE)
OUTPUT

STAB'ILIZEO
OUTPUT

+o---- e------ o+

+o-----~~-6---~-o

(a)

STABILIZED
OUTPUT

+

+

(b)

. Fig. I.I.

1

UNSTABILIZED
INPUT

+
(c)

Development
Development of
of aa simple
simple stabilizing
stabilizing circuit.
drcuit.
0

~

••

■"

+0—
+o-------~-----~~~-------~----o+
Rz

STABILIZED
OUTPUT

UNSTABILIZED
INPUT

UNSTABIUZED
INPUT

.UNSTABILIZED
INPUT

STABILIZED
STABILIZED
.. OUTPUT
OUT PUT

+o---- -._______ _______,
Fig.
rig. 2.
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Addition of
of resistance
resistance RR to
to safeguard
safeguard the
the transistor.
transis;:or.

fig,
Fig. 3,3. /\A Darlington pair gives
gives good
good results
results with
with inexpensive
inexpensive
transistors .
transistors.
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Practical

Fig.
fig. 4.

was
size was
whose size
prototy pe, whose
the prototype,
as the
large as
need not be as large
physica lly
of physically
stock of
up aa stock
use up
to use
desire to
the desire
led by the
controlled
control
on
OC29 isis on
the OC29
for the
place for
best place
The best
capacitors. The
us capacitors.
enormous
enormo
washer s
mica washers
standa rd mica
case, standard
the case,
of the
unders ide of
the back or underside
insulati on.
effecting
effecting insulation.
approx ian approxiand an
perform ance and
measur ed performance
· Some details of measured
append ix.
the appendix.
in the
given in
are given
stabiliz er are
the stabilizer
analysis of the
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publish this
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the
by the
divided by
resistan ce divided
circuit resistance
base circuit
transis tor base
mately the transistor
smooth the smoothretain the
to retain
is to
solutio n is
better solution
A better
/?). A
current gain -fJ).
potenti ometer
resistan ce potentiometer
high resistance
fairly high
ness of control of a fairly
by
diode by
Zener diode
low-dis sipatio n Zener
of aa low-dissipation
econom y of
and the economy
·
super"
a
make
to
tor
transis
sive
inexpen
adding an inexpensive transistor to make a " super3.
Fig. 3.
in Fig.
shown m
as shown
pair, as
Darling ton-con nected pair,
alpha"
alpha " or Darlington-connected
earlier
to earlier
respect to
with respect
inverte d with
This diagram is drawn inverted
ones; it
up.
way up.
this way
neater this
looks neater
it looks
ones;
the
of the
consist s of
It consists
4. It
Fig. 4.
in Fig.
The final design is shown in
tional
conven
a
of
n
additio
the
with
3,
circuit of Fig. 3, with the addition of a conventional
highand highhum and
reduce hum
to reduce
capacit ors to
rectifierr and of capacitors
rectifie
parcompo nent isis parNo component
impeda nce. No
cy output impedance.
frequency
frequen
voltage
output voltage
differen t output
for different
redesig n for
ticularly
ticularl y critical and redesign
will
OC29 will
The OC29
difficulty. The
no difficulty.
presen t no
curren t should present
or current
be
should be
2G302 should
the 2G302
but the
outputs , but
deal with much higher outputs,
require d
V isis required
15 V
than 15
more than
of more
p.d. of
changedd if an output p.d.
change
, ^ and
.
from the unit.
taste and
of taste
matter of
entirely aa matter
is entirely
constru ction is
Practical
Practic al construction
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which the transistors are
are represente
representedd by
by aa simple
simple equivalent
equivalent
circuit (that of Fig. (b),
(b). enclosed
enclosed in
in. dotted
dotted lines).
lines).

Performance The result of
Performance
of aa load
load test
test at
at four
four different
different
output settings is
is plotted
plotted in
in Fig.
Fig. (c).
(c). The
The short-circu
short-circuit
it
current of 300 mA
can be
be altered
altered if
if required
required by
by changing
changing R;
R;
rnA can
V0 max.
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In the full circuit
circuit (Fig.
(Fig. (b))
(b)) the
the highest
highest base
base circuit
circuit resistance
resistance
experience
experiencedd by Tr2 is approxima
approximately
quarter of
of the
the potet1tiopotentiotely aa quarter
Rq
.
3 . • h R
·
·
R
R
h
'd-way
meter
resistance; 1.e.,
i.e., R02
- - - w1t
with. R33 set
set at
at tthee m1
mid-way
02 ~
4
point. (R,,
(R, is
is much
much less
less than
than RR.>2 or
or RR3)
3)
R3
.• R ~
Ra
'
u5
r
2
• ' a ol ~ 4-(1+ {J--;) I re2
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·
and R
R.,,1 =
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effect of
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R
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e
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APPENDIX fb)
*
*
Q
i
For example;
example) putting in
in typical
typical figures:
figures:
Iet
I0i == lOOmA,
100mA, IIc2
= 5MA,
5mA, fJ1
jSi =-- fJ2
p2 =-..:
= 50,
50, R3
R3 =^ SkQ
5kR'
e2 =
we find R 0 == 0.85Q.
0.8513. .
Stab£/izati
on Ratio.—The
Stabilization
transistors have
have aa common·
commonRatio.-The two transistors
collector
collcctor voltage gain
gain of
of very
very nearly
nearly unity
unity (except
(except when
when the
the
load is excessively low
low in.
in resistance)
resistance) so
so that
that the
the stabilisstabilisation ratio is near
near to
to that
that of
of the
the Zener
Zener diode
diode circuit
circuit alone;
alone;
dE
R
1000Q
R„
100013
0
2
e.g., at maximum output
output SS == -—-- - ~
sa - " =.= ------ - == 20.
20
dVO R,.
dV„
R.
5013
50Q
Unless the Zener diode circuit
circuit isis designed
designed to
to have
have much
much
better performan
ce (as it could
performance
could be),
be), the
the error
error in
in neglecting
neglecting the
the
R
Ro
extra contributio
contributionn to
to putput
putput voltage
voltage variation.
variation dE
dE
R +
" R
I- R
R0
is very small.
APPENDIX. (b)
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APPENDIX (c)
fc)

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Vp min. yo-sV
\:u·sV))
I
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zoo
300
!OAD
CURRENT (mA)
fOAD CURRENT

Vo min.

I
I
1
4-00

this could be
be made
made aa front
front panel
panel facility.
facility. Sample
Sample measurca
measurethis
S · and
and ripple
ripple p.d.
p.d. are
are given
given in
in the
the table.
table.
ments of R00 ,, S

li . ll0o .... -~r\
·-:. Ro
S
.·
Ripple!
vVo
^,..
s
Ripple
(Volts)
(Volts)
/|
(mA,) .
i1
(mA,)
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(V,
(V, pk-pk.)
(n)
pk- pk.) I
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15
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1.7
13
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i
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i'
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--.--s-,
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~
5
i
100
0.6
4:4·.
0.6
44
5.0
!
5.0
. 20
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0.5
0.5
40
40
.of.6
4.6
|
' |
The output
figures exclude
exclude the
the meter
meter shunt
shunt resistance,
The
output resistance
resistance figures

IJ1!

= I---(, A d ) ohms
<
Ice(mA,
m .d.c.)
. c.

I
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APPENDiX (a)
APPENDIX
(a.)
Output Resistance
In Fig.
Fig. (b),
(b), aa transistor
transistor isis fed
fed via
via aa
Res£stance In
resistance R" and
and its
its output
output resistance
resistance between
between
base circuit
circuit: resistance
collectoJ:
collector and
and emitter
emitter is
is being
being measured
measured by
by applying
applying aa
.
E
(E). The
The output
output resistance
resistance is,
is, by
by definition
definition FI .
test p.d. (E).
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of dimensional
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system
unit
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definitive equations.
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then possible
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it is
consl!mts, it
dimen sional constants,
and dimensional
to take
determine
preci9e
we
Howe ver, ifif we
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experimental
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precise
iment al values of
exper
new
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relate
y
simpl
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order
in
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values of rEo0 and ^ in order to simply relate
olddifficu
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th~s
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ation
onaliz
i
rat·
(altho ugh rationalization makes this difficult)
svstemss (although
itit
system
then
must then
IOOkM
which
mb,
coulo
or
re
ampe
the
is
the
fourth
unit,
the
ampere
or
coulomb,
which
must
is the
500
Oa·thode
practice. " Cathode
norma l pracuce
is normal
which is
exper iment ally, which
be found experimentally,
n to the
relatio
no
bears
y
analog
sugar
sionaol
dlimen
Rav's"
sugar analogy bears
nosystem
relation
to Ray's " dimensional
dimen
one system
·to one
only to
is only
refere nce is
hls reference
s.iJllce his
argument,
ofof dimenent, since
argum
3k
two.
not
sions,
S10
older
the older
to the
system to
m.k.s.A. system
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of an
prefer ence of
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system
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system
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secondly that derivations
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system
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not
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If Mr.
systems. If
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two systems.
compa
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enoug
betwe
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d:imell
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differ
and
different
dimensions
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the
two
Mr.
resista
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circui
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of
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the
knowledge
that
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electrical
gain
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voltag
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output
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ideal
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ampli
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apprarently mechanical
This d.c.
appea r in apparently
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ities. appear
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quant
resistance
is idea
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electr ical quantity
an electrical
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used
the
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origin:
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not
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to Maxwell
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.
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charge
Charge (or current) is
is defined
defined in
in e.s.u.,
e.s.u., e.m.u.
e.m.u. or
or m.k.s.
m.k.s. and
and
shows
hows as clearly as one
one ever
ever could
could that
that although
although in
in e.s.u.
e.s.u. one
one
1 one
. zero
d"1mens10ns
.
.
to
may choose
ch oose cEt)o ·=,- —
4;;
one cannot
cannot assign
ass1gn
zero dimensions
to itIt
to
the
velocity
of
light
for
instance.
Units
and
any more than
than to the velocity of light for instance. Units and
dimensions may be arbitrary but
but they
they should
should not
not be
be incoherent.
incoherent .
If
It I may quote from Dr. Bigg's
Bigg's paper—(The
paper-(Th e SI
SI will
will be)—
be)"put into effect progressively,
progressive ly, starting
starting with
with those
those peonle
people
and bodies who are more
forward
looking."
more forward looking."
-"it
—" it will simplify calculations
be made
calculation s and
and teaching
teaching will
will be
made
easier."
" Eventually,
Eventually , when children of
the
present
generation
reach
of the present generation reach
maturity, SI will be used as
as aa matter
matter of
of course."
course."
Sutton Coldfield,
Goldfield.
W,
W. M.
M. WRIGLEY
WRIGLEY

Miniature Selenium Rectifiers
I READ
REA,D the article
artic~e in the January issue
issue by
by Mr.
Mr . .Storr-Best
Storr-Best
on ""Miniatur
Miniaturee Selenium Rectifiers
Rectifiers for
for Television
Television E.H.T."
E.H.T. "
with much interest as I myself have
have experimented
experimen ted with
with chains
chains
of selenium and silicon diodes
diodes for
for the
the same
same purpose.
purpose. However
However
the analysis given for the loss of
of e.h.t.
e.h.t. produced
produced by
by the
the forward
forward
resistance of the diode is not valid
valid for
for all
all .values
values of
of diode
diode reresistance. The analysis assumes that
that the
the shape
shape of
of the
the diode
diode
current is the top of a sine wave,
wave, whereas
whereas it
it varies
varies from
from aa
triangular shape
shape. for resistance-less
resistance- less diodes
diodes and
and small
small values
values of
of
diode resistance towards a shape
shape resembling
resembling aa sine
sine wave
wave for
for
hirge
resistances .
large ·diode resistances.
.
.
.
· : Th.e
The usual analysis of a resistance-less
resistance- less diode
diode considers
considers the
the
effect of
ofloading
loading the parallel LC
LC circuit,
circuit, which
which, should
should appear
appear on
on
the left
lefi of the circuit in
in Fig.
Fig. 11 of
of the
the original
original article,
article, and
and
equating
equating the loss of energy from the oscillating
oscillating circuit
circuit to
to the
the
energy dissipated in the load
resistance
load.resista
nce R.
R . This
This gives
gives the
the well
well
known equation
·
..· . .s
.2 - ·V2 .
.
~-C (E
(E2---V
-:_ V2)
= ·RT JO
j ,W^.T
(1)
=-" ly?
l:u2 RT
RT
(1)'
· Where C
G is the value of the capacitor
capacitor in
in the
the .oscillating
oscillating
Circuit
th~· C
circuit and not the
c in parallel
parallel with R
R of
ofFig.
Fig. 1,
1,.E
E is
is the
the voltage
voltage
arid V the voltage with
with no load and
with load
load R.
R. T
T is
is the
the time
time of
of
one complete cycle and Im
h r is
is the mean
mean output
output current.
current.
.

v

1

.

From equation
..
..
..
(2)
From
equation (1)
(1) Ej.. =-'-' -~^ :.: ] -~!=/J,
(2)
1
. ...
2T
pf3 =
. where
=:= CR
· This :gives the regulation as aa function
function of
of the
the load
load R
R and
and the
the
constants C and T.
·
T
he effective d.c. internal resistance
The
thus
given
by
resistance is
is thus given by
.
E -- V
E—V
T,
R h; _c· •
:V!
(3)
V IR
R
which becomes using equation (2)
('i.)
R
- 1)R
(4)
K ;n °"' h,iT-:;--,B
11
I R ..
..
r4)
and for small values of (3f3
·
.
R
;
~
T
/C
Ri,,11 T/C
(5)
.
(5)
The e.h.t. supply, assuming aa perfectly
perfectly resistance-hss
resistance- less diode,
diode,
thus behaves voltage-wise
it had
T/C,
voltage-wi se as
as if
ifit
had an
an internal
internal resistance
resistance T /C,
although of course no power is
resistance.
is dissipated
dissipated in
in this
thisresista
nce, It
It
can also be shown that the
the shape
shape of
of the
the diode
diode conduction
conduction curcurrent is also triangular for this
this case.
case.
. '.
If the effect of the diode resistance,
resistance, Ru,
Rn, is
is considered,
considered , the
the
energy equation
becomes
for
for the
the same
same mean
mean output
output current
current
22
22
-~C(ELiC(E-- V )) ■""- (Im
..
.. (g)
(hr R'
R' · :l- Urms
l 2 ruts Ru)
Rn) T
T
(6)
where R' is the new load resistance
adjusted
resistance
adjusted to
to give
give .the
the same
same
2
mean output current Imm,, and IPrms
™* Ru
T isis the
RDT
the power
power dissipated
dissipated
in the diode resistance per
per cycle.
cycle.
·
Equating equations {1)
(1) and
and (6)
(6) given
given that
that

R
K =- R ; + (~t~~) R
(7)
lu, r Rn
a)
Thus the diode behaves like
like an
an internal
internal resistance
resistance of
of value
value
Rn. Unfortunately
Unfortuna tely the evaluation
("y- j Ruevaluation of
of this
this expression
expression
depend.
dependss upon knowing the
the shape
shape of
of the
the conduction
conduction current
current
and an analysis attempting
attemp'ting to
to do
do this
this is
is far
far too
too complicated
complicate d
to be dealt with here. However,
However, assuming
assuming that
that the
the conduction
conduction
current is triangular it can
be
can easily
easily
be shown
shown that
that
22
/IrmA = ,}.33 _!_
T
(8)
33
(8)
I!,r
Tc
IIm)
Te
"
"•
2

C;:sr

('lnns)
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where Tc
T cis
is the conduction time
time of
of the
the diode
diode and
and if
if the
the conducconduction current is half
half aa sine
sine wave
wave then
then
2

.q·
·!::~~)
(I/Inn
hr)
Im

s

=- VTT2 _ !T _~ 1.23 T
T

(9)
8 T..
Tc
''
^
T ., ^
Tc
Thus
T
hus the value of
of the
the constant
constant in
in front
front of
of T
T :To
T c does
does not
not varyvary
very much with
very
with the
the shape
shape of
of conduction
conduction currents
currents that
that occur
occur
in practice.
The total internal resistance
of
the
e.h.t.
supply
now
becomes
resistance of the e.h.t. supply now becomes
equal to
2

T
T

k
kT

r. ,n ~- C- + Tc
T„
R
(10)
C
T Rn" "
*•
^
where k lies between 1.2
1.2 and
arid 1.3.'
1.3.
Example :
Example:
Taking T = 64/isec,
T,.c == 2.5
64p.sec, C
C --=d2
wF, .T
Msec.
12p.p.F,
2.5J.Lsec.
Rn ^
"'=! 100k0,
== 1.25 for Im
R).
lOOk.Q,
k h :=
= 200uA
200J.LA
6
R _ 64 xX KM
.
64
1064 xX 10-«
R
10-6 1nr .
i n = 12 X 10-12 + 1.25 2.5 X 10-6 10
ohms
■" - 12
10-x: ■'
25
10-'> 105 oh
ms
R in ~
= (5.3 -f
+ 3.2) MO
R/n
In this
this particular
particular example
example the
the supply
supply has
has an
an internal
internal reresistance of
of 5.3
5.3 MO
M ~ l and
and dissipates
dissipates no
no power
power and
and the
the diode
diode an
an
enective internal
effective
internal resistance
resistance of
of 3.2
3;2 MO
MQ and
and dissipates
dissipates power.
power.
1 hus although the
from
Thus
the actual
actual figures
figures do
do not
not differ
differ very
very much
much from
those of
of Mr.
Mr. Storr-Best,
Starr-Best , equation
equation (10)
(10) does
does bring
bring out
out clearly
clearly
that the
internal resistance
that
the internal
resistance of
of the
the supply
supply is
is made
made up
up of
of two
two
quite distinct resistances.
resistances . Typical
Typical shapes
shapes of
of conduction
conduction curcurrents for aa U26
U26 and
and 480
480 selenium
selenium diodes
diodes in
in series
series are
are shown
shown
in the acennxnanying
accn~anying figure.
figure.
·
--:> 20f

l,

f>
z0

.

{\

,
TYPE U26
(MEAHCUR~EN
(MEAN
CURRENT,
T, 200/iA)
200f.J.A)

L\

----~----~----~-------

~T/5 ·
0"12
I
2

33
4
CONDUCTION TIME
CONDUCTION
TIME (/iSEc)
(,usEe)

TYPE
480
TYPE «0
(MEAN CURRENT,
(MEAN
CURRENT, 200/iA)
200,uA)
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Experimen
Experiments
ts with long chains
chains· of
of silicon
silicon diodes,
diodes, which
which had
had
· low stored charge and large
large inverse
inverse voltages
voltages have
have shown,
shown that
that aa
regulation at least as good
good as
as aa valve
valve may
may be
be obtained.
obtained. These
These
diode chains have a very
very low
low forward
forward resistance
resistance of
of only
only aa few
few
ohms so that in theory, provided
provided the
the stored
stored charge
charge is
is very
very low,
low,
the regulation should be better
fact,
better .than
than that
that of
of aa valve,
valve, in
in fact,
if they operate so that reverse
reverse· current
current flows
flows the
the regulation
regulation is
is
better than that of aa valve.
valve. If
If such
such chains
chains could
could be
be made
made
economica
economically,
lly, only about
about 20-30
20-30 diodes
diodes would
would be
be required
required
compared with 400-500 selenium
selenium diodes
diodes for
for the
the same
same voltage,
voltage,
they would appear to
t
to be
be an
an ideal
ideal solution
SQlution for
for solid
solid state
state e.h
e.h.t.
r'
ectifiers.
rectifiers.
Enfield, Middlesex.
Middlesex .
F.
F . D.
D . .BATE,
BATE,
Thorn-AE
Thorn-AEII Applications
Applicatio ns Laboratory
Laboratory

The author replies:—
replies:-

II am grateful to
to Mr. Bate
Bate for
for the
the interest
interest he
he has
has expressed
expressed
in this article and
and for
for his
his comments.
comments. II agree
agree with
with him
him that
that
the diode current is of
shape for
a
zero
resistance
of triangular
triangular ·shape
for a zero resistance
diode and that it would be
treat
it
as
such
be more
more accurate
accurate to
to treat it as such
when considering
considerin g the
the effective source
source resistance
resistance of
of the
the transtransformer alone—or
alone-or of a transformer
transforme r plus
plus aa low
low resistance
resistance recrec- .
tifier such as a valve or
or aa silicon
silicon rectifier
rectifier chain.
chain. However,
However, ·
as Mr. Bate shows, the
the error
error introduced
introduced by
by this
this assumption
assumption
is small and, in my view,
view, the
the sinusoidal
sinusoidal approach
approach is
is ·more
more
appropriat
appropriatee to the case of the
relatively
the-relative
ly high
high resistance
resistance selenium
selenium
rectifier (where r.C, as
as. explained
explained in
in my
my article,
article, is
is aa relatively
relatively
long time constant).
A much greater error isis likely
likely to
to be
be introduced
introduced by
by the
the concept
concept
of r.m.s.
r.in.s. current in a non-linear device.
device. II agree
agree with
with Mr.
Mr. Bate's
Bate's
equation (8) provided that the
the diode
diode can
can be
be regarded
~egarded as
as aa
constant resistance, Kn.
R~> ·' It may
rriay be
be noted,
noted, however,
however, that
that in
in my
my
own analysis
analvsis of forward power
dissipation,, II look
oower dissipation
took into
into account
account
the " threshold " voltage of
of the
the diode
diode and
and my
my integration
integration
was therefore based on aa forward
forward characteristic
characteris tic equivalent
equivalent to
to aa
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fixed voltage in series
series with
with aa fixed
.fixed resistance.
resistance. .Applying
Applying the
the
same process to Mr. Bate's
Bate's analysis
analysis my
my equation
equation for
for his
his shape
shape
case of
of aa triangular
triangular current
current becomes
becomes
factor, K, .in the case

K
= 1.33 ^1.5
K=1.33
(1.s ~: —
~ O.s j where
where Rp
Rr and
and R,,
Rn have
have the
the meaning
meaning
the accompanying figure.
figure.
illustrated in tne
It will be seen that when Rp
Rr -=- Rp
Rn we
we nave
nave the
the conditions
conditions
=- -1.33,
1.33, as
as in
in his
his equation
equation (8).
(8).
assumed by Mr. Bate and K —
the rectifier
rectifier voltage
voltage
T
his value would correctly apply
apply when
when the
This
drop was much larger than
than the
the threshold
threshold voltage.
voltage. In
In the
the
have been
been considering,
considering, however,
however, the
the
practical cases that we have
R
ratio ~:-—can
can be of the order
order of
of 1.5,
LS, and
and this
this makes
makes K
K just
just
Ru
summarize. then, II ·think
tliink itit pays
pays to
to worry
worry about
about
over 2.3. To summarize
the shape of the diode characteristic
characteristic more
'more than
than the
the shape
sh.ape of
ofthe
the
·
··
current saveform.
equation (10),
(10), whilst
whilst II agree
agree with
with the
the
· Regarding Mr. Bate's equation
individual analyses
an~!yses leading
leading to
to the
the expressions
expressions for
for the
the separate
separate
·
T
T <• . T
components of source resistance,
resistance, c 'and
and K
K Tc.. Rp,
Rn, II do
do not
not

O.s)

think that they can be
be summed
sunimed in
in this
this simple
simple manner
manner to
to get
·get
the combined effective
effectiye source
source resistance.
-resistance. II think
think that
that itit isis
equation (6),
(6)', armed
armed with
with the
the value
value of
of
necessary
to go back to equation
lIf,,rn
of ·K,
etc., and
and repeat
repeat the
the process
proces'S of
of
„(s822 derived in terms of
K, etc.,
calculating the total effective
'effective input
input resistance,
resistance, as
as before,
before, in
in
terms of p.
fl. When this is done,
done, aa much
much lower
lower total
total resistance
resistance
the two
two individual
individual resistances.
resistances. (Com(Comis found than the sum of the
of my
my article
art ide where
where itit will
will be
be seen,
seen, for
for
pare also with .Fig. 3 of
1'

example, that doubling^
doubling .R does
does not
not double
double the
the voltage
voltage loss.)
loss.)
with Mr.
Finally, I heartily
heartiiy agree with
Mr . Bate's
.Bate's remarks
remarks regarding
regarding
silicon diode
diode chains.
chains. The
The advent
advent .
the technical superiority of silicon
of the controlled
controlled avalanche technique
techniq~e makes
makes multiple
multiple series
series
and reliable—and
reliable--and only
only the
.the cost
cost
connections simple, safe
safe and
prevents them from being
being offered
offered for
for this
this application
applicatiQn now.
now.
prevents
We are,
are; however, at
lit present
present considering
considering ways
ways in
in which
whic.h. 20
2~ or
or
more silicon avalanche rectifiers
rectifiers .could
could form
.form aa single
single e.h.t.
e.h.t.
high efficiency.
efficiency. The
The commercial
commercial target
target
rectifier device of high
price is a tough
tou~h one to
to meet, however.
however.
J. L. STORR-BEST
STORR- BEST
IN his article in the January
January issue
issue Mr.
Mr. Storr-Best
Storr-Best isis rather
rather
optimistic in saying the p.i.v.
p.i. v. across
across the
the e.h.t.
e.h. t. rectifier
rectifier isis V-f
V + EE(,0
(page 21).
·
If we consider the voltage
vpltage waveform
waveform at
at the
the ·anode
anode of
ofthe
the e.h.t.
e.h. t.
nothird harmonic
harmonic tuning
tuning as
as shown
shown in
inthe
the diagram,
diagram,
rectifier with no
we find that during the scanning
scanning period
period (T2(T2 - TO,
T 1 ), the
the voltage
voltage
will be negative
negatiyew.r.t.
thus increasing
increasing the
the p.i.v.
p.i.v. across
across the
the
w.r.t. earth, thus
rectifier.
p.i.v. under
under nominal
nominal operating
operating conditions
conditions
rectifier. So the p.i.v.
+ En0 +fVj.
V 1 • The
The average
average potential
potential at
at any
any point
point
should be V +
across the line output transformer
transformer isis the
the boosted
boosted voltage
voltage
b), and .the area of the
the shaded
shaded portions
portions of
of the
the waveform
waveform
(V 0:,,,),
must be equal. If at zero
zero or
or low
low picture
picture tube
tube beam
beam current
current
when E %
R:> V, then
V1 A
, , V6b b = V_ +_F___V1
- where F = - rrTz
T~
V,
2. 1
WIRELESS World,
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For aa typical
0.18
For
typical case
case where
where V,,.,
V1,1; =- 800V;
800V; ^,
0.18 and
andV
V-= ISkV
18kV
vl
.
.
V] =^ 1420 volts
The p.i.v. given by V-fE
V + E00 +1 V!
V 1 isis of
of course
course under
under nominal
nominal
operating conditions and to this
this must
must be
be added
added the
the effects
effects of
spreads in components and operating
operating conditions.
conditions.
. .
Horley, Surrey.
K. E.
E. MARTIN
MARTIN
. ..
. ... K.

of

The author replies:—
replies:.
.
II . agree
agre~ that one can, on
on closer
closer examination,
examination, dissect
dissect the
.the
mput waveform into
into the
the more
more detailed
detailed voltage
voltage comcomrectifier input
ponents shown
Martin's diagram.
diagram. The
The result,
result, however,
however,
show!l in Mr. Martin's
is .the
the same since
1s
smce all I intended
intended to
to .convey
convey by
by saying
saying that
that the
the
p.i.v. approaches E +
E00 in
p.1.v.
--!-E
in my
my Fig,
Fig. 22 isis that
that the
thep.i.v.
p.i.v. should
shouldbe
be
measured from the crest of
of the
the positive
positive voltage
v~ltage · pulse
pulse to
to the
the
trough of the first
first _negative
negative:·overshoot
ove.rshoot pulse
pulse (i.e.
(i.e. the
the same
same·as
as
V, + E„
Eo in Mr. Martin's diagram).
diagram) .. Come
Come to
to think
think of
of it,
it,
E + V1
general conclusions
tl1_ose words in my
mygeneral
conclusions on
on page
page 23!
23!
I used just those
(27 lines from the bottom
bottom of
of the
the first
first column).
column).
components and
and operating
operating conconTolerances on associated components
ditions
di~ions must of course be
be taken
taken into
into account;
account; whereas
whereas the
the
nominal p.i.v. may be only 1.1
1.1 times
times the
the d.c.
d.c. no
no load
load output
output
voltage, under the worst case
case conditions
conditions which
which may
may occur
occur due
due
to the adverse combination
combination of
of control
control misadjustments,
misadjustments, high
,high
mains input and component
component tolerances,
tolerances, this
this factor
factor may
may rise
rise to
to
about 1.4. These short-term
short-terril high
high stress
stress conditions
conditions have
have been
been
taken into account in rating
rating the
the rectifiers.
rectifiers.
J. ,L.
L. STORR-BEST

Logi~· .: Without
WithGut Tears
Logic
AFTER.
correspondence in
in Wireless
Wireless World
World
AFTER - the recent correspondence
on
o f logic
logic- symbols
symbols it
it was
was good
good to
to see
see the
the careful
careful
on the subject -of
mad~ of
of'B.S-.
symbols by
by Mr. Henly
Henly in
in his
his article
article"
Logic
use made
B.S. symbols
" Logic
Without Tears " in the
the January
January issue.
issue. So
So often
often on
on tackling
tackling
is presented
presented with
with yet
yet another
another tangle
tangle
a new book or article one is
-of
circles and
and semicircles,
semicircles, and
and -I
am sure
sure
of squares, triangles, circles
I am
that a significant amount
amcunt of time
time and
and energy
energy isis lost
lost by
bythe
thereader
reader
he can
can start
start on
on the
the meat
meat of
of the
the
. in " getting with it " ·-before
before he
work. Even worse, it has been
been known
known for
for aa particular
particular symbol
symbol
to represent one function by
by one
one author
author and
and quite
quite aa different
different
logic symbols
symbols are
are now
now being
beingapplied
applied
function by another. Since logic
field of
of engineering
engineering itit isis .important
important
to . an increasingly wider field
encouraged and
and II would
wouldsuggest,
suggest,
that standardization should be encouraged
and its
its associated
associated publications
publications
th{!refore,
therefore, that Wireless World and
make a contribution to this cause
cause by
by refusing*
refusing* to
to publish
publish logic
logic
B.S.530.
diagrams not based on B.S.530.
Having established a suitable
suitable vocabulary
vocabulary of
of symbols
symbols there
there
arises the question of how
how these
these symbols
symbols are
are to
to be
be used.
used.
preliminary diagrams
diagrams made
made by
by
I would say that, apart from preliminary
logic designers and illustrative
illustrative examples
examples of
of the
the.kind
kind used
used by
by
Mr. Henly in his article, logic
logic circuit
circuit diagrams
diagrams should
should follow
follow
circuits they
they are
are supposed
supposed to
to represent
represent
very closely the physical circuits

*whichW.W.candoesbe instantly
not exclude any good symbols (for instance, for transistors)
recognized for what they are, or are clearly defined by

W . W. does not exclude any good symbols (for instance, for transistors)
which can be instantly recognized for what they are, or are clearly defined by
the
author.-Ed.
the author.—Ed.
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8s

an
with an
o that one may be able to identify each logic symbol with

principle
'dement of hardware. ·Some
Some may wish to take this principle
~lement

particular
to indicate a particular
modifyit:J.g the B.S. symbols to
urther by modifying
further
gate has aa
sort of engineering, for example, to show that a gate
binary
that aa binary
relatively high power handling capacity or that
far
But how far
register is built up from ferrite core elements. .But
of
value of
can this sort of thing go without detracting from the value
the basic set of symbols?
A point about the algebraic characters used by Mr. Henly is
the
by the
+ (standing for OR) is deprecated by
that the character +
1962)
B.S.3527:: 1962)
B.S.!.("
B.S.I. (" Glossary of Terms used in ADP ": B.S.3527
and, presumably, so must be its companion x (standing for
unambiguous
AND). Personally, I find the characters + and x unambiguous
or
dot, or
& (or aa dot,
and easy to use but the alternative pair VV and &
B.S.
the B.S.
in the
list
the
of
of&)
nothing
nothing' at all in place of
&) being top
list in
that
is that
& is
of &
appears to be generally preferred. An advantage of
for
symbol for
logic symbol
this character can also be used inside the logic
article.
the article.
AND in place of a numeral, as is done in the
they
years they
recent years
If I have shed any digital tears at all during recent
to
given to
descriptions given
_have been lost in the handling of verbal descriptions
call
to call
what to
being what
the operation of digital circuits, the problem being
the
of the
examples of
the two states of the binary signal. A few examples
correspondence in
difficulty can be seen in recent articles and correspondence
UP/DOWN,
Wireless World, but, Mr. Henly avoids the UP/DOWN,
ON/OFF, PRESENT/NOT PRESENT controversy by telling
if
us what the actual voltage levels are. I would suggest that if
we were always to talk in terms of POS/NEG the descriptions
would unambiguously apply to any circuit, n-p-n or p-n-p, d.c.
or pulse and drawn, positive up or negative up!
be
themselves can be
The difficulty of naming the circuits themselves
overcome by indicating polarity in the title; for example,
called aa
be called
the circuit shown in Fig. 14 of the article can be
negative AND gate, indicating unambiguously that the circuit
perforni the AND operation on the relatively negative
will perform
Morgan's
value of the signal. The reader who knows his De Morgan's
OR
the OR
Theorem will then know that the circuit will perform the
operation on the relatively positive value of the signal and he
can rename the circuit a positive OR gate if he so wishes.
since
14-17 is that since
The snag with the circuits shown in Figs. 14-17
of
choice of
the captions chosen .are only correct for a particular choice
signal polarity the figures rely too much on the text for their
the
out the
correct interpretation. The reader can, of course, try out
polarity
circuit operation for himself to decide which signal polarity
was intended to fit the caption but this is perhaps an unreasonstudent.t
toask
able thing to
ask of a student.f
The points of criticism I have raised are admittedly small in
relation to the usefulness of Mr. Henly's article but ILhave
have
subject.
learnt that it's the small things that count in this subject.
CHESTER ·
Lee-on-the-Solent, Hants.
A. S. CHESTER

of+
it on the subject of
+ and xX (or.)
I now have to disagree with it
the
V and &. I feel the use of the former pair make the
versus V
An
algebra more explicit even when one is familiar with it. An
" approachable "
equation using these symbols ·seems
seems
more "approachable"
an u or tllc
other
many other
n and
V (or p
+ and V
d U or the many
than one using +
used
be used
V can be
symbols in common use). Certainly the symbol V

in the
the OR
OR gate
symbol
gate symbol
in

».

but I feel it has little to commend it in favour of
of

~

up ", ""down",
down ", ""on",
on
3. I, too, depreciate the use of ""up",
to
ref!!tring to
Neg ", etc. ad nauseam, when rcfetring
"Neg
"" off " " Pos " and "
'that
(exeept that
signal levels. Similarly, I see no need whatsoever (except
signal
B.S.I, recommends) for positive to be ""up"
up " and negative to
B.S.I.
be " down"
down " providing the diagram is suitably annotated
(I do not wish to start up an old controversy here!).
(I
H. R. HENLY
Thevenin and Norton
Thivenin

5611964 issue (pp. 561IN my letter appearing in the November 1964
562) under the above heading a wrong statement slipped in
proof
actual proof
which, although it has nothing to do with the actual
last
submitted, does invalidate most of what is said in the last
cannot be extended
paragraph of page 561, since the theorem cannot
to arbitrary instantaneous powers in networks containing
proved (the
capacitances. However, it can be proved
inductances and capacitances.
holds for
proof is rather long) that the following relation holds
an a.c. network with general impedances and voltage sources:
S =
I1*
+ EEo'0' Ij*
So0 +
= S
S
and,
conjugate and,
where the asterisk (*) stands for complex conjugate
generator
by the generator
LEI*) supplied by
~ total phasor power ((.EEl*)
S =
voltage sources under load conditions.
voltage
by the generator voltage
total phasor power supplied by
S
So0 =-total
sources under no load.
=current
II,1 =
current supplied to the load.
E00'=output
'=output open-circuit voltage which would have been
supplied by the generator had all its internal impedances
conjugates.
been replaced by their complex conjugates.
It should be noted that the above formula yields, for the
the
equivalent to the
purely resistive case, a relation which is equivalent
formerly obtained one.
J. ALTSHULER,
Cuba.
University
Havana
of Havana
University of

t The reader will not need to experiment if he has read paragraph 4, column
article.-Ed. ,
Henly's article.—Ed.
of Henly's
48 of
page 48
1, page
column 1,
paragraph··s,
and paragraph
4 7 and
page 47
2,
2, page
5, column

.

replies:-1
The author replies:—
g~n.~fal agreement with most of the points
i~ general
find, myself · in
II ' find
one or
raised. There are, however, one
Mt: Chester J1.as
which Mr.
has raised.

make.
s hould like to make.
whichiI .should
two comments which
ulterior
B.S.I. symbols, one of the ulterior
qf B.S.I,
subject:. pf
if.
On Jhe
the subject
.L. .On
system
this system
to this
article_was to draw attention to
motives 'of
of the article
rp.otivt;S
Electhe Elecigp.oied by many (in particular the
which i seems to be ignored
shortcomings,
its shortcomings,
luis its
Industry) .. Although the system has
tronics Industrjf.
b},lsic
the basic
are. generally in isolated symbols and not in the
these .are
adoption
systeni.
system. Although I would like to see the .· general adoption
to
desire to
W. W. of this system, I appreciate the Editor's desire
by W.W.
subject.
maint<'tin
maintain complete impartiality on the subject.
prepaLooking at the list of organizations concerned in the prepasupport
of support
at. the lack of
of this standard II am amazed at
ration of
the
and the
it" receives (outside Government departments and
which it
·
professional institutions).
There has been much discussion recently of incorporating
of
type of
with the logic diagram, information relating to the type
hardware used. The recent I.E.R.E. discussion on the subject
hardware
iriherent failing
brought forth some interesting ideas, but the inherent
one
cluttering " of the one
of most lies in the unavoidable " cluttering"
diagram with many different types of information. The value
diagram
of the logic diagram lies in its complete generality which is
the
lost when information is added which is not relevant to the
lost
logical functioning of the circuit.
above,
B.S.I. symbols above.
2. After saying so much in favour of B.S.I,
2.
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Public Address Show

Public Address Show
be seen at .the
EQUIPMENT from many countries will be
at
18th) at
exhibition being held for two days (March 17th and 18th)
Organized
the King's Head Hotel, Harrow-on-the-Hill, Middx. Organized
open
be open
by the Association of Public Address Engineers, it will be
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day and admission is by trade card
at
Association at
or invitation ticket available from the Association
394 Northolt Road, South Harrow, Middx., or any of the
394
below.
exhibitors listed below.
BB
Associates
Audix BB
Lyons Associates
D.
Audix
D. Lyons
BVC ·
Magneta BVC
Magneta
B.B.C.
B.B.C.
Electronics
Minnesota Mining
C.T.H. Electronics
Mfg.
· C.T.H.
& Mfg.
Mining &
Minnesota
Mfg.
Clarke
Pamphonic
Smith Mfg.
& Smith
Reproducers
Clarke &
Pamphon ic Reproducers
Decca Radio
Scott)
(Peto Scott)
Television
& Television
Philips (Peto
Radio &
Philips
Decca
E.M.I.
Electronics
E.M.I. Electronics
Politechna .
Politechna
Records
E.M.I. Records
E.M.I.
Pye
Telecommunications
Pye Telecommunications
Elcom
Radio
Retailing
Elcom
Radi.o Retailing
Electrical
Development
General Development
Rendar
& General
lnstru.ments
Electrical &
Reildar Instruments
&
Reosound
Electrical &
and Electrical
Weekly and
Electronics
Engineering
Electronics Weekly
Reosound Engineering
Trading
Radio
Reslosound
Radio Trading
Reslosound
Fi-Cord
International
Rola
Fi-Cord International
Celestian
Rola Celestian
Industries
Film Industries
Electronics
Film
Shure Electronics
Shure
G.P.O.
Sound
Coverage
G .P.O.
Sound Coverage
Cables
& Cables
Industries
Goodmans
Standard
Telephones &
Goodmans Industries
Standard Telephones
Reproducers
Grampian
Ultra
Grampian Reproducers
Electronics
Ultra Electronics
Hird-Brown
Vitavox
Hird-Brown
Vitavox
Engineer
Broadcast Engineer
International
Vortexion
Vortexion
International Broadcast
Industries
Jennings
Musical Industries
Equipment
P.A. Equipment
Jennings Musical
Warren P.A.
Warren
Co.
& Co.
Lockwood
Co.
Lockwood &
Radio Co.
Electrical Radio
Whiteley Electrical
Whiteley
Lustraphone
Trader
Lustraphone
Wireless
Wireless Trader
& Wireless
World &
Wireless World
MARCH 1965
WORLD, March
Wireless World,
WIRELESS

MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURERS'

PRODUCTS

NEW ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT AND
AND ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES

Gresham Lion Electronics
Electronics Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of Lion
Lion
Potentiometer Linearity
Linearity Tester
Tester
Hanworrh Trading Estate,
Estate, FeltFeltpotentiometer department
THE :· potentiometer
department · of
of -' Works, Hanworth
ham, Middx.
Middx. This head
head is
is primarily
primarily
Ferranti Ltd. have produced
produced aa potentiopotentiodesigned for digital
digital applications
applications where
where
meter linearity test machine
machine that
th.n comcomhigh track packing densities
densities are
are rerefrom aa potentiometer
potentiometer
pares the voltage from
quired, and has an output
output of
of 1.5
1..5 mV
mV
under test with
with that
that from
from aa standard
standard
peak-to-peak at 300 bits
bits per
per inch
inch at
at
element contained within
within the
the unit.
unit.
15 in/sec.
in/ sec. The head
head has
has aa gap
gap width
width
available comThis machine is now available
comof 0.00025 in, and
apd the windings
windmgs of
of each
each
mercially and its output,
output, the
the voltage
voltage
track have four terminals
terminals that
that allow
allow the
the
difference-which
difference—which is the linearity
linearity error
error
two balanced windings
wmdmgs to
to be
be connected
connected
-can be displayed on
on an
an oscilloscope
oscilloscope
■—can
·in
i n series or
or parallel.
parallel. When
When the
the two
two
testing or
or on
on aa strip
strip
for quick routine testing
coils are connected ·in
in series
series the
the inducinducpermanent recording.
recording. The
The
chart for permanent
to be
be 2.4
2.4 mH
mH ±15%
± 15%
Ferry Road,
Road,. tance is quoted to
company's address isis Ferry
and resistance to be
be within
within 10%
10% of
of
Edinburgh, 5.
22 O.
D. Crosstalk (measured
(measured by
by recording
recording
3WW
3WW 301
301 for
for further
further details
details
simultaneously in phase signals
signals on
on two
two
alternative tracks and
and measuring
measuring ·the
the
Front-wiring Base for
for Relays
Relays
signal induced in the
the ·interposing
interposing tracks
tracks
when reproducing) isis claimed
claimed to
to be
be
screw terminals
terminals
A PLUG-IN base with screw
developed for use
use with
with the
the octal
octal
has been developed
change-over) and
8-pin (2 change-over)
au'd the
the interinter11-pin (3 change-over)
change-over) Kuhnke
national 11-pin
Kuhnke
Universal series of
of relays.
relays. These
These bases
bases
are moulded from Makrolon
Makrolon and
and all
all
terminal plates
plates. and
and screws
screws are
are silversilverplated.
Associated relays with
with operating
operating voltvoltages up to 220
220 volts d.c.
d.c. and
and 240
240 volts
volts
a.c. (contact rating
rating 66 amp)
amp) are
are also
also availavailable from H. Kuhnke Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of 163
163 StanStanwell Road, Ashford, Middx.
Middx.
3WW
JWW 302
302 for
for further
further details
details
Miniature Bead Thermistors
IMPROVED
I MPROVED manufacturing techniques
techniques
enable Mullard Ltd. to announce
announce four
four
new basic types of miniature
miniatu~e bead
bead therthermistors that are more
more robust,
robust, have
have imimproved electrical stability
stability and
and will
will work
work
at higher temperature than
than types
ty.p es prepreviously available.
These consist of a basic
basic encapsulated
encapsulated
bead (VA3100
(VA3100 range) in
in three
three different
different
mounting configurations;
configurations; double-ended
double-ended
glass encapsulated bead
bead (VA3200);
(VA3200); glassglass:dipped bead (VA3400);
(VA3400); and
.a nd "thermo"thermometer
meter type" mounted bead
bead (VA3700).
(VA3700).
The four types are being
being offered
offered with
with
resistance values ranging
ranging from
from 11kll
krl to
to
· 470 kO, at 25°
25 ° C.
3WW
JWW 303
303 for
for further
further details
details
Multri-track Magnetic
Magnetic Recording
Recording
Head
A THIRTY-THREE-TRACK
THIRTY-THREE-TRACK magmagnetic recording head for
for use
use with
with oneoneinch tape has been
been developed
developed by
by
WIRELESS World,
WORLD, March
MARCH 1965
1965
Wireless

better than —20
-20 dB on
on aa square
square wave
wave
signal at, and below, lOkc/s
10 kc/s with
with tape
tape
running at 15 in/sec. The
The track
track pitching
pitching
0.030 in -and
. and the
the track
track width
width isis
is 0.030in
0.010 in.
3WW
JWW 304
304 for
for further
further tfetaila
details
Modular Racking System
modular kit
UNIFRAME, a flexible modular
kit
construction system with
with 19
19in
in panel
panel
widths is now available
available from
from C.
C. &
& N.
N.
L td., The
The Green,
Green, Gosport,
(Electrical) Ltd.,
Gosport,
Hants. There are nine basic
basic kits—all
kits-all of
of
which can be
be expanded—comprising
expanded-comprising
three different heights,
heights, each
each being
being availavailable in three different
This
different depths.
depths.
This
makes the system
system equally
equally suitable
suitable for
for
single instruments and
and for
for complex
complex
multiple racks.
racks. The
The
systems requiring multiple

Plug-in relay with front-wiring
front-wiring
base from
from H. Kuhnke Ltd.
Ltd.
Ferranti potentiometer
po<:eniiometer linearity
linearity
test machine.

from Mullard
Mulford Ltd.
Ltd.
Miniature bead thermistors from

· ~~:.-=.:.

...

--

__,_... , ...

Thirty-three-track magnetic
magnetic
recording
head
from
from
Gresham Lion Electronics
Electronics
Ltd. It/t. measures 1.5
1.5 xx 0.6 xx
1.25 in.
iti.
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power
Mcfs power
Ten-watt telemetry 216 to 260 Mc/s
Corporation.
amplifier from the Leach Corporation.

the
from the
pressure transducer from
Uniframe modular racking system .introduced High-output
Unif'rame
of
Division of
· Consolidated Electrodynamics Division
Ltd.
& N. (Electrical) ltd.
by C. &
I0 oz.
Bell and Howell Ltd. It weighs 10

for
suitable for
Industrial television camera suitable
direct connection to Band II receivers (Fringevision Ltd.).
G.
S. G.
from S.
"Micro-miniature"" headset from
"Micro-miniature
microphone
Brown Ltd. As can be seen aa microphone
headset, which
boom is not needed with this headset,
which
weighs less than II oz.

Velorum 100-watt marine radiotelephone
Ltd.
from
(rom Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.

easily as
units can be taken to pieces as easily
expansion
they are assembled, · either for expansion
or
of the
the basic kit, or for
for transporting or
of
85 % of
storing with a .saving of over 85%
space.
is
system is
The basic principle of the system
the
in the
the structural strength inherent in
to
bolted to
four .side
.:>ide members which are bolted
equipthe top and base fabrications; an equipfor aa
10Q lb is -auoted
of 100
ment lpa.ding
loading of
quoted for
enclosure
tofin. The enclosure
of lOJin.
pahfel
panel height of
galcovered galp.v.c. covered
pan.eJ,s are made from p.v.c.
panels
vanized .sheet
sheet steel.
accessories
A comprehensive range of .accessories
includes
it includes
system. · it
.t he system,
is available for the
aluininium,
front panels · in steel or aluminium,
chassis and chassis brackets, runners,
selection
blower units, plinth units and a selection
of enclosure panels.
details
furthe r details
for further
305 for
3WW
3WW 305

Amf'lifier
Ten-watt R.F. Amplifier
A SOLID-STATE power amplifier that
260
to 260
216 to
10 watts at 216
can provide a full 10
Mc/s with an efficiency of 45%, under
is
specified environmental conditions, is
now available from the Leach CorporaU .S.A.
tion, of Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
has
TA~1000, has
This amplifier, designated TA-1000,
applications
telemetry apphcations
been designed for telemetry
four,..
cart be driven .by
and can
by any one- to fourwatt transmitter. Transistors with special
aJ1d improved
thermal
thermal. characteristics and
through
energy through
methods of transferring energy
temcase temthe heat sinks have achieved a case
+85°C,
perature working range up to +85°C.
size,
improv~d overall size,
This has also improved
its
2.9 X 4 X 1.5 in, and its
is , only 2.9X4X1.5in,
which is,
withcan with(14oz).
weight (14
oz). The TA-1000 can
kc/s,
up to 22 kc/s,
stand vibrations of 20 g up
g.
150 g.
acceleration to 150
shock to 150 g and acceleration
details
further details
for further
3WW
306 for
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Multi-channel Marine
Radiotelephone
RadiotelefJhone
DESIGNED for coastal telephony is the
from
new 100-watt Velorum transceiver from
Asso~
telecommunications division of Assothe telecommunications
of
Industries Ltd., of
ciated Electrical Industries
Woolwich, London, S.E.18. It is suitand
'o peration and
or duplex operation
able for simplex or
Post
has been approved by the British Post
Office and the Ministry of Transport for
vessels.
use in compulsorily fitted R/T vessels.
telephony
In addition to the coastal telephony
has
section has
bands-in
bands—in which the receiver section
frequencies12 crystal-controlled spot frequencies—
trawler
the receiver covers the broadcast, trawler
and beacon bands, and also has directransmitter
The · transmitter
tion-finding facilities. The
to
covers the frequency range ·1·6
1-6 ·.to
crystal-controlled spot
Mc/s-with 11 crystal-controlled
3.8 Mc/s—with
frequencies—-and
frequencies-and has a stability of better
modulated
be modulated
can be
It can
10 It
than 50 parts in 10".
in-built two-tone
90 % and has an in-built
up to 90%
alarm, which automatically modulates the
distress
the distress
transmitter when switched to the
·
frequency
frequency..
6

•

&
Picard &
Miniature blowtorch from
from Henri Picara
to
3in to
power is 3in
full power
Frere Ltd. Flame size at full
extreme tip.
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An ultra-lightweight adjustable headheadtransducer
band is available for the transducer
assembly
assembly.. . This may not be required as
specthe assembly can be slipped on to specother
tacles or anchored to a helmet or other
headgear. Foot-operated switches are
are
provided and the microphone output can
be used directly for dynamic drive circuits. Amplifiers are available
available to match
circuits. The
the microphone to carbon circuits.
· company's address is King George's
Herts.
Avenue, Watford, Herts.
3WW 310
3WW
310 for
for further
further details
details

iGt.c
♦a # >

.

Miniature Blowtorch
ROSS laboratory oscilloscope from
from Roband
Electronics Ltd.

The . Velorum is designed to operate
115/230V,
Should
from 115/230
V, 50c/s supplies. Should
it be required to work from a 24 V d.c.
d.c.
inverter
supply, a separate static power inverter
is available. The overall dimensions of
of
is
the transceiver
transceiv:er are: 32X24X15
32 X 24 X 15 in. It
It
154lb.
weighs 154
lb.

aww
307 for
for further
further details
details
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High-output Pressure Transducer

Sleeve
prongs
S/eeve fitting tool with three sets of prongs
from Hellermann
HeUermann Electric Ltd.

50 c/s
c/ s supply—consumption
supply-consumption 20
240 V, 50
watts-and
pr()vide a 20
20mV
watts—and provide
mV r.f. output.
The target illumination sensitivity is
is
quoted at 0.5ft-candle and the spectral
spectral
similar to
to panpanresponse is
is· said . to . be similar
chromatic film. A horizontal
horizomal resolution
Me/ s is specified.
of 3 Mc/s
Special housings are · available for
camera and the ·overall
this camera
overall dimensions
long
of the standard housing are:
are : 12in
12 in long
tripod
X 6 in diameter. A bush for tripod
mounting and a " C"
C " type mount
mount
assembly, that will accept standard
incorporated. The
The
16 mm lenses, are incorporated.
price of the camera is £91. Rental
facilities are available.

POWERED by a gas lighter refill
refiil is the
the
""Supa
Supa Nova" miniature blowtorch
blowtorch
being ·marketed
marketed by Henri
Henri Picard &
&
Frere Ltd., of 34-35 Furnival · Street,
Street,
London, E.C.4. .This torch weighs less
less
than two ounces, measures 4i
4t in in
length and will operate on either
either butane
butane
or propane gas to provide flame temperatures up to 1,600°C
1,600°C. with the
the air
air
and gas valves fully open.
,. Running off aa .standard lighter
lighter refill,
for
the torch will give ·aa strong flame for
It
1J hours, or a low flame for approxinot suffisuffimately 2}
2t hours. If this is not
cient, it can be connected to a domestic
or industrial
industriai cylinder by means of aa
screw-on grip attachment and a length
·of
costs
of rubber tubing. The torch costs
£2 5s. , .

under extreme
DESIGNED to operate under
3WW 311
3WW
311 for
for further
further details
details
and
conditions of acceleration, vibration and
shock is the Type 4-390 high-output
high-output
pressure transducer, which is now available from the Consolidated ElectroUniversal Sleeve
Sle~ve Fitting Tool
Howell
dynamics Division of Bell and Howell
INTER
CHANGEABLE prongs
INTERCHANGEABLE
Ltd., of 14 Commercial Road, Woking,
of sleeve
designed to cover a wide range of
This. device is suitable for
for absoabsoSurrey. This
new
fitting applications are featured in aa new
measurement's of fluids
lute and ,gauge
gauge measurements
Ltd, have reretool Hellermann
HeUermann Electric Ltd.
and gases, compatible with 416 stainof this
this
cently introduced. Other features of
an.d is available in pressure
pressure
less steel, and
new tool include a reduction in weight,
3WW
3WW 309
309 for
for further
further details
details
Lb per sq in.
in.
ranges from 100 to 5,000 lb
the opening
opening of
of
built-in stops to control the
It comprises an unbonded strain
strain gauge
gauge
the jaws, and improved styling
styling that
sensing element, integral
~ntegral solid-state
solid-state
Small · Headset
makes the tool easier to handle.
amplifier and power supply, and provides
kit consisting of aa
It is supplied as a kit
FOLLOWING
successful development
fea;t ures
a five volt d.c. output. Design features
p1'ongs, an Allen
Allen key
body, three sets of prongs,
the MerMerof a small headset for use in the
include low-pass
suppress
low-pass filtering to suppress
(for changing the prongs) and a small
cury
space
capsule,
the
communications
high-frequency noise in
in the output, a
The company's
lubricant.. The
bottle of lubricant.
· high degree of isolation between
between the'
the· division of S. G. Brown Ltd. announce
Crawley;;
com- address is Gatwick Road, Crawley,
these headsets are now available compower supply and the signal output cir- ·. these·
Suney.
Surrey.
mercially. They consist of a small twin
pmhibiting outcuits, and provisions for prohibiting
3WW 312
3WW
312 for
for further
further details
~etails
transducer unit containing a magnetic
magnetic
put voltages exceeding a pre-determined
pre-determined
microphone
receiver.
and
a
magnetic
receiver.
elect·rical excitation is
level. The rated electrical
Pressure variations ·are conducted to
to the
the
rnA maximum drain.
drain.
28 volts d.c., 50 mA
Laboratory
La~oratory Oscilloscopes
acoustic
microphone by means of an acoustic
n.
Output impedance
impedance is less than 250 O.
3WW
308 (or
for further
further details
details
tube, which is claimed to be
be very
very
precisio~ laboratory oscilloscopes
1WW 308
TWO precision
employing tunnel diode trigger circuits
sibilan.ts and exexefficient in attenuating sibilants
the
traneous noise. The output from the
are now being manufactured by Roband
405-line Television Camera
ear via
via aa
of Charlwood Works,
receiver is conducted to the ear
Electronics Ltd., of
tube. This
This is
is tertersmall flexible plastic tube.
Lowfield
Lowfield Heath Road, .Charlwood, Hor25-frame
AN all-transistor 405-line, 25-frame
minated in a moulded germicidal plastic
ley, Surrey. A selection of
of plug-in verver(random interlaced) television camera
tical deflection amplifiers are available for
moulds
designed to work with Band 1I television .tip which is sensitive to heat and moulds
itself into the shape of the aural cavity
cavity
the two instruments which, incidentally,
Fringevision
receivers .is announced by Fringevision
An alternaalternafive-inch c.r.t's
c.r.t's
are fitted with flat-faced, five-inch
Ltd., of Elcot · Lane, Marlborough, through body temperature. · An
em display.
just outout- _ that give a 4 by 10 cm
tive earpiece that is anchored just
Wilts. Known as the Type Vidicon
Vidicon
The cheaper of the
the two instruments
will .operate ·. from any 210210- .side the ear is also available.
5.R.F., it will
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at £139, the .ROSS, is suitable for applito . '16
16 Mc/s
Me/ s and the
the· other,
{;ations
cations up to
the RO50,
ROSO, to 32 Mc/s. The price of
is £218.
this instrument is
Ei1:ht
Eight plug-in vertical deflection amplifiers are available for the RO50
ROSO giving bandwidths from d.c. to over 30
ing
30
Me
Is; calibrated sensitivity ranges are
Mc/s;
from 5mV/cm-5V/cm
5 mVI cm-5 VI em with a 20nsec
20 nsec
so mV/cm-20
VI cm-20 V/cm
V/ em with
rise time to
to 50
with
aa 13 nsec rise time. Accuracy is with
3% relative to maximum gain. Two of
switching.
the plug-in units offer beam switching.
Horizontal deflection is by means of
a feedback controlled constant current
current
charging circuit which has a sweep range
R1t;.sec/cm to 6 sec/cm.
sec/em. · Twenty-three
O.l/jsec/cm
calibrated sweep speeds are provided
plus an uncalibrated
uncalibnited variable control
and a five times magnifier that increases
the amplifier,
amplifier gain · to allow a maximum
maximum
0.02 p.secfcm.
sweep rate of 0.02//sec/cm.
The R055
ROSS is similar in design to the
the
RO50 and rise times
ROSO
times vary from 22 to 29
mec. Sweep
Sweep' speed
speed· is from 0.5
0.5 iisec/cm
,n sec/ em
nsec.
to 0.5 sec/cm,
sec/em, plus a variable control,
control,
up to 1.5 sec/cm,
sec/em, and a 55 X
X magnifier
giving a maximum speed of 0,1
0.1 /isec/cm.
p.sec/cm.
The construction of these scopes is
The
such that servicing may be
be· effected in
the majority of cases simply by changing
printed circuit boards, which the company offer by express post should a unit
fail. (See Industrial News for further
sales and service information.)

m
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Self-tuning Ultrasonic Generator
DESIGNED for use with any one of a
number of cleaning tanks (such as
as the
Dawe five-gallon unit that has large
radius corners, eight transducers and an
effective cleaning area of 126 sq in) is
is
the new self-tuning Type 1191B Soniclean automatic ultrasonic generator

available from Dawe Instruments Ltd.,
Ltd.,
of Western Avenue, London, W.3.
Transistors are used throughout the
generator and provide an output of
of
about 300 watts, with a peak rating of
of
600 watts. The resonant frequency of
of
the generator is around 25 kc/s,
kef s, and the
pulse repetition rate is 100
100 pulses
pulses per
per
second. A feedback ·loop
loop is used to seek
and continuously hold the resonant frequency of the transducers, whatever the
tank loading, ·. temperature or other
operating conditions. This, the makers
claim, ensures maximum efficiency
throughout any operation.
the
Because of the strains imposed by the
permanent adjustment to resonance, a
new type of lead zirconate titanate transducer has been developed for use with
this generator.
These transducers,
1166, are
which have the type number 1166,
now being fitted to the standard Dawe
tanks, and are also available separately
if required.

3WW
3WW 314
314 tor
tor further
further details
details

Transistor~
Power Transistors
A RANGE of n-p-n silicon power tranheat
sistors that can be used without heat
sinks have been developed by the Siliof New
New
con Transistor Corporation, of
York, and are available in this country
through Walmore Electronics Ltd., of
11-15 Betterton Street, Drury Lane,
London, W.C.2. The range so far
comprises four units.
units. The first two,
two,
designated 2N2033 and 2N2034, both
have power
ratings of 0.6 watts in free
o
lOOoC
air at 100
G ambient and are mounted
in Type TO-5
T0-5 cans. They have a low
resistance-less than 0.30 il—
nsaturation resistance—less
and can be used to switch currents of
of
11A
A at repetition rates up
up to 55 kc/s.
The other two in the range, 2N2828
and 2N2829, are rated at 22.9 watts at
lOOoC
100 °C case temperature and are

stud.:.mounted cans Ore
(1'6- in
enclosed in stud-mounted
D.E.S.). These should prove to be useuse.;:
ful in series regulated
regulated power supply
supply
units where high efficiency isis the prime
consideration. The saturation resistance
same
figure for these two units is the same,
as the lower rated units, and all have a
maximum collector-to-emitter voltage
voltage
of 80 V.
ratings of

3WW
aww 315
315 for
for further
·f urther details
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Communications Receiver
a 11-t ran sis tor communications
AN all-transistor
receiver ·covering the frequency range
5 kc/s to 30 Mc/s in sixty bands is
announced by the National Radio Company Inc., of 37 Washington Street,
Melrose, Massachusetts. This receiver,
HR0-500, covers 500 kc/s in
designated HRO-500,
calibration
each band with a dial calibration
kc Is over the entire
·e ntire tuning
tuning
:accuracy
a ccuracy 11 kc/s
range. The effective scale length for
for each
each
band is 12ft
12 ft and there is Tin
tin spacing
between each kc/s marking; and tuning
tuning
ratio is 10 kc/s per knob revolution
revolution
(backlash in less than 50 c/s).
HR0Frequency determination in the HRO500 is performed by a phase-locked
phase-kicked freof
quency synthesizer which provides all of
the necessary oscillator injection signals
signals
to tune the 55 kc/s
kc Is to 30 Mc/s
Me Is frequency
to
range. Long-term stability is claimed to
be equivalent to the best commercial
maximum
receivers using valves and the maximum
variation is quoted to be 100c/s
IOOc/s in
in any
an:y
30oC
ten-minute period resulting from a 30°C
change in ambient temperature or ±±20
20%
%
change in the a.c. supply.
This receiver is suitable for s.s.b., a.m.,
through
c.w. and f.s.k. applications and through
rnA at 12
12 V d.c.
d.c.
its low consumption (200 mA
m W and the pilot
with an output of 50 mW
lamps switched off), it should
should be of
of
especial interest to those wanting a portable unit. Provisions are made, however.
however,

9
#
1
Above;
Above: HRO-500
Hi~.0-500 solid-state
solid-stale communications receiver from
from the
the National
National
Radi
(:ompany Inc.
RadiiJ Company

Left:
i..efc Dawe Type 119IB
119/B Son/clean
Sonicfean automatic ultrasonic
ultrasonic generator
generator
driving aa Dawe cleaning tank.
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Above: Measuring instruments
using a common meter unit made
Ltd.
by Dymar Electronics Ltd.

(or low
r:neter for
Miltiohm meter
Right: Milliohm
resistance applications from
Data Laboratories Ltd.

HR0-500 to operate from any
for the HR6-500
115/230 V, 50 to 60c/s supply.
115/230V,
A nominal a.m. sensitivity figure of
10 dB signal-to,u.V is quoted for a 10
2·0
2-0 y.V
imfigure imthe figure
noise ratio; for s.s.b./c.w. the
p.V. The receiver measures
1·0 //.V.
proves to 1-0
X 12-f in and weighs
X 16t X12J
Tk
7i X164weighs 32 lb. It
costs £606 2s 9d in the United Kingdom
Ad. Auriema
and is available . through Ad.
Lane,
Gunnersbury Lane,
Ltd., of 125 ;. Gunhersbury
·w.3:·
London, WX'f
details
further .. details
for further
316 for
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lnstrumimts Using
Measuring Instruments
Common Meter Unit
instruments
A NEW range of measuring instruments
is
unit is
that .use a common meter Unit
announced by Dymar Electronics Ltd.,
of Rembrandit House, Whippendell
elebasic eleRoad, Watford, Herts. The basic
meter
tqe system, the Type 70 meter
ment in the
unit, incorporates a precision five-inch
movement, a comprehensive power
supply and will accept any of the instruincludes · aa
ments ·in
in the range. This includes
701),
wideband . millivoltmeter (Type · 701),
d.c. microvoltmeter · (Type 721), d.c.
· kilovoltmeter (Type 722), a.f. signal
7 41) and a noise factor
generator (Type 741)
·generator
meter (Type 761).
MARCH 1965
WORLD, March
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Milliohm Meter
measuring
AN instrument
instrument suitable for measuring
Data'
low resistances is announced by Data
Hatfields,
3-7 Hatfields,
Ltd ., of 3-7
Laboratories Ltd.,
J kc/s oscillator
London, S.E.I.
S.E.l. A Ikc/s
London,
this
cu~rent for this
provides the energizing current
meter, which has a terminal voltage of
10 mV and a maximum terminal curType
rnA. Known as the Type
rent of 10 mA.
scale)
J03, it has a resistance range (full scale)
103,
lOOD. The meter is
to 10012.
from Imtl
1 m~ l to
linearly calibrated and the overall
accuracy of the instrument is better
Transistors· are used
± 2 'l,', .
1han
than ±2%.
Transistors
throughout and the dimensions of this
12 X 5 X 6in.
instrum~nt are: 12x5X6in.
portable instrument
The consumption is 300 mW.
details
:urther dclails
for further
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Quick-heating double tetrode u.h.f.
Mu!lard Ltd.
from Mullard
power amplifier from
U.H.F. Double Tetrode
A QUICK-HEATING
QUICK-HEATIN G u.h.f. double
the latest
tetrode coded YL 1190 is the
addition to the Mullard range of quickLf volt, 3.8 amp
heat valves. It has a 1.1
frorr( .cold,
filament · and, from
cold, will give a
S·econd.
iess than half a second.
70'X)· output · in less
70%
This valve is primarily intended for
use in the output and frequency multiplier stages of mobile communications
single-ended construc., equipment. A single-ended
ampliMe/ s amplition is employed in this 500 Mc/s
fier, thus making it suitable for in-line
circuit applications. · The power rating
watts
is 20.5 watts and 33 watts
Me/ s is
at 500 Mc/s
at 200 Mc/s.
Development sample quantities are
available from Mullard Ltd., whose
To illustrate the instruments, the headquarters are at Mullard House,
W.C.l.
Torrington Place, London, W.C.I.
Type 741 employs a Wien-bridge oscildetails
further details
·?or further
3'19 for
3WW 319
3WW
stabiliz::tlator with automatic amplitude stabilizato
o ver the frequency range 30 c/s to
tion ·over
± 1 c/s
%, ±lc/s
± 1 %,
kc/s. An accuracy of ±1
300kc/s.
300
is
distortion is
is · quoted, and harmonic distortion
Microminiature
Microminiatur e Filament Lamps
100
1% up to 100
claimed to be less than 1%
30okc/s.
2 ~{) to 300
arid less than 2%
kc/s and
kc/s. The . CIRCULAR multi-filament lamps in
sizes down to i?s6 in outside diameter
600 n.
Vr.m.s.
r.m.s. at 60012.
maximum output is 10 V
openDymar will design .and make special with minimum diameter centre openS·in
i
,'
ings
of
/sin
are
being
manufactured
by
re:..
customer
to
purpose instruments, to
rethe Pinlite Division of the Kay Electric
quin!ment, for use with the . common
quirement,
Fairfidd, New Jersey,
of Fairfield,
· Company, of
meter unit.
"0 "U.S.A. These lamps, known as "O"further details
for further
317 for
33WW
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INFORMATION SERVICE FOR - PROFESSIONAL READERS
in
appearing in
products appearing
on products
information on
To expedite requests for further information
month, aa
each month,
World each
Wireless World
of Wireless
pages of
advertisement pages
·the
the editorial and advertisement
be
will be
cards will
The cards
issue. The
this issue.
in this
service· cards is included in
sheet of reader service
··
·
1.9.
found between advertisement pages 16 ·and
and 19.
dealing
inquiries dealing
all . inquiries
for all
cards for
invite readers to make use of these cards
We Invite
are
advertisements are
with specific products. Many editorial items and .all advertisements
to ·
only to
necessary only
then. necessary
3WW, and, it is then
pr~fixed .:,y
coded with a number, prefixed
by 3WW,and
·.
· · · · . __:_ ., · ·.
'
number(s) on the card.
enter the number{s)
sheet .
the sheet
out the
fold out
to fold
Readers
appreciate the advantage of being able to
will appreciate
Readers will
editorial
the editorial
stud.ying ·the
of cards, enabling them to make entries while studying
.
.J
.
.pages.
and advertisement pages.
overseas.
posted overseas.
in.the U.K., but cards must be stamped ififposted
Postage is free in
additional
the additional
obtain the
to obtain
s.ervice will enable professional readers to
This service
information
require quickly and easily.
they require
information they

. !: : .
·:
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;
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Lite;s, operate from low voltage supplies
supplies
Litcs,
{1
life expectancy
expectancy
(1 to 6 V) and have aa life
to
from 10 to 10,000 hours according to
the voltage used. An array of filaments
filaments
on centres as close as 0.015 X0.030in
X 0.030in
lamps and
and
· can be enclosed in single lamps
the like
like
used in read-out devices and the
with characters only Jin
height.
kin in height.
and
A selection of square, elliptical and
available from
from
polygonal shapes are available
an_d single lamps of unlimited
unlimited
stock and
to customers'
customers'
shapes can be made to
specifications.
3WW 320
320. tor
further details
details
3WW
for further

COMMERCIAL
LITERATURE
COMMERCIAL
LITERATURE
A quick reference chart for ""Mullard
Mullard
Special Quality Valves and equivalents
equivalents"
"
is now available from
fram the
the industrial
industrial
Mulma:kets division of Mullard Ltd., Mulma;kets
lard House, Torrington Place, London,
W.C.l. As with
witl~ the previous editions,
editions,
W.C.I.
CV Services,
Services,
valves are listed under CV
numbers.
American and · Mullard type numbers.
provided
In addition, abridged data is provided
in the 1965 edition to assist
assist in
in the
the selecselecsuited to
to specific
specific
tion of · the valve most suited
circuit · requirements.

3WW 322 for further details
Abri4g~d
Booklet.-The
Abridged Valve Data Booklet.—The
English- Electric
Elec:tric Valve Company,
Company, of
of
English
Ess-ex, are
are now sending
sending out
out
Chelmsford, Essex,
· their 1965 edition of Valve Data.
Data. This
This
contains details of their specialized
specialized elecelectronic
and· ·tubes
tronic ·valves
valves and
tubes and an index
that lists various manufacturers types
types
for which
whieh E.E.V. may be used as
as rereplacements. Service type numbers
numbers are
are
given. .Vacuum
are also
also feafeaVacuum capacitors are
tured in .this 46-page booklet.
3WW
323 for
for further
further details
details
3WW 323
Thermistors for solid state thermal
thermal
S.T.C.
. switching are described in a new S.T.C.
leaflet (MK/189)
(MK/ 189) which gives details
details of
of
temperature
the PTC range of positive temperature
coefficient thermistors, that
that have
have been
been
industrial
primarily designed for use in industrial
Perform~nce . details . of
of
equipment. Performance
ve_ry small spherical
spheri~al components
comp<?nents
these very
(4.73 mm diameter) are included
mcluded in
m the
the
leaflet available from the semiconductor
semiconductor
division of Standard Telephones
Telephones and
and
Cables Ltd., which is based
based at
at FootsFootscray, Sidcup, Kent.
3WW
324 for
for further
further details
details
3WW 321
of test
test
A catalogue giving details of
equipment made by .B.
Manl;lB. & K. ManuC~tcago, for
for use
use in
1!1
facturing Co., of Chicago,
servtce workshops,
workshops, is
1s
radio and TV service
available from Canadian Instruments
Instruments
and Electronics · Ltd., of 35
35 Waverley
Waverley
Street, Nottingham.
3WW
325 tor
for further
further details
details
3WW 325
Copies of an article entitled Storage
Storage
Picoseconds--A Survey of the
the Art,
Art,
of Picoseconds—A
written by C. N. Winningslad
Winning~tad of
of TekTektronix Incorporated, are available
available from
from
U.K. Ltd., of Beaverton
Beaverton
Tektronix U.K.
House
Harpenden,
House, Station Approach, Harpenden,
Herts.'
has been
been reprinted
reprinted
Herts. The article has
from Electronic Industries
Industries and
and comcompares sampling . oscilloscope
oscilloscope techniques
techniques
"conventional " oscillooscillowith those of "conventional"
and
scopes. . Present-day capabilities and
limitations are also discussed.
discussed,
3WW
326 for
for further
further details
details
3WW 326
Recordin2
Tapes.-A leaflet
leaflet
Sound
Recording
Tapes.—A
B
to Kodak
Kodak Sound
Sound
'entitled
entitled ""Your
Your Guide to
Recording Tapes
Tapes"
us
" has been sent to us
by Kodak Ltd. of Kodak House, KingsKingsway, London, W.C.2.
3WW 327
3WW
327 for
for further
further details
detail!!
A leaflet entitled " Easy-to-assemble
Easy-to-assemble
Tuner " is available from ·Martin
f.m. Tuner"
Martin
Electronics Ltd., of 154-155 High
High Street,
Street,
Brentford, Middx,
Middx. .A technical specifispecifiMartin Audiokit.
Audiokit.
cation is given tor
for this Martin
3WW
328 for
for further
further details
details
3WW 326
3WW 322 for further details

A'r.ipio Sweep ·Oscillator
Audio
Oscillator

A.SWEEP oscillator
o-scillator covering
covering the
the. range
range
A
zn c/s to 20 kc/s on a single logarithmic
logarithmic
20
Instruments
scale is announced by Dawe Instruments
Ltd., of Western Avenue, Acton,
Acton,
London, W;3.
W3. The frequency scale is
is
fully rotatable · and the instrument
instrument · has
has
fo-r ·connection
to aa Dawe
Dawe
provisions for
connection to
Type 1406 high-speed level recorder,
recorder,
which ,. will automatically record
record
.
response.
Designated Type 443B, it provides aa
constant voltage output over the whole
whole
connected
frequency . range, even when connected
to a non-linear .or .frequency
frequency dependent
dependent
network. The oscillator works
works on
on the
the
transformerheterodyne principle. A transformerincorporated to
to
coupled output stage is incorporated

Type 443B audio sweep oscillator with
with aa
single continuously variable logarithmic
logarithmic
scale (Dawe Instruments Ltd.).

of either
either 6,
6,
allow impedance selection of
6,000 n. Output
Output level is varivari60, 600 or 6,0000.
steps. from 125 (p.uV
V to 12.5
12.5 V.
V.
able in 10 dB steps
capacitor is
is used
used
A specially designed capacitor
instruto vary frequency and gives the instrument a scale accuracy of
± 11%.
%. The
of·±
The outoutput frequency can be modulated
modulated interinternally by up to 200 c/s
cf s at any
any setting.
setting.
0.1 %.from 200
200 to
to
Distortion is less than 0.1%
2,000 c/s
cIs rising to not more than
than 1%
1%
between 20 c/s and 20
20 kc/s with
with an
an outoutput of 10 volts.
The instrument is available for either
either
rack or bench mounting and weighs 55
55lb
lb
v.
~th case. The price is £270.
£270.
v, 1th

nww
~ww .321
321 tor
for turther
further details
details
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Measuring Instrument.—A
Instrument.-A new pubpublicaticn
the GerGerlication in English describing the
man Schomand FD1/FDM1 Service
Service
Frequency Meter, which should be ·of
of
concerned
particular interest to those concerned
measurement of crystal-concrystal-conwith the measurement
trolled oscillators in mobile
mobile communicommunications equipment, is now available
available
communication
from the radar and communication
instruments division of Elliott
Elliott Brothers
Brothers
Gardens, StanStan(London) Ltd., Wigton Gardens,
more, Middx. The basic FD1 unit is
is aa
compact frequency synthesiser
synthesiser which
which
can measure frequencies .from 30Mc/s
30 Me Is
to · 90 Mc/s
Me Is on fundamentals and up
up to
to
with an
an
920 Me/ s on harmonics, with
920Mc/s
accuracy of better than 11 part in
in 10°.
10 6 •
The FDM1
FDMl unit extends the range
range
downwards to zero frequency.

3WW 329 for further details
Styroflex Capacitors.—A
Capacitors.-A catalogue rerecently issued by Siemens & Halske
Halske on
on
their polystyrene capacitors for
for proprofessional applications is now obtainable
obtainable
U .K. agents R. H. Cole
Cole ElecElecfrom the U.K.
7-:15 Lansdowne Road,
Road,
tronics Ltd., of 7-15
Croydon, Surrey.
Surrey.' These
These capacitors,
capacitqrs,
capacitwhich are quoted to have a high capacitlow reproducible
reproducible
ance stability and a low
temperature coefficient, use aa stretched
stretched
di..
the dipolystyrene foil (Styroflex) as the
electric material.
3WW 330
for further
3WW
330 'for
furthe r details
details
Sealectro House Journal.—The
Journal.-The JanJan..
uary/February issue of the
the Sealectro
Sealectro
house journal Terminalogy
T erminalogy is now
now being
being
distributed.
contains application
application
It contains
notes and new product details of SealSealectro electronic components.
components. Copies
Copies
are available upon application to
to SealSealTrading Estate,
Estate,
ectro Ltd., Hersham Trading
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey.
·
3WW
331 for
for further
further details
details
3WW 331
An
data
An eight-page catalo.gue
catalogue giving data
on synchro and resolver bridges has been
been
forwarded to us from the Theta InstruInstrument Corporation, of Saddle
Saddle Brook,
Brook,
New Jersey, U.S.A. Application notes
notes
and specifications are included. .
3WW
332 for
for further
further details
details
3WW 332
A composite .data sheet giving supsupinfc>J,mation on the
the SGSSGSplementary information
Micrologic
Fairchild Diode-Transistor Micrologic
from
(DTp.L)
(DTjaL) family is now available
available from
SGS-Fairchild Ltd., of 23 Stonefield
Stonefield
deals with
with the
the
Way, Ruislip, Middx. It deals
DT
,uL 930 dual gate, DT/jL
DT,uL 931
931 docked
clocked
DT/jL
DTp.L 932 dual buffer,
buffer, DT/<L
DT,uL
flip-flop, DT/<L
the DT/jL
DT,uL 946
946
933 dual extender and the
quad two-input gate. Comprehensive
Comprehensive
,the individual elements
elements in
in
data sheets on the
request.
the family are also available on request.
3WW
333 for
for further
further details
details
3WW 333
Film Lubricants is
is the
Acheson Dry Film
title of a four-page
four~page information bulletin
bulletin
sent . to us by Acheson Colloids Ltd.,
Ltd.,
PlyP.O. Box No. 12, Prince Rock, Plymouth, Devon. The described nonto replace or
or
liquid films are designed to
m~thods and can
can
reinforce conventional methods
lbe used to lubricate telephone
telephone dial
dial
be
chains.
mechanisms to foundry conveyor chains.
3WW
334 tor
for further
further details
details
3WW 334
3WW 329 for further details
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ELECTRONIC LABORATORY INSTRUMENT
PRACTICE
ELECTRONIC

PRACTICE

LABORATORY

INSTRUMENT

A.M.I.E.R.E.
A.M.I.E.E., a.m.i.e.r.e.
By
TOWERS, *M.B.E., a.m.i.e.e.,
D. TOWERS,*ivi.b,e.,
T. D.
By T.

PULSE)
AND PULSE)
R.F. AND
(AUDIO, R.F.
GENERA TORS (AUDIO,
3,-SIGNAL
3.-SIGNAL GENERATORS

hi-fi
for hi-fi
(e.g. for
range (e.g.
frequency range
simulated . supersonic
radio frequency
of simulated
low radio
or low
sources of
needs sources
supersonic or
laboratory needs
N electronic laboratory
AN
feedback
negative feedback
:of negative
stability of
There
the stability
testing the
equipment. There
designing equipment.
engineers testing
or designing
. signals for testing or
engineers
No
range). ·No
audible range).
normal audible
the normal
above the
generators :
amplifiers above
audio amplifiers
signal generators:
such signal
of such
are three main groups of
audio
enor'this enorwith this
adequately with
cope adequately
can cope
instrument can
single instrument
pulse.
audio, r.f., and pulse.,
single
be
had toto be
have had
instruments have
separate instruments
and separate
range, and
or ""standardmous range,
either ""service"
Signal generators are either
service " or
standardmous
generacommercialgeneraMost commercial
bands. Most
particular bands.
for particular
.evolved for
modulated
called modulated
(sometimes called
generators (sometimes
signal". Service generators
evolved
spectrum,
audiospectrum,
theaudio
partofofthe
middle-upperpart
the middle-upper
cover the
tors cover
designed
instruments designed
inexpensive instruments
are inexpensive
test oscillators) are
tors
superthe superinto the
up into
frequencies up
audio frequencies
normal audio
from normal
i.e. from
television
and television
radio and
testing radio
in testing
use in
principally for use
i.e.
quite
have quite
theyhave
that they
high that
go soso high
them go
of them
Some of
sonic. Some
precision
to precision
claims to
modest claims
only modest
receivers. They make only
sonic.
generators.
signalgenerators,
r.f. signal
withr.f.
frequency with
of frequency
overlap of
signalan overlap
Standard signallevel. Standard
or level.
frequency or
of output, either in frequency
an
generators
audiogenerators
withaudio
meetwith
will meet
you will
laboratory you
the laboratory
at
In the
aimed at
are aimed
hand, are
other hand,
the other
on the
In
generators (s.s.gs.), on
Airmec,
areAirmec,
namesare
familiarnames
Somefamiliar
precise,
corppanies. Some
manycompanies.
produce precise,
from many
and produce
work, and
test work,
or test
more serious design or
from
Furzehill,
Farnell, Furzehill,
(Heathkit), Farnell,
Daystrom (Heathkit),
Dawe, Daystrom
Avo, .Dawe,
signals.
Avo,
stable, low-distortion signals.
Muirhead,
Marconi, Muirhead,
Levell, Marconi,
KLB, Levell,
are
generators are
Hewlett-Packard, KLB,
signal generators
of signal
The output arrangements of
Hewlett-Packard,
Venner,
Taylor, Venner,
STC, Taylor,
Solartron, STC,
genera- .
Radford, Solartron,
Audio generaPhilips, Radford,
standardization. Audio
no standardization.
varied, and there is no
Philips,
Pye.
G. Pye.
W. G.
and W.
or
Wayne-Kerr and
terminals, or
spring terminals,
or spring
screw or
with screw
tors are often found with
Wayne-Kerr
pulse
and pulse
Higher-frequency and
with wander-plug sockets. Higher-frequency
the
generators:-Many ofof the
signal generators:—Many
with
Audio ""service"
fitted with
usually fitted
are usually
hand, are
other hand,
Audio
service" signal
generators, on the other
audio
service audio
models ofof service
market models
manufacturers market
above manufacturers
across
come across
will come
You will
socket. You
some form of coaxial output socket.
above
AdtheAdarethe
usedare
widelyused
most widely
the most
Probably the
generators. Probably
sockets: ""standard,"
such sockets:
of such
common types of
standard,"
generators.
four fairly common
(A) inin
illustrated atat(A)
which isisillustrated
one ofof which
types, one
intervance ""J"
not interare not
They are
"BNC,"
" BNC," ""N-type,"
N-type," and ""Pye."
Pye." They
vance
J " types,
cjs. ItIt
50,000c/s.
15 c/s toto 50,000
range ofof 15c/s
has aa range
This has
14. This
supply
Fig. 14.
keep aa supply
to keep
useful to
find itit useful
changeable, and you will find
Fig.
(less
distortion(less
lowdistortion
relativelylow
output ofofrelatively
sinewave output
gives aa sinewave
any
into any
connection into
for connection
terminals for
of leads with different terminals
gives
90 r;6
least90%
foratatleast
adequatefor
andisisadequate
output) and
full output)
2 % atat full
than 2%
terminauseful terminaParticularly useful
equipment. Particularly
type of socket on equipment.
than
conrapid confor rapid
tions are crocodile clips for
circuits.
breadboard circuits.
nections to breadboard
of
types of
discuss types
Before we go on to discuss
nomenon nomenword on
generators, aa word
signal ·generators,
misunderstandprevent misunderstandclature might prevent
what
roughly what
know roughly
ing. Engineers know
audio ""
of "" audio
talk of
they mean when they talk
some
Btit some
generators. But
r.f."'~ generators.
and ""r.f.
term
the term
that the
people are surprised that
anymean anycan mean
context can
"audio " in this context
1 c/ s
Of Ic/s
tiling from a small fraction of
thing
10kc/s
from lOkc/s
up to 11 Mc/s, and "r.f." from
signal
Here signal
Mcjs; Here
30,000 Mc/s.
up to 30,000
prethe prefrom the
generator jargon departs from
terminology.
ferred standard terminology.
is
terminology.is
One other matter of terminology
tell aa
interesting. You can 'always
always tell
what
by what
generators by
man used to .signal
signal generators
audio
of audio
talks of
he talks
If he
he calls them. If
and
(abbreviated) and
gens." (abbreviated)
and r.f. ""sig.
sig. gens."
he
full), he
(in full),
generators"
pulse ""signal
signal generators
" (in
circle.
belongs to the magic circle.

A

Generators
• - #
Audio Sinewave Generators
for
call for
can · call
e lectronics can
NoWadays ·electronics
Nowadays
provide
to provide
audio sinewave generators to
:o f
fraction of
small fraction
frequencies from a small
servo
for servo
(e.g. for
second (e.g.
a cycle per second
Daysuom
(B)Daystrom
Jl; (B)
engineers and biologists)
the Fig.
Service ""Signal
Signal Generators:
Advance]!;
(A)Advance
Generators : (A)
~n~o-~~~
up__into
Audio ""Service
biol?gists) _up
Commercial Audio
14. Commercial
Fig. 14.
(transistorized).
TG 150DM (transistorized).
Levell TGI50DM
(D) Levell
Paco-G34; (D)
KLB Paco-G34i
(C) KLB
AG-9U; (C)
Ltd.
Tran~istors Ltd.
^Newmarket Transistors
AG~9U:
*Newmarket
1965
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of normal lab. requirements. (The model illustrated is
an old one that has been in daily lab. use for ten years.
Present-day "J" type generators have a modified pre·
sentation.)
The Daystrom AG-9U illustrated at (B) in Fig. 14
is another popular sinewave-only generator, with a range _ ·
cfs.
cfs to 100,000
from 10
lOc/s
100,000c/s.
"· ·
part in
importaiu part
As pulse circuits nowadays play an important
everyday electronics, manufacturers are tending to supply
as sine-,
audio
aud1o service generators with square-, as well as
wave facilities. A good typical example of this is the
Fig. 14, with a
KLB Paco-G34 illustrated at (C) in Fig.
750,000c/s.
c/s.
range of 7 c/s to 750,000
All the above instruments use valves but transistorized .
service generators are steadily appearing. A good illustrative example , is the Levell TG150DM shown at (D)
1.5 c/s to
in Fig. 14. It has a frequency coverage of 1.5
150,000 c/s, both sine and square wave, and is battery
150,000cjs,
tor ·portability.
operated for
generators:-For more exact"standard.. signal" generators:—For
Audio "standard-signal"
ing audio measurements, you must turn to standardsignal generators. In these, the frequency and level of
the output can be set accurately and held stable, and
waveform . distortion is low. With such refinements in
performance, of course, these instruments cost more than ·
.
the service generators.
A good example of an audio standard-signal generator
shownat
Marconi. TF2000 shown
is the Marconi
at (A) in Fig. 15. · TrancIs to
sistorized
sistoriz-ed and with a frequency coverage of 20 c/s
cjs, it has .been designed to meet the exacting
20,000 c/s,
testi!lg modern high-quality audio equipdemands.
demands of testing
ment. It therefore has a high degree of linearity,
good frequency and amplitude
negligible distortion, good
stability and finely controlled levels of output.
Another precision audio generator, which will be found
G.
in common use in scientific laboratories, is the W. G.
Pye 11025 ·pictured
pictured at (B) in Fig. 15. It, too, has the
20,000c/s.
range coverage of 20 c/s to 20,000
typical range
c/s.
Finally, an interesting example of a specialist professional instrument for the hi-fi audio field is the RadOscillator"" (not illustrated). It
Low Distortion Oscillator
ford ""Low
cjs to
provides sinewaves of extreme purity from 55 c/s
% total
250;000c/s.
250,000 e/s. This instrument has less than 0.005 %
from_ its
:;tortion at midband frequencies from
harmonic
distortion
hairnorii'c. di.
also provides clean square waves
(:mtput; and .also
600•ohm
600-ohm ·output,
. : ·.
· ;, _
,.
150;00b·c/s.
up to 150,000
c/s., J.
designers have in the past devoted
geiienitors,~ designers
In audio generators,
possible
purest possible
and purest
mud;t
much effort t~
tb providing the·
the stablest and

sinewave, with suitable frequency ranges. Over recent
years, work at very low audio levels has become much
. more common (e.g., in testing input stages of sensitive
hi..;fi amplifiers) and the amount of residual hum and
hi-fi
noise on the audio generator output has become signifimilli-:cant. When you are working at levels around a millivolt, it is
is always prudent to inspect the output signal
from the circuit under test on a good sensitive oscilloscope to ensure that the hum and noise residuals of the
readings.
_ signal generator are not giving rise to spurious readings.
R.F. Sinewave Generators
inost important single instrument used by
Probably the most
geperator.
r.t signal generator.
communications engineers is the r.f.
Many firms market ·irisuuments
instruments in this field: for example,
Hewletk
Elliott; Furzehill, . HewlettAirmec, · Avo, Daystrom, Elliott,
Racal; ·solartrop,
Packard,
Solartron,
Packard;· KLB, Marconi, Philips, Racal,
··
Taylor, Tektronix and Wayne-Kerr.
Commercial instruments fall very roughly into three
h.f." up to
categories by frequency coverage: (a) ""h.f."
"u.h.f. " up
500 Mcjs and "u.h.f."
"v.h.f. " up to 500Mc/s
lOOMc/s,
Mc/s, (b) "v.h.f."
100
to l,000Mc/s
The terms h.f., v.h.f. and
1,000 Mc/s and above.
u.h.f. are used loosely here in practice. Some engineers
"h.f." The only r.f.
"m.f./h.f." instead of simply "hi."
use "mi./h.f."
signal generator found in common lab. use before the
v.h.f./f.m. receivers was the h.f.
days · of television and v.hi./f.m.
v.h.f. and u.h.f generators are begintype. Nowadays v.hi.
·
ning to appear in most laboratories.
As with 'the
the audio generators discussed earlier, ·you
you
will find two main classes of r.f. generators: service and
standard-signal.

generators,.;_H.F. service generators
H.F. service signal generators.—H.F.
· are economical instruments designed for the radio service
. engineer. Nevertheless, they are not limited to this field
instruments;
lab; instruments;
and make good general-purpose lab.
Fig. _· 16 'is
The Advance E2 generator shown at (A) in Fig.
is
a very widely used example of this type. Many readers
la.b. "work-horse "
will know it by sight for
fot it has been a lab.
for a ·long
long time. Present-day versions of the E2 have
a more up-to-date styling than the old model ·used
used for
the illustration. Typical of h.f. service generators, the
Mcfs in six bands.
E2 covers a range from 100
100 kc/s to 100 Mc/s
30 % amplitude
The output can be either unmodulated or 30%
·
·
cjs.
modulated at 400 c/s.
With the advent of v.h.f./fm.
v.h.f./f.m. and television receivers,
Withthe
service h.f. signal generators have tended to widen their
Mcjs.
coverage and often now extend up to about 250 Mc/s.
This top limit is necessary
to provide marker signals
televisi on
for . television
W >4forservice
good
A good
generators. A
sweep generators.
i .
tv
ill
i
sweep
Li example
of , the newr
. - ,/ i A . (
.
e
generation h.f.
h.r.
service
is the KLB
S generator
generator is
Paco-G30
Paco-GSO shown at (B) in
range
has aa range
This has
16. This
Fig. 16.
8 Fig.
Mcjs.
240 Mc/s.
'to 240
kc/s to
160 kc/s
of 160
^ W j|| of

X-Ss

#

jgt

s.
- iii
jfc.di. .A B
| ,L m
.
.
I
' ^^
Ji
BWWBBMBBBMMBi
1.1
■
■

(A) Marconi TF2000 (transistorized);
Generators : (A)
" Standard-signal •• Generators:
Fig. 15. Commercial Audio "Standard-signal"
{B)
(B) W. G. Pye 11025.
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genstandard-signal genH.F. standard-signal
H.F.
erators:-Output impederators:—Output
ance, output level setting,
h.f.
the h.f.
in the
etc . . in
stability, etc.
stability,
service
service . generators disa hove ·are
cuSsed
are all satiscussed above
factory
fa-ctory for the field that
for.
they are . designed for.
refined
more refined
for more
However; for
However,
measurements, e.g., ac-
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The maximum output voltage availit.ble in h.f. generators normally lies
able
m V to 11 V source
in the range 100 mV
c.m.f.
e.m.f. The 11 V is sometimes desirable
when you want to drive a bridge satisrnm^mncm :; ■ ■
factorily at balance.
Some instruments may display
design defects that can lead to
erroneous measurements. The more
are :
common defects are;
(a) F.M. on a.m., a.m. on f.m., etc.
Of recent years, generators have improved in this and manufacturers
generally now include limits in their
·
specifications.
,. j
(b) Stray radiation. This is not
easy to measure and the usual
criterion for a standard-signal generadiation
the ra
rator 1isS thatt th
1 n should be
Paco-G30.
KLB Paco-G30.
(B) KL6
£2; (6)
Advance £2;
(A) Advance
"Se;vlce "Signal
Commercia~ h.f. "Service
Fig. 16. Commercial
" Signal Generators
Generators:: (A)
rator
° s^lity
j n^ h ^to
o. ^
sensitiVIty
allow
low enough
measurements to be made to below
:
■ ■ ' ' ■
' ■
'
11 /J.v.
■«V.
■ . . _
This
harmonics). This
of harmonics).
level of
high level
(i.e., aa high
Distortion (i.e.,
(c) Distortion
or
bandwidth,
i.f.
kc/s
470
of
curate measurep:1ent
measurement
i,f.
or
(c)
largely
are
you
here
and
measure
to
difficult
sometimes
is
··
have
will
you
serious design work on r.f. tuned circuits,
will have
is sometimes difficult to measure and here you are largely
hands.
manufacturer's hands.
the manufacturer's
in the
tihe standard-signal generator. .
to turn to the
in
have
generators have
signal generators
Some signal
reaction. Some
Attenuator reaction.
(d) Attenuator
been
marks, has
TFI44, in
The Marconi TF144,
in its various marks,
has been
(d)
the
of
adjustments
that
characteristic
annoying
an
design
communications ·design
of communications
a ccepted lab. tools of
one of the ·accepted
an annoying characteristic that adjustments
ofis less
the
defect
this
but
frequency,
the
alter
can
attenuator
has
it
form
current
·
its
In
years.
many
·engineers
engineers for
form it has
attenuator can alter the frequency, but this defect is less
be.
to be.
used to
it used
than it
common than
precision
TFI44H/4. For even greater precision
· reached mark TF144H/4.
common
signal
h.f. signal
of h.f.
characteristics of
modulation characteristics
the modulation
to the
As to
been
has been
of measurement the same company's TF867 has
As
instruservice
medium-priced
and
lowmost
generators,
their
by their
replaced by
be replaced
to be
standard~ but it is now tending to
a standard,
generators, most low- and medium-priced service(usually
instrumodulation (usually
amplitude modulation
have aa fixed-depth
ments have
This
F1g. 17. This
transistorized TF2002 illustrated at (A) in Fig.
ments
fixed-depth amplitude
instruStandard-signal
c/s).
I,OOO
or
c/s
400
at
%
30
outlated
amplitude-modu
out30 % at 400 c/s or 1,000 c/s). Standard-signal instruinstrument gives high-quality amplitude-modulated
internal
variable-depth internal
have variable-depth
normally have
contrast, normally
by contrast,
ments, by
72 Mcis.
put in a carrier range from 10 kc/s to 72Mc/s.
It
ments,
moduexternal moduaccepting external
for accepting
provision for
and provision
modulation and
displays the low .drift, low signal leakage and lack of
modulation
not
is not
these
for
modulation
of
range
usual
The
lation.
standardgood
in
·expected
be
to
spurious modulation
expected
standardlation. The usual range of modulation for these is
harmonic
that harmonic
forget that
not forget
Do not
7~ . Do
90 %.
to 90
%- to
30 %
than 30
less than
have
often have
signal generators. Communications engineers often
less
depth.
modulation depth.
high modulation
at high
high at
become high
can become
distortion can
the
a requirement for very low-level r.f. signals and the
distortion
out
turned out
tested turned
generator II tested
standard-signal generator
good standard-signal
One good
One
TF2002 meets this with an output variable down to
modulation.
·;!)
90
at
distortion
,
X
'
10
about
have
to
c/s
20
from
variable
is
modulation
,uV. The internal
O.I
0.1 ,iV.
from 20 c/s
to have about 10 % distortion at 90 % modulation,
to
up to
cfs at a depth continuously variable up
. to 20,000 c/s
100 %. The TF2002 is very new and the instrument
photographed was kindly lent me by Marconi Instruments Ltd.
will
Where precise frequency control is important, you will
usually find in a lab. a crystal-controlled signal generator
available.' A
with a number of fixed spot ·frequencies available.
showri
FSIOO shown
good example of this is the Wayne-Kerr FS100
from
I7 . .This provides rapid selection from
J.n Fig. 17.
at (B) in
of selected frequencies in the range
twelve crystals of
ISO Mc/s.
7.5 Mcfs to 150
7,5Mc/s
y

5.

'■

y i' >

'

generat9rs:~ln most
Design points . of h.f. signal generators:—In
standard-signal h.f. generators, the accuracy of the
frequency calibration is of the order of 1I %. Most people
accept that a signal generator is · primarily a source of
frequency. In many comaccurate voltage rather than frequency.
mercial instruments, the indicated frequency is made
sufficiently accurate to allow easy handling of the instru· sufficiendy
ment,
ment; but no more. .. Some manufacturers, however,
include an internal crystal calibrator and the scale can
then be set up against the crystal to give an accuracy
,
O.I %.
of the order of 0.1
;
, be
h.L signal generator can be
The output voltage of an h.f.
in series with a specified
. quoted either as ·a source e.m.f. in
source resistance, or as a voltage which will be developed
across a stated load resistance. Usually standard-signal
specifie·d by the first method and service
generators are specified
generators by the second.
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the
(A) the
Generators: (A)
"Standard-siinal " Generators;
h.(. "Standard-signal"
l7. Commercial h.f.
Fig. 17.
FS I00.
Marconii TF2002 (transistorized); (B) Wayne-Kerr FSI00.
Marcon
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V.H.F. signal generators:—I
generators:-! have characterized
characrerized h.f.
100 Mc/s.
generators rather loosely as ranging up to lOOMc/s.
There is a second class of generators, usually known
as v.h.f., ranging up to 500 Mc/s.
Mcjs. One of the best
b.est known
~nown
of these is the Marconi TF801 shown at (A) in
m Fig. 18.
V.H.F. standard-signal instruments are available with
a.m. or f.m. facilities. The TF801, with a.m., is one I
have used widely for years in carrying out transistor
parameter measurements from 10 Mc/s up to 200
2~0 Mc/s.
~cjs.
Its basic specification is impressive. The main
mam signal
are. 0.1
0.1 /'V
p.V to lV
characteristics are
I V e.m.f. from 10 Mc/s to
470 Mc/s, with
c/s.
w:ith sinewave
~inewave a.m.
a.m; up to 90 %
% at
a~ 1,000
1,~00c/s.
It boasts a scale accuracy of ±0.2
± 0.2 %
% using its
Its internal
mternal
crystal calibrator. Its output impedance is 50 ohms from
a "type N" socket and 75ohms
75 ohms through a standard
coaxial adaptor. Leakage radiation is quoted as
"negligible"
" negligible"
and f.m. on a.m. has a deviation of less
-5
w-;,
than 11 X 10
of the carrier at 30 %
% modulation.

Pulse Generators
Since World War II there has been a great increase in
the use of pulse circuitry in the fields of ;adar,
radar, digital
dig~tal
computing, data transmission, nuclear particle
p~rucle detection
detectw?
and in a variety of biological and
and medical tests. This
means that the pulse generator is finding its way
way. on to
~o
lab. benches, and many manufacturers are now in
m this
market: for example.
example, Advance, Dynatron, HewlettPackard, KSM, Labgear, Marconi, Philips, Solartron,
Tektronix, Venner and Wayne-Kerr.
Service pulse generators:—As
generators:-As with signal generators,
pulse generators fall into two classes;
classes: service and
·
standard.
Service pulse generators are economical, handy instruments designed to provide simple pulses for any
anr. unexacting circuit requirements. Typical of ·these is
IS the

U.H.F. signal generators:—With
modern sophisticated
generators:-With ·modern
circuits, the v.h.f. signal generators discussed above are
becoming quite common features of laboratories. On
the other hand the u.h.f. generator capable of supplying
signals above 500 Mc/s is not so often needed. Still,
as the art progresses, you may expect more and more to
come across the u.h.f.
u.h.f. instrument. A good example of
this type is the Hewlett-Packard 616B shown at (B) in
Fig. 18. Its coverage of 1,800 Mc/s
Mcjs to 4,200 Mc/s may
m~y
seem a little " up in the air" for the run-of-the-mill
run-of-the-mlll
laboratory, but it is a good illustration of this type of
instrument. Designed for ease of operation, it provides
direct reading without reference to calibration charts.
The r.f.
r.f. output is directly set and read on a simplified
output dial. The output can be c.w,,
c.w., pulse or f.m.
f.m . modulated.
lated.

c

Fig. 18.
18. Commercial
CommerciaT v.h.f. and u.h.f. Signal Generators:
Generators :
(A) Marconi TF80I;
(A)
TFBOI; (6)
(B) Hewlett-Packard 6(66.
6168.
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Fig. 19. Commercial "Service " Pulse Generator:
Generator : Dynatron
Dynatron ElecE./ec·
tronics Nl
17 (transistorized).
N 117
(transistorized) .
Dynatron Electronics N117 illustrated
19. This
illustrate~ in Fig.
Fig.l9.
is a miniature unit designed to provide users
use;s of
o~ pulse
pul~e
equipment with a simple method of checking
checkmg if
If their
instruments are functioning correctly. It enables
enable~ a technician, for example, to inject a known
know~ pulse into
mto the
early stages of a system in place of a Geiger-Muller
Geiger-~uller tube
or a scintillation counter, and makes possible ready
calibration of pulse instruments. It provides a frequency coverage
second and
~overage from 11 to 10,000 pulses per
persecond
supplies · either positive or negative pulses
puls.es up
UJ? to
~o 10 V
amplitude. Transistorized and battery-driven,
battery-dnven; it
It is
1s completely portable. The pulse width is normally set to
10 ,"S
p.s with a rise and fall time of better than 11 ms,
p.s, but
it can be adjusted by an internal preset control. -·
.
Standard pulse generators:—While
generators:-While the N117
Nl17 is a useful
u~e:ful
general-purpose piece of test
gear, standard pulse generat<;:st.gear~
gen~ra,..
tors of more advanced specifications are often required
'tors
reqtnred
for more
niore- serious lab. work in the pulse field. Standard
Standru,-d
types: (a)
· pulse
ptlls~ generators
geJ;J.~r~~9rs fall
~all into
int<? nyq
~~Q mainJ?ain,types:
(~) low-p.r.f.
low~p;~.!•
instruments
capable of producing very
pulses .w~tl}
with
instrum:eritsdlpabl'e
very·short
short.pulses
:rapid rise times in the nanosecond ·(and nowadays
very ·rapid
nowad::(YS
sub-nanosecond) regions, and (b) higher-p.r.f.
higher;..p.r.f. instruirtstru~
ments capable of producing pulses with rise times of a
few tens of nanoseconds.
· A very widely used low-p.r.f.
low-p.rJ. (100 c/s) pulse generaWIRELEss World,
WORLD, March
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Plug-in
R Plug-in
Type R
Tektronix Type
the Tektronix
is the
time is
tor with fast rise time
oscillo:545 oscilloTektronix 545
ubiquitous Tektronix
the ubiquitous
Unit (for use with the
With aa
20. With
Fig. 20.
in Fig.
(A) in
at (A)
illustrated at
scope) which is illustrated
generator
this generator
width, this
pulse width,
ns pulse
700 ns
5 ns rise time and aa 700
tranfor tranparticularly for
used, particularly
widely used,
very widely
has hitherto been
been very
when
now when
only now
is only
It is
measurements. It
sistor switching measurements.
for
necessary for
becoming necessary
are becoming
nanosecond pulse facilities are
transistors
si1icontransistors
diffused silicon
v.h.f. diffused
new-generat-ion v.h.f.
testing the new-generation
limited.
becoming limited.
usefulness isis becoming
that the Type R unit's usefulness
stand
to stand
used to
Nagard"
name"
the name
To older engineers, the
"Nagard
" used
h.f.
for h.f.
"Advance" for
like "Advance"
rather like
for pulse generators rather
Advance
by Advance
over by
taken over
was taken
Nagard was
signal generators. Nagard
continued
tradition isis continued
N agard tradition
but the Nagard
some years back, but
(B)
at (B)
shown at
PG54 shown
Advance PG54
the Advance
as the
in such equipments as
in Fig. 20.
PGS4
the PG54
generators, the
pulse generators,
standard pulse
Like all good standard
availpulse, availmain pulse,
the .main
of the
advance of
in advance
has a "pre-pulse," in
can
pulse can
main pulse
The main
triggering. The
able for oscilloscope triggering.
and
earth, and
to earth,
respect to
with respect
negative with
be either positive or negative
of
time of
rise time
with aa rise
V with
2.0 V
and 2.0
0.1 and
between 0.1
varied between
~~ Varied
can tpe
available
are available
pulses are
High-amplitude pulses
f fian 10 ns. High-amplitude
]e.sS:
less .than
pulse
main pulse
The main
V. The
10 V.
and 10
of 55 and
tixed switched levels of
at fixed
switched
19 switched
in 19
ns in
200 ns
and 200
70 and
between 70
width
he varied between
oan be
widlth can
repetipulse repetithe pulse
and the
control, and
ranges with calibrated fine control,
second.
0.5 second.
and 0.5
tion period between 250 ns and

,11.8
1,000us
to 1,000
.u.s to
(from 11/is
pulse (from
main pulse
pulse, and (c) a second main
pulse).
after the main pulse).

of
trains of
complicated trains
generators:-More complicated
Pulse-burst generators:—More
employing
systems employing
simulating systems
pulses may be required for simulating
computer
synthesizing computer
for synthesizing
or for
modulation, or
. pulse code modulation,
or ""programmed-pulse"
pulse-burst" or
words. Such " pulse-burst"
programmed-pulse"
laborain laboraseen in
occasionally seen
only occasionally
generators are as yet only
cirpulse ciras pulse
common as
more common
become more
tories, but should become
cuitry spreads.

Generators
Signal Generators
of Signal
Practical Aspects of
on
largely on
generators largely
of generators
field ·of
the field
So far we .have
have covered the
have
you have
When you
basis. When
what? " basis.
a " what to use for what?"
and
do's and
practical "" do's
some practical
are some
there are
obtained the right tool, there
mind :
in mind:
keep in
don'ts " you should keep
learn .
and leant
instrument and
your instrument
of your
manual of
(1) Do . read the manual
full.
the full.
to the
and to
how to use it properly and
e.g.
precautions, e.g.
instrument precautions,
normal instrument
(2) Do use all the normal
allowing
or allowing
earthing, or
and earthing,
tappi~gs and
checking mains tappings
time.
adequate heating up time.
proper
the proper
with the
output with
generator output
the generator
(3) Do terminate the
on
rely on
to rely
going to
are going
you are
when you
impedance, particularly when
Especially,
attenuator. Especially,
and attenuator.
meter and
the internal level-set meter
an
ofan
outputof
the output
for the
cable for
coaxial cable
always use the correct coaxial
misas aa misohms), as
75 ohms),
pulses
or 75
of pulses
50 or
pain of
of pairs
(usually 50
r.f.
generators:-Generators of
Double-pulse generators:—^Generators
r.f. signal generator (usually
high
at high
particularly at
inaccuracies, particularly
to inaccuracies,
are
them are
match can lead to
between them
interval between
il!ime interval
with a known time
intervals.
time intervals.
short time
measuring short
frequencies.
standards for measuring
useful as standards
paralysis
the paralysis
cords,
of the
patch cords,
suitable patch
measurement of
of suitable
the measurement
supply of
application is the
A typical ·application
(4) Do keep handy a supply
(4)
sockets.
and sockets.
plugs and
time
lorig time
proper plugs
with aa long
with proper
start with
fitted with
you start
etc. fitted
Here you
coaxial cables etc.
time of a pulse counter. Here
transin aa transleads in
outthe leads
the outkeep .the
to keep
observe the
is to
you observe
use is
while you
then, while
pulses; then,
(A simple way I use
interval between pulses;
the
of the
One of
the
generator. One
the generator.
reduce the
to the
tied to
progressively reduce
you progressively
circuit, you
parent polythene bag tied
put of the .counting circuit,
gen.
sig. gen.
the sig.
do the
is ""where
counted.
not counted.
unsolved lab. mysteries is
pulse isis not
second pulse
where do
the second
inter-pulse interval until the
leads go to? ")
generator isis
double-pulse generator
typical double-pulse
A good example of a typical
Calisignal generator.
jar aa signal
(5) Do try not to bump or jar
Transis20. TransisFlig. 20.
in Fig.
generator. Cali(C) in
a-t (C)
shown at
Labgea1r D4147 shown
the
tlYe Labgear
your
without your
of
out without
range of
thrown out
p.r.f. range
be thrown
(with aa p.r.f.
pulse (with
main pulse
bration can so easily be
torized, it provides (a) aa main
1rang·e of
·
. knowing.
and aa
f!.S, and
100//.s,
to 100
200ns
of 200
c/s to 11 Mc/s, a width range
11 c/s
ns to
regularly.
instruments regularly.
of instruments
calibration of
pretriggering pre·(6) Do check calibration
10-V triggering
(b) ·aa 10-V
~.1 ,u.s),' (b)
rise time better
better than O.Fus),
check
(7) Do at least check
gensignal genanother signal
against another
against
other
if you have no other
erator, if
although
facility,although
r..;alibrationfacility,
s , :•?
'V
calibration
»J liRIS
blind
the blind
suggest"the
maysuggest"
this may
v <
Safe.
this
m blind."
the blind."
leading the
" ,
H
leading
A "*
>: Xv <•» <
that
check that
always check
Do always
(8) Do
^
■
lllll
(8)
V
7 <•- V
*
modulation isis
desired modulation
the desired
llil
the
·
use.
b..::fore use.
set before
•
'
set
disthat disforget that
Don't forget
(9) Don't
ii
®
„
^0. . (9)
or
sine or
basic sine
the basic
tortion
'
ton
ion of the
t9
lead to
square wave can lead
I WSmk -^ H
, Jiii
errors.
mains
ofmains
careful of
be careful
Do be
(10) Do
^ |i# #
' i|p
(10)
hesK
■ *OD o ' kP
levels,
output levels,
'jSBg
hum at low output
audio
with audio
particularly with
-Jak
MB'
particularly
generators.
wF
W nR- generators.
atparticular atMm
(11) Do pay particular
lowin lowearthing in
mmm .tention to earthing
work.
level work.
f|. r*
level
generathe generause the
Don't use
(12) Don't
10
(12)
#
w
tor too near the extremes ·
must,
youmust,
or,ifif you
range; or,
its range;
of its
fB £) JSk.
of
% %
xT ^0
don't
trust
easy aa trust
too easy
put too
don't put
<> f f t
.
results; .
in your results.
always
· (13) Do, finally, always
eye
jaundiced eye
H look
lodk with aa jaundiced
the
on the
dials · on
H ·-- · at what the dials
believe
front panel say, and believe
some
have some
you have
only ifif you
them only
Advance
Tektronix Type
(A) Tektronix
ype RR Plug-in Unit; (B) Advance
them
Generators: (A)
Pulse Generators:
Fig. 20. · Commercial "Standard "" Pulse
.
(transistorized). ·
04/47 (transistorized).
Lab gear D4I47
(C) Labgear
practical cross check.
PG54 (transistorized); (C)
PC54
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MARCH
MARCH MEETINGS
MEETING S
Tickets are required for
for some
some meetings
meetings :: readers
readers are
are advised,
advised, therefore,
therefore, toto
communicate with the suretary
saretary of
of the
the society
society concerned
concerned

LONDON
3rd. I.E.R.E,—Discussion
I.E.R.E.---Discussion on
on "Teach"Teaching of control engineering"
engineering " at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at 99
Bedford Square, W.C.I.
W.C. l.
3rd. B.K.S.T.S.—Integrating
B.K.S.T.S.-:" Integrating the
the use
use
of film and tape in
in sound
sound recording"
recording " by
by
N. Leevers at 7.30
7.3{) at
at Central
Central Office
Office of
of InInformation, Hercules Road,
Road, S.E.I.
S.E.l.
Sth. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Screened surface
&th.
surface waves
waves
possible applications"
applications" by
and some possible
by Prof.
Prof.
H. E. M.
H.
M . Barlow
Barlow at
at 5.30
5.30 at
at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place,
W.C.2.
10th.
lOth. I.E.E.—"Electronic
I.E.E.-" Electronic circuits—past,
circuits-past,
present and future" by
by G.
G. King
King at
at 5.30
5.30 at
at
Savoy Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
lOth.
10th. · I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.- " Problems
Problems in
in listenlis~en
ing"
ing
" by F. H. Brit
tain atat 6.0
Brittain
6.0 at
at the
·t he London
Loridon
School of Hygiene && Tropical
Tropical Medicine,
Medicine,
Keppel Street, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
lOth. B.K.S.T.S.—"
B.K.S.T.S.-" Telecine
10th.
Telecine facilities
facilities
broadcasting"
for broadcasting
" by
by D.
D . P.
P. Leggatt
Leggatt at
at 7.30
7.30
at Central Office of
of Information,
Information, Hercules
Hercules
Road, S.E.I.
Road,
S.E.l.
11th.
11th. Radar && Electronics
Electronics Assoc.—
Assoc." Research technology
technology· applied
applied to
to radar"
radar "
by
by Dr. Elizabeth Laverick
Laverick at
at 7.0
7.0 at
at Royal
Royal
Society of Arts,
Arts, John
John Adam
Adam Street,
Street, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
12th.
12th. I.E.E. & I.E.R.E.—Discussion
I.E.R.E.-Discussion on
on
" The training of
of computer
computer engineers
engineers "" at
at
5.30 at Savoy Place,
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
15th. I.E.E.—Discussion
"
Irrevers15th.
I.E.E.-Discussion on
on " Irreversible effects resulting
resulting from
from breakdown
breakdown in
in
transistors and rectifiers" atat 5.30
5.30 at
at Savoy
Savoy
Place,
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
16th.
16th. Soc. of Relay Engrs.—"
Engrs.-" Colour
Colour
television signal transmission
transmission problems
problems "" by
by
J. Stuart Sansom atat 2.30
2.30 at
at the
the I.E.E.
l.E.E.
Savoy Place,
Savoy
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
16th.
16th. I.E.E.—Discussion
PeriodicI.E.E.-Discussion on
on ""Periodically varying elements"
elements " opened
opened by
by Prof.
Prof.
D. G. Tucker at
at 5.30
5.30 at
at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
17th.
17th. I.E.E. && I.E.R.E.—"Implanted
I.E.R.E.-" Implanted
stimulators for bladder
bladder and
and rectum"
rectum " by
by
Dr. P. G. Lale
Lale at
at 6.0
6 ;0 at
at 99 Bedford
Bedford Square,
Square,
W.C.I.
W.C.l.
18th. Television Soc,—"Video
Soc.-" Video storage
storage
for standards converters"
converters " by
by E.
E. Rout
Rout at
at
7.0 at I.T.A., 70
70 Brompton
Brompton Road,
Road, S.W.3.
S.W.3.
22nd. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Experimental
Experimental instrumeninstrumentation in scientific
tation
" by
scientific satellites
satellites"
by Dr.
Dr. A.
A. P.
P.
Willmore at 5.30 at
at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
23rd. I.E.E. && R.Ae.S.—Discussion
R.Ae.S.-Discussion on
on
""The
The problem of aerial
aerial installation
installation and
and
siting in modern aircraft"
aircraft " at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at Savoy
Savoy
PInrp
P7
Place, \S7
W.C.2.
24th,
24th. I.E.E.,
I.E.E., I.Mech.E.
I.Mech.E. &
& I.
I. Civil
Civil E.—
E.Eleventh Graham Clark
IncenClark lecture
lecture on
on ""Incen·tives
tives to invention and
" by
and innovation
innovation"
by J.J. C,
C.
Duckworth at
Duckworth
at 6.0
6.0 at
at 11 Birdcage
Birdcage Walk,
Walk, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
29th. I.E.E.—Vertical
I.E.E.~" Vertical radiation
radiation pattern
pattern
of h.f. curtain
curtain arrays
arrays on
on .plateau
plateau sites"
sites " by
by
P. Knight, R.
E. Davies
R. E.
Davies and
and Dr.
Dr. R.
R. G.
G.
Manton at
Place,
W.C.2.
at 5.30
5.30 .at
at Savoy
Savoy Place, W.C.2.
3 !sot. Graduates of
31st.
of Instns.
Instns. of
of Electrical,
Electrical,
Civil & Mechanical Engrs.—"
"
Engrs.-" Computers
Computers"
by B. Z.
Z . de Ferranti
Ferranti at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the I.E.E.,
I.E.E.,
Savoy Place,
Savoy
Place, W,C.2,
W.C.2.
31st. B.K.S.T.S.—"Electronic
31st.
B.K.S.T.S.-" Electronic control
control of
of
reverberation" by James
James Moir
Moir at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at
Central Office of
Information,
Hercules
of Information, Hercules
Road, S.E.I.
BASINGSTOKE
BASINGSTOKE
18th. I.E.R.E.—Annual
18th.
I.E.R.E.-Annual general
general meeting
meeting
of the
of
the Southern
Southern. Section
Section at
at 7.0
7.0 followed
followed by
by
"" Digital
computer control
of gas
Digital .computer
control ·of
gas turbine
turbine
engines"
engines
" by D. Underwood
C.
R.
Kill
Underwood and
and C . R. Kill
at Basingstoke Technical
Technical College.
College.
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BELFAST
9th.
9th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Radio
Radio astronomy
astronomy and
and the
the
electrical engineer
" by
engineer"
by Dr.
Dr. F.
F . G.
G. Smith
Smith at
at
6.30 at Queen's
Queen's University,
University, David
David Keir
Keir
Building.
18th.
I.E.E.—Faraday
18th.
I.E.E.-Faraday lecture
lecture on
on
""Colour
Colour television" by
by F.
F. C.
C. McLean
McLean at
at
7.30 at Ulster
Ulster Hall,
Hall, Bedford
Bedford Street,
Street.
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
1st. I.E.E,—"
1st.
I.E.E.-" The
The radiophonic
radiophonic workworkshop
shop of
of the
the. B.B.C."
B.B.C." by
by F.
F . C.
C. Brooker
Brooker at
at
6.15
6.-15 at
at the
11he College
College of
of Advanced
Advanced TechnoTechnology,
Green.
logy, Gosta Green,
17th.
Television Soc.—"Television
17th.
Soc.-" Television
facilities—3: we
facilities~3:
we film
film it"
it " by
by D.
D . Martin
Martin at
at
College of
77.0
:0 at
at the
the .College
of Advanced
Advanced Technology,
Technology,
Gosta
Gosta Green.
Green.
29th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Solid
Solid state
snate electronics
electronics ""
by
by G.
G . T.
T. Wright
Wright at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at the
the James
James Watt
Watt
Memorial Institute.
Institute.
BOURNEMOUTH
3rd, I.E.E.—"
3td.
I.E.E.-" Applications
Applications of
of comcomputers
" by
putel"s"
by P.
P. J.
J, Titman
Titman at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the
Municipal College, Lansdowne.
Lansdowne.
BRISTOL
BRISTOL
.
9th.
9th. Television
Television Soc.—"
Soc.-" Loudspeakers
Loudspeakers ""
by K.
by
K . F.
F. Russell
Russell at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at the
the Royal
Royal Hotel,
Hotel,
College Green.
Green.
10th.
lOth. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Present
Present day
day trends
trends in
in
microwave .technique
" by
technique"
by Professor
Professor G.
G. D.
D.
Sims at 6,0
6.0 at The
The University.
University.
24th.
24th. I.E.R.E.
I.E.R.E. &
& Brit.
Brit. Computer
Computer Soc.—
Soc." Electronics and
and process
process control"
control" at
at 7.0
7.0
at The University Engineering
Engineering Laboratories.
Laboratories.
CAMBRIDGE
11th. I.E.E.—"Adaptive
11th.
I.E.E.-" Adaptive control
control syssystems
by Dr.
tems "" ·bY
Dr. P.
P. E.
E. W.
W. Grensted
Grensted at
at 8.0
8.0 at
at
the University Engineering
Engineering Dept.
Dept.
CARDIFF
lOlh. I.E.R.E.—^"Electronic
lOth.
I.E.R.E.-" Electronic timing"
timing" by
by
A. McKenzie
McKenzie at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the Welsh
Welsh College
College
of
Advanced
Technology.
of Advanced Technology.
19th. Television
19th.
Television Soc.—"A
Soc.-" A medium
medium
screen .colour
colour television
television projector"
projector" by
by P.
P.
Lowry
Lowry at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at the
the Royal
Royal Hotel.
Hotel.
22nd. I.E.E.—"
Trends
in
semiconducI.E.E.-" Trends in semiconductor
tor developments
" by
developments"
by D.
D. D.
D. Jones
Jones at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at
the South Wales
Wales Institute
Institute of
of Engineers,
Engineers,
Park Place.
Place.
29th. I.E.E.
I.E.E. &
& I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Computers
Computers in
in
the
the control of processes:
precesses: the
the coming
coming revolurevolution
tion in industry" by
by Dr.
Dr. D.
D . N.
N. Truscott
Truscott at
at
6.0 at the Welsh
Welsh C.A.T.,
C.A.T ., Pharmacy
Pharmacy Lecture
Lecture
Theatre.
CHELMSFORD
1st.
I.E.E.-" Electronics-an integral
1st,
I.E.E.—"Electronics—an
integral
part of the
the modern
modern aircraft"
aircraft" by
by B.
B. J.J.
Infield at 6.30 at the Lion
Lion and
and Lamb
Lamb Hotel,
Hotel.
CHESTER
1st.
I.E.E.-"Fuel cells—a
1st. I.E.E.—"Fuel
cells-a branch
branch of
of elecelectrochemical engineering
" by
engineering"
by Dr.
Dr. A.
A. B.
B. Hart
Hart
at 6.30 at the Town
Town Hall.
Hall.
CHRISTCHURCH
I.E.E...:._"Environmental testing"
24th. I.E.E.—"Environmental
testing" by
by
H. E. B,
H.
B. Hammersley
Hammersley at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the King's
King's
Arms Hotel.
Hotel.
COVENTRY
15th.
15th. I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Synchronous
Synchronous satellite
satellite
communication" by F.
F. J.
J. D.
D. Taylor
Taylor at
at 7.15
7.15
at the Lanchester College
Technology.
College of
of Technology.

DUNDEE
LJKJ
lOth. I.E.E.—"The
10th.
I.E.E.-" The UK3
UK3 satellite"
satellite " by
by
H. J. Sketch
Sketch at 7.0
7.0 at
at Queen's
Queen's College.
College.

EDINBURGH
9th.
9th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" The
The UK3
UK3 satellite"
satellite " by
by
H. J. Sketch
Sketch at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at the
the Carlton
Carlton Hotel.
Hotel.
17th.
17th. I.E.R.E.—"Hybrid
I.E.R.E.-" Hybrid and
and analogue
analogue
computers"
computers
" by A.
A. J.
J. Collins
Collins at
at 7.0
7.0 at
at the
the
Natural Philosophy,
Department of Natural
Philosophy, The
The
University.
University.
EVESHAM
15th. I.E.E.—"The
I.E.E.- " The development
development of
of aa
line-store
line-store standards converter"
converter" by
by E.
E. R.
R.
Rout
Rout at 7.30 at the B.B.C.
B.B.C. Training
Training Dept.,
Dept.,
Wood
Wood Norton.
Norton.
GLASGOW
8th. I.E.E.—"The
I.E.E.-"The UK3
UK3 satellite"
satellite" by
by H.
H. J.
J.
Sketch at 6.0 at the University
University of
of StrathStrathclyde.
18th.
18th. I.E.R.E.—"Hybrid
analogue ·
I,E.R.E.-" Hybrid and
and ·analogue
co~puters"
computers" by A,
at the
A. J.
J. Collins
Collins at
at 7.0
7.0 .at
the
Institution of Engineers
Engineers and
and Shipbuilders,
Shipbuilders,
39
39 Elmbank
Elmbank Crescent.
Crescent.
LEEDS
LEEDS
3rd.
I.E.R.E.—"
3id.
I.E.R.E.-" Teaching
Teaching machines
machines ""
by
by Dr.
Dr. Max
Max Sime
Sime at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the University
University
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Department.
Depar tment.

LEICESTER
16th. Television Soc.—"Developments
16th.
Soc.-"Developments in
in
Hi-Fi"
Hi-Fi" by
by B.
B. J. Webb
Webb at
at 7.15
7.15 at
at Vaughan
Vaughan
College,
College, St. Nicholas St.
St.
.
.
25th.
25th. I.E.R.E.—"Electronics
I.E.R.E.-" Electronics in
in autoautomobile research "" by
by R.
R. A.
A. Evans
Evans at
at 6.30
6.30
at The University.
University.
LIVERPOOL
8th. I.E.E.—"Medical
I.E.E.-"Medical electronics"
electronics" by
by Dr.
Dr.
F.
F . Hepburn at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the Royal
Royal Institute,
Institute, ·
Colquitt
Colquitt Street.
LOUGHBOROUGH
LOUGHBOROUGH
9th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Computers
Computers in
in control
control of
of
processes " by Dr. D.
D. N.
N . Truscott
Truscott at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at
the
College
of
Technology.
the College of Technology.

MANCHESTER
11th. I.E.R.E.—"Recent
11th.
I.E.R.E.-" Recent techniques
techniques in
in
magnetic recording" by
by W.
W. Silvie
Silvie at
at 7.0
7.0
at
at the College of Science
Science and
and Technology,
Technology.
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TY NE
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
1st. I.E.E.—Discussion
Current
I.E.E.--Discussion on
on ""Current
problems of electronic
electronic gear
gear in
in power
power stastations " at 6.30 atat the
the Rutherford
Rutherford College
College of
of
Technology.
lOth. I.E.R.E.—"
10th.
I.E.R.E.-" Some
Some applications
applications for
for
microwave techniques " by
by J.
J. Bilbrough
Bilbrough at
at
6.0 at the Institute
Institute of
of Mining
Mining and
and MechanMechanical Engineers, Westgate
Westgate Road.
Road.

NEWPORT I.o.W.
l.o.W.
26th. I.E.E.—Lecture
I.E.E.-Lecture and
and film
film on
on "His"History and development of
of radar
radar "" by
by P.
P. BradBradsell at 6.30 at the Isle
Isle of
of Wight
Wight Technical
Technical
College.
PAISLEY
E. E.E.~Discussion on
23rd. E.E.E.—Discussion
on "" EducaEducational
tional television "'' atat 6.0
6.0 at
at Paisley
Paisley College
College
of Technology.
PLYMOUTH
25th. LE.E.
I.E.E. &
& I.E.R.E.—"Electronics
I.E.R.E.-" Electronics ·
and business management" by
by W.
W. C.
C. HenHenPlymouth Technical
shaw at 7.0 at Plymouth
Technical College.
College.
PORTSMOUTH
I.E.R.E.-" Digital
Digital computers
3rd. I.E.R.E.—"
computers in
in
road traffic control" by H.
H. A.
A. Codd
Codd' at
at 6.30
6.30
College, Cosham.
at Highbury Technical College,
Cosham.
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I.E.E.-" The analysis of low-fre17th. I.E.E.—"The
17th.
and
Baust and
C. Baust
quency
quency electrical noise" by N. C.
Portsmoutll
M. R. Harknett at 6.30 at the Ponsmouta
College of Technology.
College
PRESTON
PRESTON
I.E.E.-Films ""Friendship
10th. I.E.E.—Films
Friendship ^ 7 "
lOth.
at
space " at
in space"
woman in
and ""TereshkovaTereshkova—woman
7.30 at the Harris College.
7.30
SHEFFIELD
SHEFFIELD
"Colour
on "Colour
I.E.E.-Faraday lecture on
2nd. I.E.E.—Faraday
F . C. McLean at 10.0 & 2.30
television"
television" by F.
for students and at 7.30 at City Hall.
for
SOUTHAMPTON
ON
SOUTHAMPT
I.E.E.-" Semiconductor optical de9th. I.E.E.—"
9th.
The
at The
F. D. Morton at 6.30 at
vices" by F,
University.
University.
THURSO
THURSO
I.E.E.-" Digital computers in road
11th, I.E.E-—"
11th.
the
at the
7.0 at
at 7.0
control " by H. A. Codd at
traffic control"
Technical
Technical College.
WOLVERHAMPTON
WOLVERHAM PTON
by
Radio-astronom y"
I.E.R.E.-" Radio-astronomy
10th,
" by
lOth. I.E.R.E.—"
Gent at 7.15 at the College of TechH. dent
·· ·
nology.
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NEW
FOR
FOR
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can
for minimum panel areas. Operating button can
requirements .
be engraved to customer's requirements.
·
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CLUB NEWS
the
operation"
Birmingham.—"
" isis the
Birmingham.-" Mobile operation
Palmer
R. Palmer
by R.
given by
be given
to be
title
title of the lecture to
(G5PP) at the meeting of the Slade Radio
(GSPP)
conSth. Designs for the conSociety on March 5th.
struction of s.s.b. equipment will be construction
March
on
(G3MVT)
Tip-taft
by J. Tiptaft
sidered
on March
sidered by
19th.
19th. Meetings are held at 7.45 at Church
House,
House, High Street, Erdington.
Derby.-Weekly meetings of the Derby
Derby.—Weekly
held
are held
and District Amateur Radio Society
Society are
Lane.
Green Lane.
on
on Wednesdays at 7.30 at 119 Green
Darn
T.
17th
March
on
meeting
At the meeting
March 17th T. Darn
(G3FGY)
(G3FGY) will speak about servicing. On
club
the club
the 24th F. C. Ward (G2CVV), the
seeretary, will discuss making simple voltsecretary,
Brown
C.
].
B.
31st
the
on
meters and on
B. J. C. Brown
(G3JFD)
(G3JFD) will talk about the morse code.
be
will be
stamps
on
Radio
Halifax.-" Radio
Halifax.—"
"" will
discussed by Mrs. M. I. Shaw (G30MM)
discussed
Northern
the . Northern
at the March 2nd meeting of the.
fortHeights Amateur Radio Society. A forthidiffusion
Wide
"
on
lecture
a
night later a lecture
diffusion hifi"
fi" will be · given by Dudley Johnson.
Sports-: .
7.30: at the SportsMeetings are held at 7.30
man
man Inn, Ogden.
Heckmondwike.—J.
Swinnerton
Heckmondwilre .-J. ' W.
(G2YS), a member of the R.S.G.B. Council,
young
of young
training
the
about
will be speaking about the training of
of
meeting of
the meeting
at the
radio at
people in amateur radio
people
on
Society on
Vaijey Amateur Radio Society
the Spen Valley
March
18th
March 4th. At the meeting on the 18th
will ·
Railways will'
representacivc: of British Railways
a representative
marshallin
equipment
electronic
about
talk
talk
equipment in marshallat
ing yards. The club meets fortnightly at
7.30 at the Grammar School, High Street.
Spa.-At the March 22nd
Leamington
Leamington Spa.—At
Mid-Warwicksh ire Amateur
meeting of the Mid-Warwickshire
discussed
be discussed
Radio Society the subject to he
calibrators.
crystal calibrators.
and crystal
meters
is frequency
and
Fortnightly
meetings are held at 7.45 at
Fortnightly meetings
Harrington House, Newbold Terrace.
Mowbray.-An illustrated lecture
Melton Mowbray.—An
Melton
Mul"-based on Mul-"Basic
—" Basic valve circuits "—based
lard film strips will be given at the March
Mowbray
Melton
tr·::
of
25th meeting
tb-t Melton Mowbray
St.
the St.
Amateur
Amateur Radio Society at 7.30 at the
John Ambulance Hall, Asfordby Hill.
W ellingborough.- The March programme
Wellingborough.—The
which
Club, which
of the Wellingborough Radio Club,
meets
meets each Thursday at 7.45 at the Silver
elecon
lecture
a
includes
Room,
Street Club
includes a lecture on elecanand antronic organs by F. Wright (4th) and
by
car by
electronics in the modern car
. other
other on elecfonics
J,J. Baker
Baker (18th).
MARCH 1965
WORLD, March
WIRELESS World,
Wireless
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"A
"A Team
Team of
Little Atomies"
of Little
Atomies"
OMEWHERE , in a small back room in the heart of
SOMEWHERE,
of the
the
electronics industry, sits little old Mrs.
Mrs·. Malaprop, whose
whose
function in life is to provide christening names
her
names for
for her
masters' brain-children.
The dear old soul has been at it for
a
very
long
for a very long time
time
now. One of her earliest triumphs was the
wireless,"
the word
word ""wireless,"
which clearly derives from her younger days when
she
when she was
was
addicted to gallivanting around the countryside in
horsein aa ""horseless." "Electronics" is another of her bright
bright ideas,
ideas, dreamed
dreamed
up at a much later period, and patently on
on aa day
day when
when the
the
old lady had had one of her turns and wasn't
wasn't feeling
feeling up
up to
to it.
it.
But among her masterpieces are
are the comparatively modern
modern
ones
microelectr.onics,"
" microelectronics,"
" microminiaturization"
and
microminiaturi zation "
and
"microcircuit.
" microcircuit."" Oh what jolly fun the industry isis going
going to
to
have with these in the years to come! And what aa Pandora's
Pandora's
box of trials and tribulations was opened to
to us
us on
on the
the day
day
of their birth! The latter · aspect must wait, however,
however, for
for
another issue; for the moment, let
let us
us discourse
discourse upon
upon the
t~e
words themselves, and particularly upon Mrs.
Mrs. Malaprop's
Malaprop s
monumental sabotage of scientific exactitude.
I once knew a man
mail who eked out aa living as aa professional
professional
Horrible Example at temperance meetings. The
The term
term
" microelectronics"
microelectronic s " can serve us in the
the same
same stead,
stead, as
as
indicative of what is going on around us ·in
in the
the matter
matter of
of the
the
invention of inconsequent new terminology.
·
Here then, we have s-itting
sitting on our platform an
an expression
expression
which specifically evokes an image of something which
is
which is
microscopically small. Nothing more than that.
that. Just
Just somesom~
thing fantastically tiny. Now this
this would
would be
be wonderful
wonderful if
tf
only small size happened to be the vital
vital feature
feature of
of the
the new
new
technology. But of course it is not. It
It is
is only
only incidental.
incid~ntal.
And in any case a mere description of
of size
size is
is always
always prone
prone
to land us in awkward situations later
later on;
on; there
there may,
may, for
for
instance, come a day when we are faced with
with the
the necessity
necessity
of using " submicrominiaturization"
submicrominia turization" or some
some other
other equally
equally
dreadful word. Conversely, if integrated
integrat~d circuit
circuit techniques
techniques
should ever break through into the realm of
of power
power amplifiers
amplifiers
we might then want to go up the scale in size-description.
size-descriptio n.
This would be rather like a circus
circus billing
billing of
of aa normally
normally
sized man as ""the
the world's tallest
tallest dwarf."
dwarf."
There is one vital technical feature which distinguishes
distinguishes
microelectronic s from all else, and that is not
microelectronics
not small
small size.
size. It
It
is Reliability with a capital R. This
This realization
realization puts
puts an
an
entirely new complexion on things, because
because whereas
whereas small
small
size is of interest in a few specialist fields
fields of
of electronics,
electronics,
reliability is everybody's business. It
lack of
It is
is the
the lack
of this
this
invisible component which makes engineers
engineers mutter
mutter restlessly
restlessly
in their sleep and gives them
them premature
premature ulcers.
ulcers.
This reliability feature is no empty advertising
advertising boast;
boast; it
it
is very real, being inherent in
i:t;1 the
the technology.
technology. It
It is
is not
not there
there
because of any built-in magical property of
of silicon
silicon or
or any
any of
of
the other possible materials, but for
for very
very simple
simple reasons.
reasons.
One of these is that, compared with
with the
the number
number and
and variety
variety
of the processes and controls involved
involved in
in the
the making
making of
of conconvention:al
ventional circuits from discrete components, "micromin"
"micromin"
has relatively few.
Again, when one remembers that
that most
most conventional
conventional comcompone~ts which fail in normal service do
ponents
do so
so because
because of
of interinterconn~:tion faults (particularly where
connection
where dissimilar
dissimilar metals
metals are
are
joined) or because of contamination in
in one
one form
form or
or another,
another,
the moral is clear. Keep interconnections
interconnection s down
down to
to the
the
minimum and contamination away and—Abracadabra!—the
and-Abracada bra! -the
reliability factor shoots toward the
top
of
the
charts.
Microthe top of the charts. Microelectonic techniques do just those very
clectonic
very things;
things; the
the solidity
solidity
and low mass of the circuits increase
increase the
the factor
factor still
still further.
further.
What a series of selling points!
points!
A·1d what has dear old Mrs Malaprop
And
Malaprop done
done about
about it?
it? By
By
8W!~hing
am-hing that grossly misleading label "microelectronics"
"microelectron i.::s"
she has implied to
that
here
we
have
a
blood- s·k
to all
all and
and sundry
sundry that here we have a blood-
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relation to miniature
mmrature and
and subminiature
submin~ature 'techniques
t echniques and
and that
that
itit' is therefore of potential interest
interest only
only to
to the
the minority
minority who
who
want something even smaller
than they
smaller than
they have
have already
al'l'eady got.
got.
although itit might
So far the damage done
done is
is slight
slight although
might be
be
sobering to know how many
engineers
already
swamped
many engineers already swamped with
with
masses · of technical information have
skipped
papers
on
have skipped papers on
microelectronic
microelectronicss as . being right out of
of their
their field
field of
of interest.
interest.
But what of the customer's reaction
reaction when
when the
the time
time comes
comes to
to
other
industries
sell him micromin equipment?
equipment? The
The other industries have
have
always been chary of embodying
equipment
into
embodying electronic
electronic equipment into
their systems (" fragile and
and temperamental
temperamental stuff")
stuff ") and
and only
only
in recent years have significant
significant dents
dents been
been made
made in
in this
this
armour of doubt. Now, Mrs. Malaprop
them
Malaprop has
has presented
presented them
with something they can
can really
really chew
chew upon—a
upon-a label
label which
which
shrieks of ultra-tininess and, therefore,
to the
therefore, to
the lay
lay mind,
mirid, of
of
delicate health.
to the
Oh, yes—you
yes-you .can prove
prove to
the customer
customer that
that the
the two
two are
are
not necessarily synonymous. You can
can get
get him
him to
to put
put aa speck
speck
of dust into a strong metal box
box and
and then
then drop
drop it
it from
from three
three
miles up on to
to a concrete bed
bed to
to demonstrate
demonstrate which
which emerges
emerges
undamaged from the situation—the
situation-the dust,
dust, the
the box
box or
or the
the
~oncrete.
concrete.
But
B1,1t why bother, when
when the
the whole
whole thing
thing could
could be
be
avoided by a change of
of label?
be many
I know there must be
many who
who are
are burning
burning to
to chip
chip in
in to
to
say that the term
term microelectronics
microelectronic s originated
originated as
as aa perfectly
perfectly
valid expression; valid
valid because
because in
in the
the first
first instance
instance the
the
research objective was to
to produce
produce the
the smallest
smallest possible
possible
circuits for use in things
things like
like proximity
proximity fuses
fuses and,
and, later,
later, for
for
guided weapon and space ironmongery.
ironi:nongery. That
That is
is true,
true, but
but
the real drive came when the
reliability
aspect
was
appeciated.
the reliability aspect was appeciated.
And from that
that moment
moment onward
onward the
the terminology
terminology lost
lost its
its
significance.
that
we
are
all
Mrs.
Malaprops.
The unpalatable fact is
is that we are all Mrs. Malaprops.
The terminology which is
is coined
coined in
in the
the laboratories
laboratories may
may be
be
perfectly adequate for internal use,
use, but
but jt
_it isn't
isn't always
always so
so
when it emerges into
particularly
the
cominto the
the world,
world, and
and particularly the commercial world. And if that isn't
along
come
the
isn't bad
bad enough,
enough, along come the
technical committees and sit
addled eggs,
sit on
on our
our addled
eggs, solemnly
solemnly
trying to hatch a definition out
out of
of them.
them. If
If you
you think
think this
this
is an exaggeration, consider our
microour Horrible
Horrible Example,
Example, ""microelectronics"
electronics " which has been with
with us
us for
for quite
quite aa number
number of
of
years now. Committee after
after committee
committee have
have brooded
brooded over
over
this one and still continue to do so:
so; but
but try
try to
to find
find an
an
internationall
internationally—or
y-or even nationally—accepted
nationally-acc epted definition
definition and
and
you will seek in vain because there
there isn't
isn't one.
one.
·
The provisional one issued by aa Technical
Technical Committee
Committee of
of
—
the International Electrotechnical
Electrotechnic al Commission
Commission (TC47)
(TC47) is;
is:"" That entire body of technology which is associated with,
or applied to, the realization of
of electronic
electronic circuits
circuits with
with aa
degree of miniaturization greater
greater than
than that
that usually
usually obtained
obtained
with conventional methods and/or
and/or parts."
parts."
By this standard a sub-sub-miniature
sub-sub-minia ture component
component qualifies
qualifies as
as
micromin. You see how the fallacy isis in
in danger
danger of
of being
being
perpetuated? How often is ""usually"?
usually "? How
How long
long is
is aa piece
piece
of string?
And why hasn't an accepted definition
definition been
been produced?
produced?
To a simple mind (my nearest
nearest and
and dearest
dearest have
have cruder
cruder exexpressions for it) the answer is as
as plain
plain as
as _aa pikestaff.
pikestaff. The
The
terminology is wrong in
the
first"
place.
But
why
should
in the first place. But why should
the committee be hypnotized by
by our
our throw-away
throw-away expressions?
expressions?
Why on earth can't they hold an
an inquest
inquest on
on the
the word
word itself
itself
in the first place, and ruthlessly sling
out
if
it
sling it
it out if it doesn't
doesn't add
add
up, substituting one which is
is capable
capable of
of definition?
definition?
There are, after all, many possible
possible · approaches;
approaches; the
the
""initials
initials"" gambit, for instance (as
(as in
in MASER).
MASER). Or,
Or, if
if aa
standard unit of reliability
rel!iabi]ity were devised
devi-sed both
both conventional
conventional
and micromin techniques 'could
c ould be categorized
categorized (and
(and readily
readily
recog-nized
recovnized for what they were). But
But that
that is
is getting
getting down
down
to detail. Our immediate slogan
slogan should
should be
be "Mrs.
"Mrs. Malaprop
Malaprop
must go!
go!"
"
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